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Abstract
Visual scene recognition deals with the problem of automatically recognizing the high-level

semantic concept describing a given image as a whole, such as the environment in which

the scene is occurring (e.g. a mountain), or the event that is taking place (e.g. a rock climbing

event). Scene categories, especially those related to man-made places and events, present

high degrees of intra-class variability and inter-class similarity, which in turn require robust

and discriminative recognition systems. An additional requirement for potential applications,

such as vision-based spatial reasoning for mobile robots, is efficiency of the classification

procedure. The objective of this thesis is to address these challenges, by proposing suitable

image representations and classification algorithms.

The first part of the thesis focuses on the representation task. We propose a bottom-up image

descriptor capturing perceptually coherent structures independently of their position. In

particular, our method separately pools features extracted from two perceptually different

image regions : the most salient region and the remaining non-salient one. By complementing

this Saliency-driven Perceptual Pooling (SPP) with an ad-hoc spatial pooling operation, we

obtain compact and robust image representations, particularly suited for indoor and sports

scenes.

The second part of the thesis is concerned with the classification step. We propose an efficient

multi-component classification algorithm, named Multiclass Latent Locally Linear SVM (ML3),

able to automatically learn a set of sub-categorical linear models for each class, in a principled

latent SVM framework. By linearly combining the sub-categorical models with sample and

class specific weights, ML3 is able to efficiently learn smooth non-linear decision boundaries,

competitive with those obtained by Gaussian kernel SVMs. ML3 also shows very competitive

trade-offs between training time and performance, while ensuring high efficiency of the

prediction phase.

In the last part of the thesis, we use the ML3 algorithm to improve the efficiency and per-

formance of a recently proposed image classification algorithm, named NBNN, designed to

cope with classes with a large diversity. Specifically, we show how with a modification of the

NBNN scoring function it is possible to use ML3 to learn a discriminative and compact set

of prototypical local features for each class, and thus avoid the extensive Nearest Neighbor

search used by NBNN. The resulting algorithm, named NBNL, greatly reduces the memory

requirements and testing complexity of NBNN, while significantly improving its performance.

The approaches proposed in this thesis effectively exploit the spatial, salient and task-driven

structures present in the images, producing compact representations and relatively efficient
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Abstract

classification procedures.The SPP representations provide competitive scene recognition

performances when coupled with non-linear kernels, while the ML3 algorithm can be used

to partially fill the gap between linear and non-linear kernels. Although the performance of

NBNN-based methods on scene recognition tasks is still below the one obtained by traditional

SVM-based approaches, the proposed NBNL algorithm reduces the performance gap, while

significantly speeding up the testing phase. Experiments on three publicly available scene

recognition datasets (MIT-Indoor-67, 15-Scenes and UIUC-Sports) show the value of the

proposed approaches.

Key words : visual scene recognition, saliency maps, feature pooling, multi-component classifi-

cation, multi-class classification, locally linear SVM, latent SVM, naive Bayes nearest neighbor
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Résumé
La reconnaissance visuelle des scènes consiste à déterminer le concept sémantique de haut

niveau qui décrit une image dans son ensemble, comme l’environnement dans lequel la scène

se dresse (e.g. une montagne), ou l’événement qui s’y déroule (e.g. une activité d’escalade). Les

différentes catégories de scènes, en particulier celles liées aux endroits et événements créés

par l’homme, présentent une variabilité intra-classe et une similarité inter-classe très impor-

tante, ce qui nécessite des systèmes de reconnaissance robustes et discriminatifs. Un besoin

supplémentaire pour de possibles applications, comme le raisonnement spatial en utilisant

l’information visuelle pour des robots mobiles, est l’efficacité de la procédure de classification.

L’objectif de cette thèse est de résoudre ces problèmes, en proposant des représentations

d’images et des algorithmes de classification adaptés.

La première partie de cette thèse porte principalement sur l’étape de représentation. Nous

proposons un descripteur d’image de bas en haut, qui capture les structures cohérentes sur le

plan perceptif indépendamment de leur position dans l’image. En particulier, notre méthode

met en commun les caractéristiques extraites de deux régions différentes sur le plan perceptif

séparément : la région la plus saillante et l’autre région non saillante. En complétant cette

mise en commun perceptive guidée par la saillance (SPP) avec une opération de mise en

commun spatiale ad hoc, nous obtenons des représentations d’images compactes et robustes,

particulièrement adaptées aux scènes d’intérieur et de sport.

La deuxième partie de cette thèse concerne l’étape de classification. Nous proposons un

algorithme efficace de classification à plusieurs composants, dénommé SVM multi-classe

latent localement linéaire (ML3), capable d’apprendre automatiquement un ensemble de

modèles linéaires sous-catégoriques pour chaque classe, dans un cadre reposant sur un SVM

latent. En combinant linéairement les modèles sous-catégoriques avec des pondérations liées

aux échantillons et aux classes, ML3 est en mesure d’apprendre efficacement des frontières

de décision lisses et non-linéaires, qui rivalisent avec celle obtenues par des SVMs à noyau

gaussien. ML3 montre également un équilibre très intéressant entre durée d’apprentissage et

performance, tout en assurant une bonne efficacité lors de l’étape de prédiction.

Dans la dernière partie de cette thèse, nous utilisons l’algorithme ML3 pour améliorer l’ef-

ficacité et la performance d’un algorithme de classification d’images récemment proposé,

NBNN, qui a été conçu de façon à s’adapter à des classes avec une très grande variabilité.

Plus particulièrement, nous montrons comment il s’avère possible, en modifiant la fonction

de score du NBNN, d’utiliser ML3 pour apprendre un ensemble discriminatif et compact

de caractéristiques locales prototypique pour chaque classe, et, ainsi, d’éviter de recourir à
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Résumé

la vaste recherche des plus proches voisins utilisée par NBNN. L’algorithme qui en résulte,

dénommé NBNL, réduit grandement les besoins en mémoire et la complexité de l’évaluation

par rapport au NBNN, tout en améliorant significativement les performances.

Les approches proposés dans cette thèse exploitent efficacement les structures spatiales, sail-

lantes ainsi que celles destinées à des tâches spécifiques, présentes dans les images, générant

ainsi des représentations compactes et des procédures de classification relativement efficaces.

Les représentations SPP fournissent des performances compétitives en reconnaissance de

scènes lorsqu’elles sont associées avec des noyaux non-linéaires, tandis que l’algorithme ML3

peut être utilisée pour combler partiellement l’écart entre noyaux linéaires et non-linéaires.

Bien que les performances en reconnaissance de scènes des méthodes reposant sur NBNN

soient encore en dessous de celles obtenues avec les approches classiques à base de SVM,

l’algorithme NBNL proposé réduit cet écart de performance, tout en accélérant significa-

tivement l’étape de classification. Des expériences conduites sur trois bases de données de

reconnaissance de scènes accessibles au public (MIT-Indoor-67, 15-Scenes et UIUC-Sports)

révèlent l’utilité des méthodes proposées.

Mots clefs : reconnaissance visuelle des scènes, cartes de saillance, mise en commun de carac-

téristiques, classification à plusieurs composants, classification multi-classe, SVM localement

linéaire, SVM latent, classification naïve bayésienne par plus proches voisins
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

With the advent and widespread commercialization of inexpensive digital cameras, large

amounts of digital images are being generated every day. Computers have become the main

mean of storage and fruition of images, and the necessity to efficiently group, categorize

and search this vast quantity of digital images has become a critical matter. Hence, efforts

in developing various low and high-level computer vision techniques, which may help in

this direction come with no surprise. Techniques such as color analysis and face detection

or recognition have already been deployed in digital photo organizers and digital cameras.

Still, there is a growing need for methods able to reliably and efficiently provide additional

high-level information about the captured images. One basic type of high-level information

that can be used to facilitate the management of large databases of images is the one regarding

the global environment in which each image is captured. For example, one may be interested

in retrieving all the images in which a given person is appearing in a mountain scenario, or in

an office environment. In order to provide such high-level annotations of the images, it is thus

necessary to design computer vision algorithms able to efficiently recognize these concepts.

Parallel to the ubiquitous diffusion of digital cameras, recent years have also seen the break-

through of mobile robotics into the consumer market. Domestic robots have become in-

creasingly common and are now extensively used to perform simple tasks, such as vacuum

cleaning, or cutting the grass in the garden. Major automobile manufacturers and technology

companies have already announced short-term plans to commercialize vehicles making use

of cameras, radar and other sensors to assist the driver, or even autonomously conduct the

passengers. In order to simplify the communications between humans and these artificial

agents, and to enable a high-level reasoning using abstract spatial concepts, the human repre-

sentation of space should also be understood and reproduced by artificial agents. For example,

a domestic robot may be asked to “clean the bathroom”, while a car may be asked to “stop at

the gas station”, or at “the parking area”. Consequently, a robot’s definition of “bathroom”, or

“parking area” should point to the same set of places that a human would recognize as such.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1 – Examples of scene categories exhibiting intra-class variability. Top: structural
variability in images from the scene category “bocce”. Bottom: view-point variability in images
from the scene category “coast”.

1.2 Statement of the problem and challenges

In computer vision, the task of automatically annotating a single image with the categorical

label that best describes the scene as a whole is known as scene recognition. As opposed to

objects, scenes are mainly characterized as places in which humans can move [Oliva and

Torralba, 2001]. This definition can be extended to include events, such as sports activities [Li

and Fei-Fei, 2007] (e.g. a “sailing” scene, or a “croquet” scene).

The most important challenges in scene recognition come from the complexity of the concepts

to be recognized and the variability of the conditions in which the images are captured. Scenes

from the same category may often look different, while scenes from different categories

may look similar. We refer to the variability in the appearance of images within a single

scene category as intra-class variability, while the similarity of images belonging to different

categories is referred to as inter-class similarity. Besides intra-class variability and inter-class

similarity, an additional challenge for scene recognition, coming from the application domain,

is due to efficiency requirements.

Intra-class variability is mainly due to two factors:

1. Structural complexity and variability. Scenes are complex high-level concepts, in turn

composed of several complex parts, whose number, types and configurations cannot

be fixed a priori. Take for example the category “office”. An office would likely contain

desks and chairs, but their number and spatial arrangement may vary from instance to

instance. Moreover, additional parts, such as computers, printers, telephones, lamps,

shelves, books, white-boards, plants and windows may or may not be present.

2. View-point variability. Scenes can look very different from different points of view. This

is especially true for indoor scenes, where the distance between the subject of the picture

2
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dining living dining living

Figure 1.2 – Examples of scenes exhibiting high degrees of inter-class similarity. Images anno-
tated with “living” belong to the scene category “living room”, while scenes annotated with
“dining” belong to the scene category “dining room”.

and the observer is often very low. For example, a bedroom may be captured from a

viewpoint in which the full bed is visible, or from the opposite viewpoint, in which only

other objects such as a television, wardrobes, mirrors and desks are fully visible.

Due to the high levels of visual variability, images belonging to a certain scene category may

cluster into so called visual sub-categories. A visual sub-category consists of images from the

same scene category having a common perceptual appearance.

It is to be noted that the structural variability of scene categories is higher than for object

categories [Ehinger, 2013]. Take, for example, object categories such as car, dog, washing

machine, or mobile phone. Although there might be sub-categories (e.g. “smart-phone” vs

“old-generation mobile phone”) and the final appearance may be very different, it is not

difficult to think of a prototypical set of parts with a prototypical spatial configuration for

each object category, or sub-category (e.g. two wheels in front, two wheels on the back, a

body above the wheels and several windows above the body, for the category “car”). The same

reasoning cannot be easily reproduced for many scene categories, as the “office” category

described above, other indoor categories, or even for sport scenes. A match of “bocce”, for

example, can be played indoor, as well as outdoor, on a proper framed field, on the grass, or

even on the beach. Moreover, the exact number of players, bowls and their relative positions

may vary continuously from image to image (see Figure 1.1).

In Figure 1.1 we report some examples of images from the scene categories “bocce” and “coast”,

illustrating the effects of structural and view-point variability, respectively. As it can be seen,

images from the category “bocce” do present a considerable degree of structural variability. It

is indeed difficult to predict which parts may be expected in the images and in which number.

Coastal scenes present a much lower degree of structural variability (parts such as water, sky

and land are always present, approximatively in a fixed number). On the other hand they still

present a noticeable degree of intra-class variability, due to the variable view-point of the

observer.

In addition to high levels of intra-class variability, scene categories are also characterized

by high degrees of inter-class similarity. As an example, consider the categories: “sea coast”,
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High inter-class similarity

Challenges

Computational efficiencyHigh intra-class variability

View-point
variability

Structural
variability

Figure 1.3 – Challenges of the scene recognition problem.

“living room”, “dining room” and “lake shore”. While it may be relatively easy to distinguish

a sea coast from a living room, or a lake shore from a dining room, it may be more difficult

to discriminate between a living room and a dining room. These scene categories, indeed,

present very similar visual appearances, sharing also a similar distribution of parts (e.g. chairs,

sideboards, televisions and sofas). Similarly, a sea coast may not be easily discriminated from

a lake-shore. In Figure 1.2 we illustrate this problem for the “dining room” and “living room”

categories. As it can be seen there is an evident overlap in the parts (e.g. objects) appearing in

images from the two classes. This results in a discrimination problem that may be challenging

even for humans.

Finally, for a scene recognition algorithm to have any practical utility it has to be computa-

tionally efficient. Indeed, in order to process and annotate large amounts of pictures - as in

the digital photo management scenario described above - efficiency of the recognition phase

becomes crucial. Computational efficiency becomes even more crucial if we consider the

mobile robot scenario. Indeed, mobile robots need to be able to process images at a rate fast

enough to ensure smoothness of movement and responsiveness. Furthermore, as opposed

to standard computers, mobile robots may also be constrained by reduced computational

resources.

The combination of high intra-class variability, high inter-class similarity and computational

efficiency requirements makes scene recognition a very challenging problem. A compact

visualization of these three combined challenges is provided in Figure 1.3.

1.3 Objectives and approach

The problem of recognizing the environment in which a given scene is taking place can be

viewed as an image classification task: given a set of possible scene labels (e.g. sea coast,

living room, dining room and lake shore), the image has to be assigned to the one that best

represents it. A modern approach to tackle such problems is to make use of machine learning,

a branch of computer science and artificial intelligence studying systems able to learn from

data. Given a dataset of images annotated with the desired (groundtruth) label, the recognition
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system passes through a training stage and an evaluation, or testing stage. During the training

stage, the system makes use of a portion of the dataset, named training set, to learn a mapping

from the images to the labels. We refer to the learned mapping as the model. In the testing

stage, the performance of the learned model is evaluated on the remaining portion of the

dataset, named testing set, or test set.

A typical image classification pipeline can be decomposed into two main blocks:

1. Image representation. The purpose of this component is to pre-process the images

and output image signatures preserving information that may be important for the

classification task, while filtering out the rest.

2. Classification algorithm. The purpose of this component is to provide a model able to

correctly classify the signatures computed from the images in the training set, while

performing similarly well on other unseen images, as the ones contained in the test

set. An image is said to be correctly classified if it is assigned the same label as the

groundtruth.

The main goal of this thesis is to develop image representations and classification algorithms

able to efficiently recognize scene categories. As previously discussed, scene categories are

characterized by high levels of complexity, intra-class variability (due to both view-point and

structural variability) and inter-class similarity. A scene recognition algorithm should thus be

able to produce models complex and invariant enough to cope with such levels of variability.

The categorical models should also be discriminative enough to allow a fine discrimination

between very similar scene categories. Finally, in order to have any practical utility, the models

should also be efficient to train and, even more importantly, efficient to evaluate. Consequently,

the research questions that we are aiming to answer in this thesis are the following:

1. Is it possible to design compact and discriminative image representations able to effectively

describe images presenting very high levels of structural and view-point variability?

2. Is it possible to design efficient and discriminative classification algorithms able to cope

with the high level of complexity and variability of scene categories?

In the attempt to positively answer these questions, throughout this thesis we adopt the

following design choices:

1. Low-to-mid level image representations. As discussed above, scene categories are

structured and complex entities. It would thus be highly desirable to employ representa-

tions making use of high-level concepts, such as the statistics of object occurrences in

the scenes. As shown by Vogel and Schiele [2004], using such information alone would

be sufficient to solve small scene recognition problems. Unfortunately, as pointed out by

Torresani et al. [2010], state of the art object detectors are still unreliable, essentially be-

having as texture and shape recognizers. Moreover, although major advances have been

achieved in recent years [Dubout and Fleuret, 2012], object detectors are still relatively

expensive to evaluate. This is especially true if the detection process has to be repeated

for a large number of objects, in the order of hundreds, or thousands, as required by

current state of the art high-level representations [Torresani et al., 2010; Li et al., 2010].
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For these reasons, we opt to directly make use of more efficient and well-understood low

and mid-level representations, strictly related to the visual appearance of the images.

We thus leave the task of modeling higher-level structures to the scene classification

algorithm.

2. Multi-component categorical models. Given the high structural complexity and vari-

ability of scene categories, and considering also the relative simplicity of low and mid-

level representations, it becomes necessary to make use of complex categorical models,

able to recognize samples belonging to a high number of visual sub-categories. For

example, it would be necessary to learn different models for the different views of the

coast scene category. This can be naturally accomplished by using models in which each

category is described by a set of components, each one specialized to a set of samples

sharing similar perceptual properties. Multi-component models [Dollár et al., 2008;

Felzenszwalb et al., 2010; Gu et al., 2012] naturally allow to represent complex categories

by means of a set of simple and specialized sub-categorical components.

3. Supervised discriminative learning. As discussed before, besides the high levels of

structural complexity and variability, another major problem of scene categorization is

that of high inter-class similarity. In order to cope with this problem we chose to make

use of discriminative learning algorithms, directly trained to minimize the number of

miss-classification errors. Moreover, since sub-categorical annotations of the images

are not available (e.g. annotation of the view-points, or of the structural type of the

scene), we decide to adopt a weakly supervised approach, in which the component(s)

associated to each image have to be automatically inferred.

In the following Section we provide a brief description of the contributions made in this thesis,

instantiating them within the structure of the thesis itself.

1.4 Contributions and structure

As motivated and discussed in the previous Sections, this thesis aims at designing and evaluat-

ing compact image representations and efficient classification algorithms suitable for scene

recognition problems. A brief description of each Chapter and the related contribution is as

follows:

• Chapter 2: Related works. In this Chapter we introduce and discuss a prototypical scene

recognition pipeline, providing a review of the works related to each of its constituent blocks.

• Chapter 3: Spatial and saliency-driven image representations. In this part of the thesis

we aim at designing image representations able to cope with the high intra-class variability

and computational efficiency requirements of scene recognition problems. In contrast with

traditional spatial representations [Lazebnik et al., 2006], we aim at designing representa-

tions able to capture perceptually coherent structures, independently from their positions

in the image. To this end, we propose to separately pool image features extracted from two
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perceptually different regions of the image: the most salient (and usually more complex)

region and the remaining non-salient one. By complementing this saliency-driven pooling,

named Saliency-driven Perceptual Pooling (SPP), with a simple spatial pooling operation

we obtain compact and robust image representations. The proposed representations are

shown to be particularly suited for indoor and sports scenes, outperforming more complex

spatial representations on several scene recognition tasks. From a computational point of

view, the main limitation of the scene recognition pipeline proposed in this Chapter is the

usage of exponential χ2 kernel classifiers [Fowlkes et al., 2004], which are expensive to train

and to evaluate.

• Chapter 4: The ML3 classification algorithm. In this Chapter we aim at addressing the

high intra-class variabilities, the high inter-class similarity and the computational efficiency

requirements of scene recognition problems, by designing a new classification algorithm.

In order to make the classification algorithm efficient to train and to evaluate, we opt to

avoid the use of kernels. Instead, we propose a multi-component algorithm, named Multi-

class Latent Locally Linear SVM (ML3), able to automatically learn a set of sub-categorical

linear models for each class, in a principled latent SVM framework [Yu and Joachims, 2009].

By linearly combining the components of the model with sample and class specific weights,

ML3 proves to be able to efficiently learn smooth non-linear decision boundaries, com-

petitive with those obtained by Gaussian kernel classifiers [Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini,

2004]. Compared to other state of the art multi-component algorithms, the proposed al-

gorithm is also shown to provide very competitive trade-offs between training time and

performance. We apply ML3 to the SPP image representations proposed in Chapter 3. The

scene recognition performance obtained in this way is still lower than the one obtained

by the exponential χ2 kernel classifiers used in Chapter 3. Nonetheless, it is close to the

performance obtained by a Gaussian kernel classifier, and it is achieved at a fraction of the

computational resources required by the latter (in terms of training time, testing time and

memory footprint).

• Chapter 5: The NBNL classification algorithm. In the approach discussed in Chapter 4,

the components of the ML3 model are learned and evaluated on the full images. In this

Chapter we abandon this approach in favor of a patch-based approach, in which different

parts of an image can be assigned to different components. We follow the Naive Bayes

Nearest Neighbor (NBNN) framework [Boiman et al., 2008], a recently proposed image

classification algorithm designed to cope with classes with a very large diversity. Within this

framework, we show how with a modification of the NBNN scoring function it is possible to

use ML3 to learn a discriminative and very compact set of prototypical local features for each

class, thus avoiding the extensive Nearest Neighbor search used by NBNN. The resulting

algorithm, named NBNL, preserves the robustness of NBNN, while greatly reducing its

memory requirements and testing complexity, and significantly improving its performance.

On small scene recognition problems, the NBNL algorithm combined with a SPP pooling

approach is shown to provide recognition performances on par with the most competitive

kernel classifiers considered in Chapter 3.
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• Chapter 6: Conclusions. This Chapter summarizes the achievements of this thesis, draws

the conclusions and outlines some potential direction for further research.

1.5 References

The contributions discussed in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 of this thesis are based on

the preliminary works presented in the following peer-reviewed publications:

Marco Fornoni and Barbara Caputo. Indoor scene recognition using task and saliency-

driven feature pooling. In Proc. of British Machine Vision Conference, BMVC, pages 1–12,

2012

Marco Fornoni, Barbara Caputo, and Francesco Orabona. Multiclass latent locally linear

support vector machines. In Cheng Soon Ong and Tu-Bao Ho, editors, JMLR W&CP, Volume

29: ACML, pages 229–244, 2013

Marco Fornoni and Barbara Caputo. Scene recognition with naive bayes non-linear learning.

In Proc. of the 22nd International Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR). IEEE, August

2014
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2 Related Works

Visual scene recognition is a topic that has been extensively studied from different points

of view. From a biological perspective Wolfe [1998] proposed a model of the human visual

memory based on the concept of gist. With a series of thought experiments and links with

relevant literature, he proposed that what humans capture about a scene is composed by two

main components: 1) information about basic image features, the existence of surfaces, shapes

and their spatial configuration; 2) a list of recognized objects (and their spatial configuration),

selected through an attention mechanism. From a computational point of view, a model for

scene recognition is usually built upon a set of visual primitives, such as image patches, or

regions, which constitute the basic building blocks for constructing more complex representa-

tions of the scene. Each of these visual primitives can consider information at several spatial

resolutions, ranging from a single pixel to the full scene, and the set of visual primitives used

by a scene recognition algorithm determines the spatial resolution of the visual information

accessible to the algorithm. Each primitive can be described by three types of descriptors:

1. Low-level, the descriptor of a visual primitive is constructed by directly using the low-

level features extracted from the considered area; this approach assumes that the low-

level features are describing aspects of an image that could be directly linked to its

semantics.

2. Mid-level, after the low-level feature extraction, an intermediate encoding is computed

to represent each feature with respect to a learned set of prototypical low-level features.

3. High-level, the low-level features are used to evaluate computational models of human-

understandable concepts (e.g. models of objects, or scenes subparts) and produce a

descriptor endowed with semantics.

Note that the proposed descriptors taxonomy only aims to encompass all the methods relevant

to this thesis. It is neither intended to be general, nor to match other paradigms adopted by

the computer vision community [Marr, 1982; Wilson and Keil, 2001].

Different methods have also been considered to aggregate the set of descriptors computed

from the visual primitives, and compose the final image representation (or image signature).

For example, the representation of the image can simply be defined as the collection of disjoint
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Figure 2.1 – The general scene recognition pipeline considered in this thesis.

descriptors computed from the visual primitives, or it can be constructed in a statistical

way, e.g. by pooling the descriptors over the full image to produce a synthetic signature.

Moreover, in order to exploit the additional structure present in the considered scenes, the

final representation is often constructed by performing an analysis of the spatial position of

the descriptors, or of some perceptual information such as their saliency. Finally, leveraging

the designed image representations, a computational model for a given scene concept (e.g. a

“mountain scenery”) is constructed using one of several possible types of classifiers.

A visualization of the scene recognition pipeline considered throughout this thesis is illustrated

in Figure 2.1. The proposed pipeline is only intended to be illustrative: not all the building

blocks reported have to necessarily be present in a scene recognition system, while some

other might be added, or might be merged together. Still, the pipeline is general enough to

represent a large set of approaches that are relevant to this thesis and that will be discussed in

this Chapter.

Throughout the thesis, the adjectives characterizing some parts of the representation block of

the pipeline may be used to describe the overall image representation as well. For example, an

image representation making use of high-level descriptors may be referred to as a high-level

representation, while an image representation making use of a spatial, or a saliency analysis

may be referred as a spatial representation, or a saliency-driven representation.

Before proceeding with the discussion about the different blocks of the scene recognition

pipeline illustrated in Figure 2.1, it is important to dwell on how the scene recognition problem

is empirically evaluated in the computer vision community. For this purpose in Section 2.1 we

describe the standard datasets used for benchmarking scene recognition methods, and their

corresponding evaluation protocols. The blocks of the pipeline in Figure 2.1 are extensively de-

scribed in the subsequent Sections. Specifically, the descriptor extraction block, the signature

block and the classification block are covered in Sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, respectively.
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Table 2.1 – List of scene recognition publications and datasets used. From the list we exclude
the publications in which a new dataset was proposed.

Work MIT-Indoor-67 15-Scenes Sports Other
Li et al. [2010] X X X LabelMe-9

Çakir et al. [2011] X X
Pandey and Lazebnik [2011] X

Wu and Rehg [2011] X X X
Fornoni and Caputo [2012] X X X

Kwitt et al. [2012] X X X LabelMe-9, SUN
Jiang et al. [2012] X X 21-Land-Use
Parizi et al. [2012] X

Sadeghi and Tappen [2012] X X X
Zheng et al. [2012] X X X
Juneja et al. [2013] X

Vitaladevuni et al. [2013] X X X
Fornoni and Caputo [2014] X X X

Xie et al. [2014] X SUN

2.1 Datasets

Throughout the years, three main datasets have been established as standard benchmarks

for scene recognition algorithms: the MIT-Indoor-67 [Quattoni and Torralba, 2009], the 15-

Scenes [Lazebnik et al., 2006] and the UIUC-Sports [Li and Fei-Fei, 2007] datasets. In Table 2.1

we report a list of recently published scene recognition approaches, with the corresponding

list of scene recognition datasets used. As it is possible to see the three above mentioned

datasets are used in most of the recent scene recognition publications. Accordingly, these

datasets are also the main benchmarks considered in this thesis. Note that, since we focus

on classification of single images, we do not consider datasets for evaluating approaches

addressing the problem of classifying scenes in video sequences (e.g. [Pronobis and Caputo,

2005; Luo et al., 2006; Pronobis and Caputo, 2009; Wu et al., 2009; Pronobis et al., 2010]).

In the following, for each of the three dataset considered throughout this thesis (MIT-Indoor-

67, 15-Scenes and UIUC-Sports) we provide a description of the collection procedure, a

description and a visualization of the images belonging to the dataset, and a description of the

benchmarking procedure. In addition we provide a synthetic description of the other scene

recognition datasets appearing in Table 2.1 (SUN [Xiao et al., 2010], LabelMe-9 [Li et al., 2010]

and 21-Land-Use [Yang and Newsam, 2010]). For additional details we refer the interested

reader to the appropriate publication.

MIT-Indoor-67

Since its introduction, the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset [Quattoni and Torralba, 2009] has become

one of the most important and most challenging benchmarks for scene recognition algorithms.
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Figure 2.2 – Example images from the 67 classes of the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset, organized by
scene group. (Adapted from Quattoni and Torralba [2009])

According to Table 2.1, it is now the most used dataset for this class of problems. It consists of

images of indoor scenes captured in unconstrained and cluttered conditions and collected

using online image search engines, online photo sharing sites and the LabelMe dataset [Russell

et al., 2008]. It contains 15,620 images belonging to 67 different categories, at a minimum

resolution of 200 pixels in the smallest axis and with a minimum of 100 images per category.

The 67 scene categories are grouped into 5 big scene groups: Store, Home, Leisure, Public

place and Working Place.

It is worth noting that in indoor environments the location of meaningful regions and objects

varies drastically within each category, while the close-up distance between the camera and

the subject makes the variations due to view-point changes even more severe. This results in a

very high degree of intra-class visual variability. Moreover, many of the classes (e.g. classes

belonging to the same scene group) present a high degree of visual inter-class similarity.

Images sampled from the categories in the five scene groups are visualized in Figure 2.2.

The standard benchmarking procedure for this dataset consists of randomly selecting 100

images per category and split them into 80 images for training and 20 for testing. The scene
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Figure 2.3 – Example of images from the classes of the 15-Scenes dataset.

recognition performance is measured by the multiclass accuracy, defined as the average of the

diagonal of the confusion matrix. Using this benchmarking procedure, the scene recognition

accuracy reported at the moment this dataset was published is 26%.

15-Scenes

The 15-Scenes dataset [Lazebnik et al., 2006] is a well established scene recognition bench-

mark, containing images of both outdoor and indoor scene environments. The collection was

gradually built over the years: the initial 8 outdoor classes were collected by Oliva and Torralba

[2001]; four additional indoor categories and one additional outdoor category were added

by Fei-Fei and Perona [2005]; finally, two additional categories (one indoor and one outdoor)

were introduced by Lazebnik et al. [2006].

In its final version, the 15-Scenes dataset contains 4485 low-resolution and gray-valued images,

with 210 to 410 images per class. The 15 scene categories are: bedroom, coast, forest, highway,

industrial, insidecity, kitchen, livingroom, mountain, office, opencountry, store, street, suburb

and tallbuilding.

In Figure 2.3 we report one image example for each category. As it is possible to see, the

inter-class similarities are lower for this dataset, with the largest visual similarities occurring

amongst indoor classes.

For this dataset the standard benchmarking protocol consists in randomly selecting 100

training images per class and using the remaining ones for evaluation. The scene recognition

13
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Figure 2.4 – Example of images from the classes of the UIUC-Sports dataset.

performance is measured by the multiclass accuracy, defined as the average of the diagonal of

the confusion matrix. Using this benchmarking procedure, the scene recognition accuracy

reported at the moment this dataset was published is 81.4%.

UIUC-Sports

The UIUC-Sports dataset [Li and Fei-Fei, 2007] is a collection of images of sports scenes.

According to the authors, although sport categories represent events and not just places (as

the categories in the 15-Scenes, or the MIT-Indoor-67 datasets), sport recognition can be

approximated and viewed as a scene recognition problem. As mentioned in Section 1.3, the

main challenges of this problem lie in the high levels of structural variability, due to clutter

and variability of the environment in which the events are taking place, and to the wide variety

of subjects and poses in each category. Some sports categories, like croquet and bocce, also

present high levels of visual similarity.

This dataset has been used in the large majority of works addressing scene recognition prob-

lems (see Table 2.1) and it contains images from 8 sport categories: badminton, bocce, croquet,

polo, rock climbing, rowing, sailing and snowboarding. The number of images per category

varies between 137 and 250. A visualization of images sampled from each category is reported

in Figure 2.4.

The benchmarking protocol for this dataset consists in selecting 70 images per class for the

training set and 60 for the test set. The scene recognition performance is measured by the

multiclass accuracy, defined as the average of the diagonal of the confusion matrix. Using this

benchmarking procedure, the scene recognition accuracy reported at the moment this dataset

was published is 74.4%.
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Other datasets.

For completeness, we report here a short description of other datasets that have been occa-

sionally used to evaluate the performance of scene recognition approaches:

– SUN [Xiao et al., 2010]. The SUN (Scene UNderstanding) dataset is a large scale dataset

containing images from 397 scene categories, selected using the WordNet ontology [Fell-

baum, 1998]. Each scene category contains at least 100 color images, retrieved using search

engines. A subset of the dataset is annotated with objects.

– LabelMe-9 [Li et al., 2010]. The LabelMe-9 dataset is a subset of the LabelMe dataset [Russell

et al., 2008] containing images from 9 scenes categories: beach, mountain, bathroom,

church, garage, office, sail, street, forest. Each class contains 100 images, split into 50 for

training and 50 for testing.

– 21-Land-Use [Yang and Newsam, 2010]. The 21-Land-Use dataset contains images of aerial

orthoimagery downloaded from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) National Map.

There are 21 classes, each represented by 100 images.

In this Section we have provided a review of datasets, benchmarking procedures and evaluation

metrics used by the scene recognition community. In the next Section we begin the discussion

of the blocks composing the scene recognition pipeline introduced at the beginning of this

Chapter.

2.2 Descriptor Extraction

Over time, a large number of visual primitives and descriptors have been considered for scene

recognition tasks. Without aiming to be exhaustive, in this Section we will discuss the most

important ones, ordering them according to the taxonomy introduced before.

2.2.1 Low-level descriptors

The descriptors belonging to this category simply consist of low-level features extracted from

the visual primitives. One of the first descriptors specifically designed for scene recognition

is the Spatial Envelope, also known as GIST [Oliva and Torralba, 2001]. The visual primitive

considered by this descriptor is tipically either a large image patch or the full image. In this

work the authors analyze the global appearance properties (not related to objects) used by

humans in order to categorize outdoor scenes. By performing an experiment with seventeen

human observers they argue that the five most important global properties used by humans to

categorize outdoor scenes are: Degree of Naturalness, Degree of Openness, Degree of Roughness,

Degree of Expansion, Degree of Ruggedness. They then propose a computational model for

each of these properties and combine them to obtain a final image signature. Using this

descriptor the authors obtained good results in classifying low-resolution outdoor scenes into

categories like: mountains, seaside, forest, etc. All the same, the approach was later found to

be unsuitable for indoor scene categories [Quattoni and Torralba, 2009].
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Another example of a low-level descriptor used to address scene recognition problems is the

one proposed by Linde and Lindeberg [2004]. In this work the authors suggest to use multi-

dimensional histograms of low-level features (such as normalized gradient magnitude and

RGB chromatic cues at multiple scales) as a robust way to describe images. The visual primitive

considered by this descriptor is the full image. Exploiting the fact that multi-dimensional

histograms are mostly zero except for a small portion of the cells, they design a sparse and

sorted representation enabling to accumulate histograms with a number of cells of the order

of 4514 ≈ 1023 (14-D histogram with 45 quantization levels). The proposed descriptor obtained

state of the art performances on the ETH-80 object categorization task [Leibe and Schiele,

2003], while also being successfully employed in indoor scene recognition tasks [Pronobis

et al., 2010; Fornoni et al., 2010].

Local descriptors

Descriptors in this set, also referred to as local features, use small image patches (or regions)

as visual primitives. Often, interest point detectors [Schmid et al., 2000] are used to select

relevant locations in the image and extract features around them. The most influential work

in this direction is arguably the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) proposed by Lowe

[2004]. The visual primitives considered in this approach are image patches extracted at

local extrema of the scale-space. A 128-dimensional descriptor of each patch is obtained by

computing a histogram of gradient orientations (with 8 reference orientations) in each of 4×4

sub-patches. Early works have demonstrated the potential of this low-level local descriptor,

with its main advantage being the robustness w.r.t. occlusion and clutter. Lowe [2004] applied

it to object instance recognition in occluded scenarios, while Caputo and Jie [2009] combined

it with exact and approximate matching techniques to solve object and place recognition

problems. Another popular descriptor of this family is the Histogram of Oriented Gradients

(HOG). Introduced by Dalal and Triggs [2005] for human detection, it has also been used for

generic image classification [Bosch et al., 2007] and scene recognition [Fornoni et al., 2010]

tasks. Similarly to SIFT, HOGs capture the distribution of edge orientations within a given

image region (computed on the output of a Canny edge detector). The orientations range is

quantized into k bins and each edge is assigned to the corresponding binned orientation, with

a weight proportional to the value of the gradient. This descriptor is not rotationally invariant

but has shown good performance in indoor categorization tasks [Fornoni et al., 2010], in which

usually the gradient directions are not strongly rotated.

While the image representation obtained by directly using low-level descriptors have shown

some initial success in image classification and scene recognition tasks, these representations

may not be able to robustly describe complex scenes, like indoor ones. In order to produce

robust image representations, mid-level descriptors have thus been introduced.
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2.2.2 Mid-level descriptors

Amongst the most successful image representations for scene recognition we find the mid-

level ones. The two components that characterize these representations are:

1. Usage of low-level local features and some form of learning to identify a set of prototypi-

cal local features.

2. Usage of the learned prototypical local features to encode the low-level local features

extracted from images.

Due to the feature encoding procedure used by these methods, mid-level descriptors are often

referred to as mid-level feature encodings. Moreover, in analogy with bag-of-words models

for text classification [Joachims, 1998], the set of prototypical features is often referred to as a

dictionary, while each prototypical feature is referred to as a visual word, or a codeword. The

learning procedure, in turn, is called dictionary learning. Finally, the image representations

obtained using this type of descriptors are often referred to as Bag of visual Words (BoW )

representations. In the following we review the most important forms of dictionary learning

and encoding used to compute the mid-level descriptors and obtain BoW representations.

Hard encoding

One of the first examples of mid-level descriptors was proposed by Csurka et al. [2004]. The

main idea of this approach is to use the k-means algorithm [MacQueen, 1967] to cluster

local features (such as SIFT descriptors) extracted around interest points of several training

images, to form a dictionary of k visual words. The learned dictionary is subsequently used

to encode each SIFT feature in a given image. In this work, a local feature is encoded by an

extremely sparse k-dimensional binary vector, with the only non-zero element in the position

corresponding to the closest visual word in the dictionary. This encoding technique is also

known as hard quantization, hard assignment, or simply vector quantization.

A first significant improvement of the BoW method was proposed by Fei-Fei and Perona [2005],

where the interest point detection was replaced with a dense sampling scheme, extracting

SIFT features over an evenly spaced grid of points (with a stride of 10px). There are two main

reasons why in BoW models this sampling strategy works better than using interest points: 1)

dense sampling provides a representation of uniform regions (such as sky, or walls), which are

important for many recognition tasks (e.g. scene recognition) and are typically discarded by

interest point detectors; 2) by densely sampling the features, the final image signature can be

constructed using a much higher number of samples, providing more robust estimate of the

visual words distribution [Chatfield et al., 2011].

The main advantage of the mid-level descriptors produced by hard-coding procedures lies in

their robustness to some amount of deformation (thanks to the quantization of the features).

This invariance, which for the first time enabled researchers to obtain very good results on

small image classification tasks, is unfortunately also their main limitations when dealing
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with more complex tasks. Indeed, due to quantization effects, a large part of the information

contained in the low-level features is completely discarded. In order to address this problem,

several alternative encoding schemes have been proposed [Yang et al., 2008, 2009; Jegou et al.,

2010; Wang et al., 2010a; Zhou et al., 2010; Perronnin et al., 2010; Chatfield et al., 2011; Wang

et al., 2013], as it will be discussed below.

Sparse and local encodings

Encoding a low-level feature using a soft combination of codewords can result in a smaller

reconstruction error w.r.t. hard quantization. Moreover, as argued by Olshausen and Fieldt

[1997], sparse combinations obtained using an over-complete dictionary may also be more

robust to noise than dense combinations. Accordingly, Yang et al. [2009] propose to replace

hard quantization with a sparse encoding framework, named Sparse Coding (SC). Instead

of assigning a local feature to the closest cluster center, each low-level feature is encoded

with a combination of codewords selected to minimize a cost function defined as the sum

of a reconstruction error and a sparsity-inducing regularizer. This encoding framework has

recently been complemented by approaches focusing on locality, as a form of sparsity [Yu

et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010a]. These approaches replace the sparsity-inducing regularizer

in the cost function, with a localization error function, or with localization constraints. With

this choice the codewords lying in a neighborhood of the feature to be encoded are favored

over distant ones. Yu et al. [2009] provide theoretical and empirical evidence in favor of this

approach, arguing also that while locality produces sparsity, the reverse is not true. Following

this idea, Wang et al. [2010a] provide a fast approximated version of the encoding which

simply consists of minimizing the reconstruction error for a given feature, using only its closest

dictionary entries instead of the full dictionary. This fast approach is named approximated

Locality-constrained Linear Coding (LLC).

Fischer and Super-Vector encodings

More recently, several techniques that encode the relative displacement of a given feature w.r.t.

its assigned codewords have been proposed [Zhou et al., 2010; Perronnin et al., 2010; Jegou

et al., 2010; Chatfield et al., 2011]. For example, Perronnin and Dance [2007] use a Gaussian

Mixture Model (GMM) [Bishop, 2006] to learn a vocabulary composed of several weighted

centers and diagonal covariance matrices. The descriptor of a given set of low-level features

is then obtained by computing the gradient of the log-likelihood of the features w.r.t. the

GMM parameters (the centers and the diagonal covariance matrices) and by subsequently

normalizing the resulting gradient vector using the Fisher information matrix [Jaakkola and

Haussler, 1998]. Differently from vector quantization, sparse coding and locality-constrained

linear coding the resulting descriptor, which is called Fisher Vector (FV ), has size 2kd , where

d is the dimensionality of the local features to be encoded (e.g. d = 128, for SIFT features).

Using an improved version of this technique (with additional `2 and power normalization, to

enhance the foreground and reduce sparsity) Perronnin et al. [2010] achieve very promising
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results on several object recognition datasets [Everingham et al., 2007; Griffin et al., 2006],

at the expense of a very high-dimensional representation. Using this encoding, Juneja et al.

[2013] reported a state of the art performance (60.77% accuracy) on the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset.

A more compact (kd-dimensional) and simplified version of this encoding (replacing GMM

with k-means and thus not considering the covariance of the descriptors) named Vector of

Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD, [Jegou et al., 2010]) was also used for image retrieval

tasks. Finally, another approach resulting in similar descriptors is the Super-Vector (SV ) coding,

introduced by Zhou et al. [2010]. In this work a given local feature is encoded by a sparse

kd-dimensional vector in which there is only one non-zero d-dimensional sub-vector, in the

position corresponding to the closest dictionary entry. The proposed encoding is motivated

by an approximation error argument for β-Lipschitz derivative smooth functions [Zhou et al.,

2010] and, similarly to VLAD and Fisher Vector, it encodes the relative displacement of each

feature w.r.t. the considered center.

Benchmarking mid-level encodings

A detailed experimental evaluation of the most popular feature encoding techniques (such as

Hard Coding, LLC, Fisher Vector and Super Vector) was performed by Chatfield et al. [2011],

with the conclusions that better performances can be obtained by using:

1. Larger vocabularies and higher sampling densities for the local features.

2. More descriptive forms of encoding (e.g. techniques that also encode the relative dis-

placement of a feature w.r.t. the considered centers, such as FV and SV).

Unfortunately, the most descriptive encodings lead to a drastic increase (by several orders of

magnitude) in the dimensionality and density of the final image signatures, to the point that

even for relatively small datasets the training data might not fit into memory [Chatfield et al.,

2011]. Additionally, training a classifier on data having several hundred thousands non-sparse

variables can be a challenging and time-consuming task. To address these problems for this

type of encodings (Super Vector encoding, Fisher Vector encoding, etc), Chatfield et al. [2011]

propose to compute a linear kernel matrix [Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini, 2004] using the

image signatures and subsequently solve the dual classification problem.

Supervised Dictionary Learning

Another way to improve the performance of mid-level descriptors is to train the dictionary

containing the feature prototypes in a supervised fashion. For example, Wang et al. [2013]

propose a Max-margin Multiple-instance Dictionary Learning (MMDL) algorithm to cluster

the local features in a set of k +1 different clusters, while also correctly classifying each feature

as belonging to its correct class. Specifically, they propose to learn c × (k +1) hyperplanes wy, j

( j ∈ {1,2, ..,k +1}, y ∈ {1,2, ..,c}, where c is the number of classes in the considered problem)

and use them to encode each local feature xi with vy, j (xi ) = w>
y, j xi . Similarly to Wang et al.

[2013], Yang et al. [2008] propose to jointly learn a set of codewords
[

wy,1 wy,2 . . . wy,k

]
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for each class y , together with a set of combination coefficients α ∈Rk common for all classes.

In this case, however, the codewords wy, j are also used for the final classification of the

images. Using this framework with k = 300 visual bits, the authors show highly improved

object recognition [Everingham et al., 2006] performances w.r.t. the standard BoW approach.

Learning mid-level patches

Most of the descriptors discussed so far only use a predefined set of local patches (possibly

at multiple scales), represented using low-level features (e.g. SIFT). This choice might be

suboptimal for a given task, as it only focuses on a fixed set of image structures, ignoring

the others. To address this problem several authors have proposed methods to automatically

discover visual structures that might be helpful for the considered image classification task [Yao

et al., 2011; Pandey and Lazebnik, 2011; Singh et al., 2012; Doersch et al., 2013; Sun and Ponce,

2013; Li et al., 2013; Juneja et al., 2013]. For example, Singh et al. [2012] perform discriminative

clustering on the HOG representation of randomly sampled image patches from each class,

to obtain a class-specific set of mid-level discriminative patches which are then used as

filters. The HOG representation of an image is then convolved with all the obtained mid-level

discriminative patches and the responses pooled to produce the final image signature. The

resulting method achieves promising results (38.1% accuracy) on the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset.

Very recently, a similar approach was proposed by Juneja et al. [2013], where the discriminative

clustering is replaced by a part-mining algorithm, initialized with super-pixels segmentations.

The proposed approach outperforms Singh et al. [2012], obtaining a 46.10% accuracy on the

MIT-Indoor-67 dataset. Similar approaches were recently proposed by [Doersch et al., 2013;

Sun and Ponce, 2013].

2.2.3 High-level descriptors

While mid-level descriptors encode the low-level features w.r.t. a learned set of visual words

devoid of any explicit semantic, high-level representations explicitly involve an intermediate

classification w.r.t. human-understandable concepts. We can divide high-level representations

into two main sets:

1. Generic concepts. The descriptors are obtained by evaluating a set of generic concept

classifiers at multiple image locations and scales.

2. Task-specific concepts. The concept classifiers used are strictly related to the considered

image categorization task (i.e. the considered concepts are the same as the final image

classes). The concept classifiers are evaluated at multiple locations and scales of each

image.
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Generic concepts

The basic assumption of this class of descriptors is that the distribution of concepts in an image

is highly correlated with its semantics and thus helpful when performing image classification.

The work of Vogel and Schiele [2004] is one of the first successful contributions in this sense.

The main idea of this work is to assess the typicality of an image w.r.t. a given category by

comparing the statistic of occurrence of nine high-level concepts, with the prototypes learned

from a dataset of images. Specifically, the authors collect a dataset of images of 6 outdoor

natural scene categories, divided each image into 10×10 patches, and annotated each of

them w.r.t. nine high-level concepts: sky, water, grass, trunks, foliage, field, flowers and sand.

The high-level descriptor of a given patch is thus a binary vector encoding the occurrence

of the generic concepts in the considered patch. Using this technique the authors achieve a

categorization performance of 89.3% on the considered dataset. Nonetheless, if the manual

annotation of the concepts in each image is replaced by an automatic classification using

k-NN (with color and texture features) the classification accuracy drops to 67.2%. As reported

by the authors, an in depth analysis of the results shows that the classification performance

for a given class is indeed strongly correlated with the performance of the concept classifier

that is most discriminative for the particular class.

Instead of representing an image with a low-dimensional histogram of concepts found in the

image, Torresani et al. [2010] propose to use the responses of a large set of concept classifiers,

trained with a large set of features. Specifically, the authors make use of a large-scale concept

ontology [Naphade et al., 2006] to identify a set of (2659) representative categories (named

classemes) for general object recognition tasks. A search engine is then used to collect a set of

training images for each category and 13 different feature extractors are used together with

a multiple-kernel learning method [Gehler and Nowozin, 2009] to learn an object category

detector for each classeme. Given an image, the high-level descriptors are in this case obtained

by evaluating at multiple locations the responses of the trained classeme classifiers. The

proposed method achieves competitive object recognition performances on the Caltech-256

dataset [Griffin et al., 2006].

Another important work in this direction was proposed by Li et al. [2010]. In this work, the

authors use several manually annotated image databases to select 177 frequently occurring

objects. A DPM object detector [Felzenszwalb et al., 2008] is trained for each object and then

evaluated on each image location, at multiple scales. Similarly to Torresani et al. [2010], the

high-level descriptors for a given image are obtained by evaluating at multiple locations and

scales the responses of the trained object detectors. The proposed approach is shown to

achieve a recognition accuracy of 37.6% on the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset.

More recently, Li et al. [2013] propose to use a search engine to retrieve images for a set of

716 categories selected from WordNet [Fellbaum, 1998]. Each image is then modeled as a

bag of patches, and multiple instance learning (miSVM) [Andrews et al., 2002] is used to

discriminatively learn a so called single-concept patch classifier. Furthermore, since one single
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patch model per category is not sufficient to represent its complexity, the authors propose

to further cluster the patches that are positively classified (for each category) into 20 sub-

categories, forming a vocabulary of 716×20 words. The descriptor of a given patch of a query

image is obtained by concatenating the scores of the trained miSVM classifiers.

Task-specific concepts

This stream of works finds one of its roots in the work of Szummer and Picard [1998], in which

the authors use a k-NN classifier to independently classify regions of an image w.r.t. the target

classes and to subsequently combine the classification results with a majority voting scheme.

In their proposal the authors partition each image into 4× 4 patches and classify each of

them comparing it with all the patches extracted from the training set, independently of their

location. The descriptor of a given patch is thus a binary vector, with the only 1 in the position

corresponding to the class assigned to the patch. Using this technique the authors were able

to separate indoor images from outdoor ones, with an accuracy of 90.3%. The same approach

was followed by Serrano et al. [2004], but in this case the classifiers for each subpart of the

image were SVM [Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2010] with Gaussian kernels. An advantage of

this technique is that the subregion scores are combined numerically rather than by majority

voting, thus minimizing the impact of ambiguous labeling.

More recently, the Naive Bayes Nearest Neighbor (NBNN) algorithm [Boiman et al., 2008] was

proposed for image classification tasks. Similarly to Szummer and Picard [1998], in NBNN the

classes are directly represented by unordered sets of local descriptors extracted from patches

of training images, and the algorithm classifies a query image by directly comparing its local

descriptors with those contained in each class-specific set of local descriptors. Instead of using

a k-NN classifier to assign each patch of a given image to the closest class, a patch-to-class

distance is obtained using an approximated Nearest Neighbor search w.r.t. each class-specific

training set of local descriptors. Image-to-class distances are then computed by summing

the patch-to-class distances of all the local descriptors in the image. This representation can

either be used to directly assign an image to the class at the shortest distance (as in Boiman

et al. [2008]), or it can be used to form an image representation, with the classification step

performed by a separate classifier [Tuytelaars et al., 2011].

2.3 Image signature

An image is not simply an orderless collection of features, on the contrary, a significant amount

of information is carried by the spatial distribution of the features, their relative perceptual

properties, or their importance for the task at hand. Not surprisingly, several authors have

tried to encapsulate this information in the final image signature [Lazebnik et al., 2006; Cao

et al., 2010; Jia et al., 2012; McCann and Lowe, 2012a; Sadeghi and Tappen, 2012; Sharma et al.,

2012; Russakovsky et al., 2012; Xie et al., 2014]. This Section is devoted to review the most

important works in this direction.
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Figure 2.5 – Visualization of the Spatial Pyramid Matching approach. (Adapted from Lazebnik
et al. [2006])

2.3.1 Spatial analysis

The spatial distribution of the features within each image is not uniform. Many scene recog-

nition tasks, for example, do present a strong spatial consistency due to the effect of gravity:

complex objects and structures tend to be distributed on the bottom of the image, while the

top part is often occupied by more uniform areas such as sky or ceiling. In order to exploit these

consistencies, several works have proposed ways to encode the position of the descriptors in

the final image signature.

Image partitioning

One way to implicitly encode the position of the local descriptors in the final image represen-

tation is to partition each image into a set of regions with a fixed relative position (e.g. left

half and right half of the image). A set of region-specific representations can then obtained by

separately pooling the descriptors in each region, and concatenating the results in the final

image signature. One of the most famous works in this direction, proposed by Lazebnik et al.

[2006], introduces an extension of the BoW approach allowing to produce a coarse-to-fine

quantization of the spatial position of each local feature. Instead of computing a single BoW

representation on the full image, the authors propose to pyramidally partition each image

into exponentially smaller patches and to compute a BoW representation for each of them. In

particular, an image is uniformly partitioned into 22l patches having the same aspect ratio of

the original image, for each l ∈ {0,1, . . . ,L}. A BoW representation is subsequently computed for

each patch. For example with L = 2, a BoW representation is computed on the full image (l = 0),

four additional BoW representations are computed dividing the image in 22 (l = 1) patches,

and sixteen final BoW representations are computed by evenly dividing the image into 24

(l = 2) patches. The final image signature is then obtained by concatenating the BoW represen-

tation of all the considered patches. A visualization of this technique is provided in Figure 2.5.

With this extension (often referred to as Spatial Pyramid Matching, or SPM) of the original

BoW representation the authors demonstrated significative performance improvements on
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the 15-Scenes dataset (from 74.8% to 81.4%).

Inspired by the success of SPM, several authors have proposed alternative image partitioning

techniques. Marszałek et al. [2007] propose to combine the (L = 1) SPM approach with a

horizontal spatial grid with three (upper, middle and lower) regions. The proposed partitioning

scheme proved to be important to obtain the best results for the Pascal 2007 Visual Object

Classes (VOC) Challenge [Everingham et al., 2010]. Cao et al. [2010] propose to partition an

image along several directions (e.g. horizontal, vertical and with other angulations) and in

circular bins, compute a BoW representation for each cell and use a boosting algorithm to

select the most representative patches. Related approaches are proposed by Sharma and Jurie

[2011]; Jiang et al. [2012], obtaining promising results on the 15-Scenes dataset. In these works,

similarly to Cao et al. [2010], the authors use a learning algorithm to select a task-oriented

image partitioning, from an initial over-complete set of image partitions. A slightly different

approach was proposed by Jia et al. [2012]. Instead of using a learning algorithm to select the

best image partitioning scheme from an over-complete set of patches, the authors propose

to greedily select the most useful single features from the full set of histogram bins extracted

from all the randomly generated partitions. Interestingly enough, this work shows that at a

constant image signature dimensionality, a random feature selection from an over-complete

set outperforms the SPM representation.

Spatial encodings

Though the image partitioning schemes discussed so far succeed in capturing some spa-

tial information, they perform hard quantization of the spatial information and require to

mine the set of all possible image partitions. This either results in a consistent increase in

the dimensionality of the representation, or in a complex training procedure. Alternative

approaches avoiding some of these issues have been introduced by Koniusz and Mikolajczyk

[2011]; Krapac et al. [2011]; Sánchez et al. [2012]; McCann and Lowe [2012a]. McCann and

Lowe [2012a], for example, propose to concatenate the relative location of each feature to

the local descriptor, with a weight λ to balance the importance of the location description

w.r.t. the appearance description. The augmented local descriptors are then employed in

a canonical dictionary learning procedure with a very large number of visual words (up to

65536), obtaining a dictionary in which each visual word also contains a prototypical position

of the word in the image. Using this technique with multiple values of λ, the authors show

promising performances on object recognition tasks [Fei-Fei et al., 2007; Griffin et al., 2006].

Unfortunately, though the absence of multiple image partitions speeds up the training and

contributes at keeping the dimensionality low, the need for large dictionaries and multiple

encodings (with different values for λ) largely cancels the last improvement.
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2.3.2 Saliency analysis

While the spatial distribution of the features in each class might follow a consistent pattern

and thus provide important information about the category of a query image, the consistency

in the spatial location of the descriptors might not be the only one, or the best one that can

be exploited. In indoor scenes, for example, the close-up distance between the camera and

the subject makes small variations in the viewpoint to cause drastic changes in the captured

scene. Moreover, even images taken from very similar viewpoints still present an intrinsic

variability in the spatial layout of objects and structures present in the image, due to the

intrinsic variability in the design of the environments. Instead of focusing on the exact location

of the local features, several authors have thus tried to treat the image features according

to other properties, such as their contrast [Law et al., 2012], their saliency for the task at

hand [Sadeghi and Tappen, 2012], or their 3D orientation [Xie et al., 2014]. Amongst the

approaches making use of saliency, we can distinguish three main trends in the literature:

1. Approaches that make use of saliency to select and match a subset of the image features

that are more discriminative for the task at hand, regardless of their exact position in

the scene.

2. Approaches that weight the importance of features in a given position, according to

their saliency in the scene.

3. Approaches that make use of saliency to segment the image into foreground and back-

ground, and separately process the features in the two regions.

Examples of the first category are the works of Gao and Vasconcelos [2005]; Moosmann et al.

[2006] and Parikh et al. [2008], in which patches are randomly sampled from the images

according to a discriminatively learned saliency map. In the same category, but subverting

the usual assumption that high-saliency regions are the most informative ones, Rapantzikos

et al. [2009] employ a bottom-up spatio-temporal saliency model to segment videoclips and

progressively discard high saliency regions. Though not explicitly making use of the notion

of saliency, other works have focused on identifying the most important image areas for

the classification task at hand [Pandey and Lazebnik, 2011; Sadeghi and Tappen, 2012]. For

example, using large patches of fixed size, Sadeghi and Tappen [2012] propose to train a

multiclass discriminative latent SVM [Yu and Joachims, 2009] to learn a patch prototype for

each class. Specifically, for any given query image, the maximal patch detection score of the

trained classifier is used to estimate the confidence for that image to belong to a given class.

The outputs of several patch classifiers (with patches of different sizes) are then concatenated

together to obtain a signature for each image, and a non-linear classifier is trained on this

representation. Implicitly, the proposed technique focuses only on the most important (salient)

patches of each image, discarding the information outside them. The authors applied this

approach to the MIT-Indoor-67, the 15-Scenes and the Sports datasets, achieving respectively

44.41%, 85.81% and 86.25% accuracy.

In the second category we find the works of Harada et al. [2011] and Sharma et al. [2012], where

images are segmented using a regular grid, and the local descriptors extracted within a given
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patch are weighted according to the discriminative saliency of the patch. Another approach

that has been proposed weights separately each single local descriptor according to a measure

of its discriminative saliency [Marszalek and Schmid, 2006; Feng et al., 2011], as opposed to

uniformly weighting the descriptors according to the patch they belong to.

Some approaches from the third category include [Russakovsky et al., 2012] and [Law et al.,

2012]. For example, Russakovsky et al. [2012] use a multi-instance learning approach to

automatically segment an image into a foreground patch and the remaining background. Each

of the two regions is separately represented using a BoW encoding and the two representations

are then combined together. The proposed approach is not tested on scene recognition

problems, but it is shown to obtain state of the art performance on PASCAL 2007 object

recognition dataset [Everingham et al., 2007].

2.3.3 Pooling

Once the local descriptors have been extracted and analyzed and the pooling regions have

been defined, the final image descriptor can be constructed by concatenating the results of the

pooling operation applied to each of the considered pooling regions. The pooling operation,

in turn, can be performed in several ways:

• Collection. Using this technique, each considered pooling region is simply represented by the

unordered collection of local descriptors extracted from it, without any further processing.

• Average pooling. Using this technique, the descriptors belonging to a given region are

averaged together [Csurka et al., 2004].

• Max pooling. Taking inspiration from biology [Serre et al., 2005] and in order to better

preserve the responses to rarely occurring visual words, only the maximal value measured

in each dimension of the descriptors belonging to a region is kept.

The first type of pooling (collection) is used mostly by early approaches using low-level

local representations [Schmid et al., 2000; Caputo and Jie, 2009] and by the NBNN algo-

rithm [Boiman et al., 2008]. Average pooling is typically used with BoW models using hard

quantization, in the high-level representations considered by Szummer and Picard [1998] and

Vogel and Schiele [2004], and in Fischer Vector and Super Vector encodings. Max pooling is

typically used by BoW approaches employing sparse, or local encoding techniques, as well as

high-level approaches making use of pre-trained object and concept detectors, such as Object-

bank, and Classemes. From the point of view of classification, average pooling is well-known

to be a good performer when used with kernel classifiers [Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini, 2004].

On the other hand, an analysis by Boureau et al. [2010] supports the idea that max-pooling is

better suited to linear classifiers.
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2.4 Classification

The last component of a typical scene recognition system is the classifier. Over time, a large

number classifiers have been proposed and used in scene recognition systems, and many

possible criteria may be used to form a taxonomy [Jain et al., 2000], [Kuncheva, 2004, Chap-

ters 1,3]. Among them, one which is relevant to this thesis makes a distinction between two

categories:

1. Monolithic classifiers, where each class is represented by a single unitary model.

2. Multi-component classifiers, where each class is represented by a model that can be

decomposed into a set of components, while the component (or combination of com-

ponents) used is allowed to vary according to the point to be classified.

Although the term “Multi-component” is mainly used in the object detection literature [Dol-

lár et al., 2008; Felzenszwalb et al., 2010; Gu et al., 2012], we apply it to any classifier (not

necessarily designed for object detection) matching the description at point 2. above. We

favor this denomination over other ones like “Multi-prototype” [Aiolli and Sperduti, 2005],

or “Multi-hyperplane” [Wang et al., 2011b], as it does not carry any connotation about the

form of the components (e.g. “prototypes”, or “hyper-plane”) and it is thus more general. The

remaining part of this Section is dedicated to a short review of the most relevant algorithms in

the two above mentioned classes.

2.4.1 Monolithic Classifiers

Main characteristic of monolithic classifiers is that it is not possible (or it is not evident how) to

decompose the model used by the classifier into separate components specialized for a given

set of samples. We can distinguish two main groups of monolithic approaches, according to

the complexity of the decision boundary that they are able to deliver:

1. Linear classifiers. Classifiers belonging to this group are only able to separate the samples

in the input space using a hyperplane (a linear decision boundary).

2. Non-linear classifiers. Classifiers belonging to this group are able to produce complex

decision surface, non-linearly separating the samples in the input space.

In the remaining of this Section we provide a brief review of the most important approaches

in each of the two above mentioned groups.

Linear Classifiers

A typical example of monolithic linear classifiers is that of linear Support Vector Machines

(SVMs) [Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2010]. This category of algorithms makes use of the

theory of max-margin classifiers [Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2010] to select one single

hyperplane that linearly separates the positive samples from the negative ones, with good

generalization properties. Though the success of SVMs is largely due to the theory of ker-

nels [Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini, 2004], in the last years there has been a pronounced
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interest in the linear version of the algorithm, mostly due to the emergence of well performing

high-dimensional mid-level representations [Yang et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010a; Perronnin

et al., 2010], coupled with the increasing availability of large scale datasets [Torralba et al.,

2008; Deng et al., 2009]. For very high-dimensional problems, indeed, linear classifiers tend

to perform better than non-linear ones, as the latter are harder to train (they often present

more hyper-parameters to tune, or require non-convex optimization procedures) and more

sensitive to the “curse of dimensionality” [Bengio et al., 2005]. Another important advantage

of linear SVMs is due to their training complexity which only grows linearly w.r.t. the num-

ber of training samples and the dimensionality of the data [Joachims, 2006]. On the other

hand, a linear SVM can only learn a single linear decision boundary (hyper-plane) and thus

presents a limited ability to represent complex class patterns, especially on low-dimensional

problems [Yoon et al., 1993; Blackard and Dean, 1999]. This limitation can be tackled at a con-

trollably low computational cost, by making use of the multi-component methods discussed

in the Section 2.4.2.

Non-linear classifiers

Linear-threshold algorithms, like the linear SVM algorithm introduced above can only learn

linear decision boundaries. However it is often the case that data is not separable by a simple

linear hyperplane. In such cases, a separating hyperplane may still be found by non-linearly

pre-mapping the original vectors into a new high (and possibly infinite) dimensional space,

called the Feature Space, where the samples become linearly separable. A linear classifier

can subsequently be trained in this space, resulting in a non-linear decision boundary in

the original space. Arguably, the most popular example of this technique is represented

by kernel SVMs [Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini, 2004], which are grounded well-understood

algorithms able to deliver state of the art performance on almost any task. These algorithms

implicitly project the samples into a Feature Space, and perform a linear classification in this

space, without neither explicitly defining the space, nor explicitly computing the projection.

Unfortunately, the testing time of such methods grows linearly with the number of support

vectors, while their training complexity grows cubically with the training set size. In order

to address these problems, several approximation methods have been proposed [Williams

and Seeger, 2000; Rahimi and Recht, 2007; Cotter et al., 2011; Vedaldi and Zisserman, 2012].

A classical example is the Nyström method [Williams and Seeger, 2000], in which a data

dependent m-dimensional explicit feature map for a given kernel is formed by approximating

the eigendecomposition of the n×n training kernel matrix, using only a m×m sub-matrix (m ≤
n). More recently, Rahimi and Recht [2007] proposed to approximate any translation-invariant

kernel (like the Gaussian) using an explicit feature map obtained by a randomized projection

matrix sampled from the Fourier transform of the kernel function. Using this method, the

dimensionality required to achieve a desired approximation precision ε is unfortunately

proportional to 1/ε2. The problem can be alleviated whenever the input features are very

sparse and the kernel to approximate is the Gaussian. Indeed, by using an explicit feature map

based on a truncated Taylor expansion of the kernel function, Cotter et al. [2011] showed that
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the approximation precision depends only on the number of non-zero elements in the input

features, making it more suitable for sparse data.

2.4.2 Multi-component Classifiers

Multi-component classifiers are non-linear classifiers representing each class with a set of

sub-models (components), specialized to different sets of samples. These methods have the

ability to select the component(s) to be used according to the query point to be classified, and

are sometimes referred to as adaptive classifiers [Jacobs et al., 1991; Jain et al., 2000; Wang

et al., 2011b]. The set of multi-component classifiers can accommodate a large number of

approaches, among which we find:

1. Nearest Neighbor classifiers [Cover and Hart, 1967].

2. Naive Bayes Nearest Neighbor classifiers [Boiman et al., 2008].

3. Local classifiers [Bottou and Vapnik, 1992].

4. Ensemble methods [Kuncheva, 2004].

5. Manifold learning methods [Yu et al., 2009; Ladicky and Torr, 2011].

6. Multi-hyperplane classifiers [Kohonen et al., 1996; Aiolli and Sperduti, 2005].

In the following we provide a review of the most important examples in each of the above

classes.

Nearest Neighbor classifiers

Arguably, the most simple example of a multi-component classifier, and one of the first

classifiers to be employed in scene recognition tasks [Oliva and Torralba, 2001; Szummer

and Picard, 1998] is the Nearest Neighbor (NN) classifier [Cover and Hart, 1967], in which

the model of a given class consists of all the training samples (components), while a query

sample is simply assigned to the class of the nearest sample (or of the majority of the k closest

samples) in the training set. The NN algorithm produces non-linear boundaries, does not

require any training and, since the training samples used to produce a decision for a given

query sample are only those in the neighborhood of the query sample, the method also falls

in the category of adaptive classifiers. Unfortunately, due to the lack of training, the set of

components (in this context named prototypes [García et al., 2012]) used by the NN model is

large and have the simplest possible form: the full unprocessed set of training samples. The

algorithm requires storing of all the training samples and performing an expensive search

each time a query sample has to be classified. These drawbacks have been studied by many

researchers and many solutions have been proposed to speed up the NN computation by

selecting, or generating a representative set of prototypes to be used in testing [García et al.,

2012; Triguero et al., 2012]. In scene recognition tasks, this method was used by Szummer and

Picard [1998] to classify images as being shot indoor, or outdoor, and by Oliva and Torralba

[2001] to classify outdoor scenes into eight categories (see also Section 2.2.1). The approach is
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also used to compute the image-to-class distances in the NBNN methods [Boiman et al., 2008]

discussed below, and in Section 2.2.3.

Naive Bayes Nearest Neighbor classifiers

Classifiers belonging to this group are Nearest Neighbor approaches designed for problems

in which each sample can be modeled as a bag of local features, while each local feature

can be considered to be conditionally independent from the others, given the class of the

sample. A prominent example of a problem that can be modeled in this way is that of image

classification. Indeed, as also discussed before, each image can be represented as a collection

of local features, where the correlations among the local features can be ignored, once the

label of the image is known.

In Naive Bayes Nearest Neighbor (NBNN) approaches [Boiman et al., 2008] classes are di-

rectly represented by unordered sets of local features extracted from the training samples.

A NBNN algorithm classifies a query sample by directly comparing its local features with

those contained in each class-specific set. Specifically, as also described in Section 2.2.3, a

local-feature-to-class distance is obtained using an approximated Nearest Neighbor search

w.r.t. each class-specific training set. A sample-to-class distance is then obtained by summing

the local-feature-to-class distances for all the local features of the query sample. As it is easy

to see, we can thus regard the classifier as a multi-component classifier, with one component

for each prototypical local feature in the training set.

The resulting method has been mostly applied to image classification problems, achieving

performance comparable with that of simple BoW representations. By replacing the sample-

to-sample distances used by the standard Nearest Neighbor algorithm, with a sample-to-

class distance, the NBNN algorithms promise a higher degree of robustness and generality,

especially when applied to categorization problems. Nonetheless, many authors have pointed

out how its success relies heavily on the large number of local features in the training set,

limiting its scalability to real-world applications [Behmo et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010b, 2011a;

Tuytelaars et al., 2011; Timofte et al., 2012; Escalante et al., 2014]. Moreover, the somehow flat

structure imposed on the space of local features limits the expressiveness of the model, which

tends to underperform methods based on learning [Behmo et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011a;

Timofte et al., 2012]. Based on these observations, many authors have thus tried to better

exploit the structure of the local features to improve the recognition performance, reduce

the testing time, or reduce the memory footprint of the algorithm. In Local NBNN [McCann

and Lowe, 2012b], the class-conditional probability estimates for a given local feature are

performed by restricting the search only to classes whose local features are present in the

neighborhood of the considered feature. By ignoring the probability estimates for classes that

do not lie in a neighborhood of the feature, the authors show an increase in the recognition

performances and a greater scalability w.r.t. the number of classes. In [Vitaladevuni et al., 2013],

the authors propose to apply unsupervised learning (PCA) to the local features. This simple

idea allows to compress the data and speed up the distance computation, while preserving
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or increasing the predictive performances. [Timofte et al., 2012] modify the NBNN scoring

function, replacing the 1-NN patch-to-class distance computation with a k-NN approach

(with k > 1), coupled with LLC encoding, Sparse Coding, or Collaborative Coding [Zhang

et al., 2012]. In LI2C [Wang et al., 2011a], the Euclidean distance is replaced by a Mahalanobis

distance and a supervised distance learning procedure is performed to learn a set of class-

specific metrics. This results in improved recognition performance, with good results obtained

by using only five to ten percent of the training data. Instead of learning a metric for each

class, Tuytelaars et al. [2011] introduce a method to construct a kernel from the vanilla NBNN

likelihood estimates and proposed to use it to train a SVM classifier. The main advantage

of this approach is that it allows to integrate NBNN with existing kernel-based methods, for

example by combining it with kernels based on BoW models. In a more recent work [Rematas

et al., 2012], each class is partitioned into several clusters and, for a given query image, an

NBNN image-to-cluster distance is computed for each cluster. These NBNN image-to-cluster

distances are then used to construct a richer NBNN kernel, resulting in improved performances

w.r.t. [Tuytelaars et al., 2011]. Adopting a rather different approach, [Çakir et al., 2011] propose

to learn a set of prototypical local features for each class, by training a class specific codebook.

During prediction the NBNN image-to-class distances are then computed by using the learned

codebooks, instead of the complete training set. Finally, there have also recently been attempts

to apply Prototype Generation (PG) techniques [Triguero et al., 2012] to the NBNN algorithm.

Specifically, Escalante et al. [2014] perform an evaluation of a large number of PG algorithms,

for the task of generating a representative set of SIFT prototypes for each class. The study

proves some of the considered algorithms to be able to significantly reduce the number of

prototypes, while preserving (or occasionally even increasing) the performance of NBNN, on

a simple object recognition task.

Local classifiers

A special category of multi-component algorithms consists of local classifiers, in which each

component is explicitly specialized to a given region of the input space [Bottou and Vapnik,

1992]. The appealing statistical properties of local classifiers have been analyzed by Vapnik

[1991]. The idea is that the capacity of a classifier should locally match the density of the

training samples in a specific area of the input space: low-density areas of the input space

would require a low-capacity classifier, while more populated zones would benefit from a high

capacity one. Such localization could be achieved by either using a separate classifier with a

specific capacity in each area, or by building a set of classifiers with the same capacity, but

constrained to have access to different amounts of training samples originated in different

parts of the space. Following the second approach, many successful algorithms have been

proposed.

Building on the Nearest Neighbor classifier and on the theory of Vapnik [1991], Bottou and

Vapnik [1992] proposed to train a linear classifier using k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) of a

testing sample and then use it to label the sample. Yang and Kecman [2008] introduced a
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properly weighted Euclidean distance for the k-NN computation, while Zhang et al. [2006]

and Kecman and Brooks [2010] used a linear (and a non-linear) SVM as the local classifier.

These simple local models perform surprisingly well in practical applications. However, due

to the k-NN search and the local training that has to be performed for each testing sample,

such models are memory inneficient and slow to test, which makes them unsuitable for large

scale problems. To alleviate these problems Cheng et al. [2010] proposed to discriminatively

cluster the training set into k clusters and separately train and test an SVM for each of them,

thus eliminating the problem of training a separate classifier for each testing sample, while

reducing also the time for the NN search. A similar approach was proposed by [Segata and

Blanzieri, 2010], using a different technique to obtain the set of centers and to assign each

query point to a center.

Manifold learning methods

More recently, manifold learning methods have been proposed to approximate non-linear

functions, using a local combination of linear ones. For example, in Yu et al. [2009], the

combination coefficients are given by the reconstruction coordinates obtained using Local

Coordinate Coding (LCC). In Locally Linear SVM (LLSVM), Ladicky and Torr [2011] make

use of inverse Euclidean distances as a form of manifold learning, while also learning all the

local models in a single optimization problem. LLSVM was shown to outperform LCC both

in terms of number of anchor points needed (hundreds instead of thousands) and accuracy.

This approach was further improved in Zhang et al. [2011], by combining it with a more

sophisticated manifold learning scheme, named Orthogonal Coordinate Coding (OCC). In

Qi et al. [2011] a hashing function is used to group samples with the same hash and to train

a separate model for each hashing value. To smooth the resulting irregular piecewise-linear

boundary, the authors also introduce a “global reference classifier”, which is additionally used

to classify test samples with unknown hashes. Although efficient, all the methods in this group

use sample-to-component assignments that are learned with a separate unsupervised learning

phase, unaware of the supervised classification task. Hence, similarly to local classifiers, the

components are allocated only taking into account the distribution of the samples, without

considering the labels.

Ensemble methods

Adaptive mixtures of local experts [Jacobs et al., 1991] have also been used to learn non-linear

functions as local linear combinations of linear ones, with a trainable gating function assigning

a weight to each model, for each sample [Gönen and Alpaydin, 2008; Fu et al., 2010]. In these

methods the sample-to-model assignments are obtained in a discriminative way. However,

the optimization problem is often very complex and the training procedure quite slow.
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Multi-hyperplane classifiers

Another set of multi-component approaches closely related to the work presented in this

thesis includes the Multi-Prototype SVM (MProtSVM) by Aiolli and Sperduti [2005] and the

Adaptive Multi-Hyperplane Machine (AMM) by Wang et al. [2011b]. In these works the authors

propose to train a set of competing linear SVMs (hyperplanes) for each class, assigning a given

query sample to the class of the hyperplane producing the maximal score for that sample.

The AMM model is trained with a stochastic procedure and the number of hyperplanes used

to represent a class is automatically adapted to the task. Specifically, during training a new

hyperplane is added when none of the existing ones is able to explain a given training sample

(by producing a positive score), while hyperplanes with small enough norms are periodically

pruned. A more general architecture that has been used to obtain multi-component models is

represented by the Latent SVM framework [Felzenszwalb et al., 2008; Yu and Joachims, 2009].

In Latent SVMs, a feature map depending on a latent variable is used to map each sample to

a given feature space, while the value of the latent variable (and thus the projection of the

sample) is selected to be the one maximizing the confidence of the linear model being trained,

or evaluated. The main limitation of all these classifiers is that only one single hyperplane is

selected to be used for each query sample. Consequently, they can only learn non-smooth

piecewise-linear decision boundaries.

2.4.3 Sub-categories and multiple components in object and scene recognition

The appearance of artificial entities such as objects and indoor scenes can change profoundly

with the design of the entity and the viewpoint, while different objects or scenes might share

common properties. A way to model these variabilities and relationships is to impose, or learn a

hierarchy of categories and sub-categories, reflecting their semantic, task-driven, or perceptual

similarities. The main advantage of perceptual and task-driven hierarchies over semantic ones

is that the structure of categories and sub-categories can be learned from the data, rather

than being imposed from a human semantic perspective. Based on this idea, several authors

have tried to learn a decomposition of each class into a set of sub-categories [Felzenszwalb

et al., 2010; Gu et al., 2012; Divvala et al., 2012; Lan et al., 2013; Hoai and Zisserman, 2013].

In object detection tasks, for example, the state of the art Deformable Parts Models (DPM)

by Felzenszwalb et al. [2010] explicitly make use of multiple components to represent each

object. Specifically, a Latent SVM is used to learn several components for each object, each

one initialized using images with bounding boxes of a given aspect ratio (e.g. frontal images

versus lateral ones). Divvala et al. [2012] showed that considerable performance gains could

be obtained by increasing the number of components and switching the initialization step

from the aspect-ratio heuristic to an appearance-based clustering (k-means). Conspicuous

improvements were also reported by Lan et al. [2013] using a discriminative initialization of the

components, based on exemplar-SVMs [Malisiewicz et al., 2011] and Affinity Propagation [Frey

and Dueck, 2007].
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The ideas of sub-category and multi-component modeling have also encountered some

success in scene recognition tasks [Boureau et al., 2011; Pandey and Lazebnik, 2011; Parizi

et al., 2012; Vitaladevuni et al., 2013]. For example, Pandey and Lazebnik [2011] adapt the DPM

model of Felzenszwalb et al. [2010] for indoor scene recognition problems. Parizi et al. [2012]

propose instead to partition the image into patches and use a Latent SVM, or a generative

model to iteratively learn the patch-to-component assignments and the models. Finally,

another multi-component method that has been successfully used on scene recognition

databases is the NBNN algorithm [Behmo et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011a; Çakir et al., 2011;

Vitaladevuni et al., 2013]. As discussed in Section 2.4.2, this method is based on the NN

classifier and as such it inherits its advantages (e.g. lack of training procedure) and all its

limitations (e.g. high computational and space complexity during testing).
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3 Spatial and Saliency-driven Represen-
tations of Visual Scenes

One of the main trends in visual recognition literature is employing representations which

couple statistical characterizations of the image, with a description of their spatial distribution.

This is usually done by computing statistical encodings of different image patches, using

a rigid spatial pyramid (SPM) image-partitioning scheme, and by concatenating them to

obtain the final image signature. While these fine-grained spatial encodings are able to capture

and exploit the spatial regularities in the images, they are unsuitable to handle the spatial

variabilities characteristic of difficult image categories, such as indoor scenes, or sports scenes.

Furthermore, they often result in high-dimensional representations, which may be unsuitable

for scene recognition applications having memory, or computational efficiency requirements.

In this Chapter we present a bottom-up approach designed to discover visual structures

regardless of their exact position in the scene. The proposed methodology makes use of

saliency maps to segment each image in two regions: the most salient region and the remaining

non-salient one. This segmentation provides a representation of the images that depends on

the relative perceptual complexity of the discovered regions, and that is complementary to the

canonical spatial representations. We evaluate the proposed technique on the three public

scene recognition datasets considered throughout this thesis [Quattoni and Torralba, 2009;

Lazebnik et al., 2006; Li and Fei-Fei, 2007]. Our results prove this approach to be effective in

the indoor scenario, while being also meaningful for other scene recognition tasks, such as the

recognition of sports scenes. Furthermore, the proposed image representations are also up to

one order of magnitude more compact than the canonical SPM representations.

3.1 Introduction

Since the seminal works of Oliva and Torralba [2001] and Lazebnik et al. [2006], the main-

stream approach to scene recognition has been based on global, appearance-based image

representations, computed over rigid spatial partitions of the image. This approach, in vari-

ous forms, has given good results for many image classification problems, but proved to be

inadequate when dealing with complex image categories, such as indoor scenes [Quattoni
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Chapter 3. Spatial and Saliency-driven Representations of Visual Scenes

Figure 3.1 – Saliency-driven segmentation of images from office and kindergarden categories
(MIT-Indoor-67 dataset [Quattoni and Torralba, 2009]). For each image, a saliency map [Itti
et al., 1998] was computed and then then segmented in two regions: the most and least salient
50%. Dark areas correspond to low saliency regions.

and Torralba, 2009], characterized by high degrees of spatial variability. Furthermore, due to

the pyramidal quantization of the spatial information, the representations obtained using

this approach are also very high-dimensional. In this Chapter we investigate these issues and

propose a Saliency-driven Perceptual Pooling approach (SPP) designed to capture structural

properties of the scenes, independently from their position in the images. Specifically, we

make use of a saliency map to segment each image in two regions: the most and the least

salient image regions. The SPP image representation is then obtained by separately pooling

the local features extracted from each region (salient and non-salient) and concatenating the

resulting image descriptors. Visualization examples of this pooling technique are shown in

Figures 3.1 and 3.2. As it can be seen, the saliency-driven pooling can isolate areas sharing

common perceptual properties, while being located in different regions of the image, and

without explicitly modeling their semantics.

Saliency operators are typically designed as visual attention systems useful to predict human

fixations [Harel et al., 2006; Itti et al., 1998]. Although human fixation are not directly related to

the importance of a given area for scene recognition tasks, when humans capture an image

they do so by selecting the view-point and the framing using their attentional mechanisms.

Consequently, the most salient areas of an image captured by a human may actually be related

to the category of the scene, with the relationship being established by the human observer at

the time of the observation (i.e. when the image was taken). It can also be empirically shown

(see Section 3.4.2) that in scene recognition problems the saliency of a patch is related to its

visual complexity, with salient areas having higher average complexity. By pooling together

patches with a similar level of saliency we may thus be able to capture perceptually coherent

structures (with a similar level of visual complexity) that are related to the category of the scene,

without explicitly modeling their semantics, or their spatial locations. In Figure 3.1 we can see,

for example, that in the kindergarden category, chairs and desks located in different regions
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Figure 3.2 – Saliency-driven segmentation of images from badminton and snowboarding
categories (UIUC-Sports dataset [Li and Fei-Fei, 2007]). For each image, a saliency map [Itti
et al., 1998] was computed and then then segmented in two regions: the most and least salient
50%. Dark areas correspond to low saliency regions.

are all captured by the salient region, while floors, ceilings and walls are collected by the

non-salient one. A similar effect is illustrated in Figure 3.2, for both indoor and outdoor sports

scenes (badminton and snowboarding). As it can be seen, while the pose, location and scale of

the subjects differ from image to image, they are consistently captured in the most salient area

of the image. On the other hand, important information related to the environment in which

the events are taking place is preserved in the non-salient areas.

The contributions presented in this Chapter are the following: (1) we propose a Saliency-driven

Perceptual Pooling (SPP) approach able to group areas of the image with different perceptual

complexities, regardless of their exact position in the image; (2) we propose a saliency operator

making use of the local descriptors that are to be pooled, as the sole input for the computation

of the map; (3) we show that the combination of SPP with a simple spatial pooling scheme

results in a compact descriptor, outperforming higher-dimensional SPM encodings, on two of

the three publicly available scene recognition datasets considered in this thesis.

The rest of the Chapter is organized as follow: in Section 3.2 we briefly review the related

approaches discussed in Chapter 2, highlighting the differences with our method; in Section 3.3

we detail our technique and the saliency operators being used; in Section 3.4 we empirically

analyze the various components of the proposed method and report the experimental results

on several scene recognition databases; a final discussion is provided in Section 3.5.

3.2 Related works

We present the works related to our approach by instantiating the scene recognition pipeline

introduced in Chapter 2 for the method discussed in this Chapter. A visualization of the specific

scene recognition pipeline used in this work is reported in Figure 3.3. As it can be seen, similarly

to the approaches discussed in Section 2.2.2 we adopt the framework of mid-level feature
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Figure 3.3 – The scene recognition pipeline proposed in this Chapter. The component of the
pipeline related to the main contribution of this Chapter is highlighted by a thick border.

representation, using dense SIFT patches [Fei-Fei and Perona, 2005] with k-means [Csurka

et al., 2004] and LLC [Wang et al., 2010a] for dictionary learning and feature encoding. The

image signatures are then obtained by means of the average pooling procedure discussed in

Section 2.3.3, while the image classification is delegated to a monolithic non-linear kernel

SVM classifier [Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2010], discussed in Section 2.4.1.

With respect to this pipeline the main contribution of this work concerns the definition of the

regions on which the pooling operation is performed. Similar to the approaches discussed in

Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, we propose to define the pooling regions by performing a spatial and

saliency analysis of the local features. However, differently from the methods discussed in the

above mentioned Sections, we propose to combine both the spatial and the saliency-driven

representation in the final image descriptor. Amongst the numerous approaches proposed to

exploit the spatial consistencies in the images (see Section 2.3.1), the one that is most closely

related to the technique used in this work is the approach used by Marszałek et al. [2007],

winning the Pascal VOC 2007 competition [Everingham et al., 2010]. Differently from this

method, the spatial pooling approach proposed in this Chapter does not make use of any SPM

partitioning scheme, and consequently results in more compact image descriptors.

As discussed in Section 2.3.2, there are three main classes of approaches related to the Saliency-

driven Perceptual Pooling approach presented in this Chapter:

1. Approaches that make use of saliency to select and match a subset of the image features

that are more discriminative for the considered task, regardless of their exact position in

the scene.

2. Approaches that weight the importance of features in a given position, according to

their saliency in the scene.

3. Approaches that make use of saliency to segment the image into foreground and back-

ground, and separately process the features in the two regions.

The method that we propose substantially differs from the ones in the first two categories, in

that we neither use saliency to select which features to retain, nor preserve the spatial infor-

mation associated to the salient/non-salient regions. We instead make use of a bottom-up

saliency operator to define pooling regions that preserve perceptually coherent structures in
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the final image signature. We may thus include this work in the third category, of “approaches

that make use of saliency to segment the image into foreground and background, and sepa-

rately process the features in the two regions”. Within this category, the proposed approach is

to the best of our knowledge the first to make use of bottom-up saliency operators to define

the foreground and background regions.

A saliency function directly operating in the space of the local features extracted from the

image was also proposed in Walker et al. [1998]. Differently from this method, our approach

makes use of the AIM framework [Bruce and Tsotsos, 2005], turning the multi-dimensional

joint distribution estimation problem into a set of independent mono-dimensional estimation

problems.

This Chapter is based on the work first presented in Fornoni and Caputo [2012].

3.3 The proposed approach

Let us assume that an image (of height h and width w) is represented by a matrix X =
[x1, . . . , xr ]T ∈ Rr×d , of d-dimensional local descriptors. Let us also assume to have a visual

vocabulary V ∈ Rd×k (where k is the number of visual words), used to encode X into an

intermediate representation C = [c1, . . . ,cr ]T ∈ Rr×k . A histogram of visual words over a re-

gion R ⊆ {1,2, . . . ,r } can then be computed as the average code c̄R = 1
|R|

∑
i∈R ci (assuming

ci ≥ 0 and ‖ci‖1 = 1). This corresponds to applying the average pooling approach discussed in

Section 2.3.3, to the region R.

Here we focus on ways to define sets of pooling regions (R1,R2, . . . ,Rl ) that are non-overlapping

and span the full image:

|Ri | =λi r,
l∑

i=1
λi = 1, 0 <λi < 1 and ∀i , j ∈ {1, . . . , l } Ri ∩R j =;, (3.1)

so that
∑l

i=1 |Ri | = r and
⋃l

i=1 Ri = {1,2, . . . ,r }. We call λi the mass coefficients, as they define

how the image area is divided into the l regions. For example, if l = 2 and λ1 = λ2 = 1
2 , the

image area is equally split between two regions R1 and R2. If λ1 < 1
2 then R2 covers a larger

part of the image, and vice-versa, if λ1 > 1
2 , then the larger part is reserved for R1.

Our strategy to obtain robust image descriptors consists of two different approaches, expected

to be complementary:

1. Saliency-driven Perceptual Pooling (SPP). We define the pooling regions by using a

saliency operator. This approach captures the perceptual regularities in the scenes,

regardless of their exact position in the scene.

2. Task-driven Spatial Pooling (TSP). We define pooling regions with a fixed relative posi-

tion in the image. This approach captures the spatial regularities of the scenes.

The technical details for the two pooling approaches are provided in the Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
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3.3.1 Saliency-driven Perceptual Pooling (SPP)

Traditional spatial encodings, designed to capture the spatial regularities in the scenes, par-

tition the image using a regular grid and pool the features in the resulting patches. Instead

of imposing an a-priori segmentation, we would like to let visual-structures emerge from

the images, regardless of their exact positions in the scene. Specifically, we aim to obtain a

segmentation of the image into two regions (R1,R2), such that R2 captures the area of the

image with a richer informative content, leaving to R1 the task to collect the statistics of the

remaining part. To this end, we propose to compute a saliency map z ∈Rr for each image and

use a threshold z̄ to segment the image in two regions:

1. R1 = {1 ≤ i ≤ r : z (xi ) ≤ z̄},

2. R2 = {1 ≤ i ≤ r : z (xi ) > z̄},

where z(xi ) is the value of the saliency map at the local descriptor xi . We propose to select z̄ so

that R1 and R2 satisfy the conditions in equation (3.1) for a given value of the mass coefficient

λ1. Note that, due to the conditions in equation (3.1), λ2 is obliged to take the value λ2 = 1−λ1.

For example, if λ1 = 1
2 , then z̄ is the median saliency value of the image, while if λ1 6= 1

2 , the

image is asymmetrically split between R1 and R2. To compute the saliency map, we tested

two different approaches.

Itti’s Saliency

One of the most established and most widely known saliency operators is the one proposed by

Itti et al. [1998]. In this model the saliency map z of a given image is computed by performing

center-surround operations Oi (c, s) = |Ci (c)ªCi (s)|, where c and s = c +δ are two different

scales in a Gaussian pyramid, while {Ci }3
i=1 are three different image channels: an intensity

channel C1, a color channel C2 and an orientation channel C3. The responses Oi from the

different channels are then normalized and averaged, to get the final saliency score for each

pixel. In our experiments we made use of the implementation of Harel [2006].

SIFT Saliency

Instead of using a saliency operator on the raw pixels data, it could be desirable to design

a saliency function able to make use of the rich information already encoded in the pre-

computed local descriptors. In this way, the salient / non-salient discrimination could be

performed directly on the local descriptors that are to be pooled, assuring a higher consistency

between the segmentation and the actual image representation used in the pooling step.

A saliency operator that can enable a feature-based saliency estimation is the AIM model

(Attention based on Information Maximization) [Bruce and Tsotsos, 2005]. Here, the proba-

bility of each pixel is locally estimated by non-parametrically fitting a distribution over the

RGB values of the image. Since there is not enough data in an image to reliably estimate

the joint distribution of the RGB values, the authors propose to make use of Independent
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Component Analysis (ICA) [Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000] to turn the three-dimensional joint

distribution estimation problem into a set of three independent one-dimensional estimation

problems. Specifically, let {x1, x2, · · · , xt } be a set of t image descriptors with dimensionality

d (e.g. d = 3 for image pixels), sampled from a training set. The goal of ICA is to find a basis

A ∈Rd×d and a matrix of components S = [s1, . . . ,st ]T ∈Rt×d such that ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , t }, xi = Asi

and the coefficients (si ) j are as statistically independent as possible. Once the basis A has

been computed, its inverse W = A−1 can be used to project new data into the independent

components space.

In this work we propose to apply the AIM technique to the image descriptors extracted from

the original images. Specifically, we propose to compute the AIM saliency of the low-level SIFT

local descriptors that are to be pooled, and use it to output a low-resolution saliency map.

Similarly to AIM, after computing the ICA projection X̃ = [x̃1, . . . , x̃r ]T = X W > of an image X

(in our case a matrix of SIFT local descriptors), we make use of the independence assumption

to estimate the local density of the j -th dimension of a descriptor i as

p
(
(x̃i ) j

)= 1

r

r∑
k=1

K
(
(x̃i ) j − (x̃k ) j

)
, (3.2)

where K (x) = 1p
2π

exp
(−1

2 x2
)

is a one-dimensional standard normal probability density func-

tion. The saliency of the (projected) local descriptor x̃i is then computed as:

z (x̃i ) =−
d∑

j=1
log p

(
(x̃i ) j

)
(3.3)

and a first saliency map is obtained by computing the responses for all the r SIFT descriptors

of the image. Since the SIFT descriptors are computed on a regular grid with a large spacing

(e.g., 8 pixels), this procedure results in a low-resolution 1 saliency map, with sharp variations

between neighboring points. A smoother map is finally obtained by convolving the initial

response with a Gaussian filter, with σ= 0.04∗max(h, w). This value has recently been shown

to provide the best results when predicting human fixations with the original AIM model

(Figure 8 of [Hou et al., 2012]), and preliminary experiments confirmed it to be a reasonable

choice with our setup as well.

In Figure 3.4 we visualize the 128 SIFT Independent Components (as computed using SIFT

patches sampled from one training split of the MIT-Indoor-67 [Quattoni and Torralba, 2009]

dataset), together with an example of how a SIFT Saliency map is formed. As expected, this

saliency operator is taking into account only the textural information provided by the SIFT

features, while disregarding other channels, like color and intensity. For example, the grating

on the window results to be as salient as the lamp lit on the night table. While this may not

be a problem for our scene recognition goal (i.e. a light source might not be more discrimi-

native than a window grating), it might be of limited use for other tasks, like human fixation

1. For our segmentation and pooling goal we don’t need a higher resolution map, since the local descriptors are
computed with the same resolution (e.g., one every 8 pixels).
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Figure 3.4 – Top: visualization of the 128 SIFT Independent Components, summed over the 8
orientations; white pixels correspond to high ICA (rectified) weights for the gradients in the
corresponding area of the SIFT patches. Bottom: Computation of a SIFT saliency map and
resulting segmentation using l = 2 regions and λ1 =λ2 = 1

2 .

prediction, and we do not claim any biological plausibility for it.

A comparison of the histograms obtained using SPP with Itti’s and SIFT saliency is shown in

Figure 3.5. In the same Figure we also plot the average number of non-zero visual words in

the histograms computed over the salient and the non-salient regions. As it is possible to see,

for both Itti’s and SIFT saliency, the histograms computed over the salient regions are less

peaked, containing a high number of non-zero visual words. On the contrary, the histograms

computed over the non-salient regions are peaked around a few active visual words. In other

words, the salient regions have a high visual complexity, while the non-salient ones capture

more uniform areas that are well described by only a few visual words. In Section 3.4.2 this

observation will be empirically confirmed for all the scene recognition datasets.
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Salient Pooling (Itti)

Salient Pooling (SIFT)

Vertical Pooling

Horizontal Pooling

Histogram # of non-zero words

Figure 3.5 – Histograms obtained (with l = 2 regions and λ1 =λ2 = 1
2 ) using different pooling

techniques and number of non-zero visual words in each of the two halves of the histograms:
non-salient (NS) and salient (S), left (L) and right (R), up (U) and down (D).

3.3.2 Task-driven Spatial Pooling (TSP)

In the previous Section we defined a pooling strategy conceived to capture perceptually

cohesive structures in the images, regardless of their exact position. In this Section we discuss

a simple spatial pooling scheme suitable for scene recognition problems.

Indoor scenes, for example, are designed to support human actions and humans have a limited

range of spatial mobility. Indeed, humans can usually walk around a room, use objects and

appliances within reach, sit on chairs, etc., but they cannot easily move from the floor to the

ceiling, or access facilities if they are disposed too low, or too high in the room. This reduces

the spatial variability of indoor scenes to lie mostly on the horizontal axis. Due to the effect of

gravity, similar considerations may also be drawn for outdoor scenes.

Given this prior, we expect that by pooling features in horizontal bands we will be able to

capture the most consistent spatial patterns in scene recognition problems. We instead expect

much less robust results by pooling descriptors in vertical bands. To verify this intuition we

performed a first set of experiments using only l = 2 regions, R1 and R2, with λ1 =λ2 = 1
2 :

1. Horizontal-bands Pooling (Horizontal). In this settings R1 is the set of local descrip-

tors lying in the upper 50% of the image, and R2 is its complement.

2. Vertical-bands Pooling (Vertical). In this case R1 consists of the left-side 50% of the

descriptors, and R2 is its complement.

A visualization of these pooling strategies, with a comparison of the resulting histograms with

the ones obtained using SPP is shown in Figure 3.5. The experimental results are presented in

Section 3.4.3. Results using l = 3 horizontal bands are also provided in Section 3.4.2 and 3.4.3.
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3.3.3 Integrating Saliency-driven and Task-driven pooling

Once the saliency-driven and the task-driven image descriptors have been computed, we

concatenate them to create a compact image signature that exploits both the perceptual and

the spatial consistencies of the scenes. Since our main candidate for the spatial representation

is the Horizontal scheme, we only integrate SPP with the Horizontal image descriptor. A

multiresolution [Hadjidemetriou et al., 2004] version of our image descriptor is also formed by

down-sampling each image by a factor of two, and concatenating the histograms obtained at

the two resolutions.

3.4 Experiments

In order to assess the effectiveness of our approach, we perform experiments on the three scene

recognition datasets considered throughout this thesis, namely: the MIT-Indoor-67 [Quattoni

and Torralba, 2009], the 15-Scenes [Lazebnik et al., 2006] and the UIUC-Sports [Li and Fei-Fei,

2007] datasets. For a complete description of these datasets and their benchmarking proce-

dures please refer to Section 2.1. We compare the performance of our approach with different

spatial pooling baselines, such as Horizontal, Vertical and the SPM approach (discussed in

Section 2.3.1) with L ∈ {0,1,2,3}). We also analyze the relative importance of the components

of the proposed approach: the salient and the spatial pooling schemes, as well as the salient

and the non-salient regions of the images. In the following we first describe the experimental

setup used for all the experiments, we then analyze the various components of the proposed

approach, and we finally evaluate the proposed methodology against several pooling baselines

on all the three scene recognition datasets.

3.4.1 Experimental setup

In all our experiments we use a common experimental setup. We extract SIFT 2 descriptors

on a grid with a spacing of 8 pixels and with a patch size of 16×16 pixels. We also compute

multiresolution features, where the spacing and patch size for the down-sampled images are

reduced to 6 and 12×12 pixels, respectively. For each resolution, a vocabulary V with k = 1024

visual words is obtained by running k-means on a random subset of the training features. The

same set of features is used to learn the ICA projection matrix, using the fast-ICA [Hyvärinen

and Oja, 2000] algorithm. The intermediate image representation C is then obtained using

approximated unconstrained LLC encoding [Wang et al., 2010a] (for a synthetic description of

this encoding technique please refer to Section 2.2.2). Since the importance of each visual-

word for the reconstruction of a SIFT point is given only by the magnitude of its response,

and to avoid cancellation effects with average-pooling, we also perform rectification of the

codewords responses, replacing (ci ) j with
∣∣(ci ) j

∣∣.
Since the unconstrained LLC encodings are not normalized, we separately `1-normalize each

2. In this work we use the implementation of Zhou et al. [2011], made available by the authors.
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of the two histograms c̄R1 and c̄R2 , obtained by average pooling the codes belonging to the

two regions R1 and R2. This ensures that images with different sizes will contribute to the

learning in the same way, and that the two regions will have exactly the same importance in

the final representation. This inner-normalization is not performed on the SPM baselines (L0,

L1, L2 and L3) to avoid emphasizing the histograms computed on small patches; in this case

we perform the `1-normalization on the final vector only. As a similarity measure for all our

histograms we make use of the exponential χ2 kernel [Fowlkes et al., 2004], with γ set to the

average pairwise χ2 distance between the training samples, as in [Gehler and Nowozin, 2009].

The classification is finally performed using SVM [Chang and Lin, 2011], with the regularization

parameter tuned using a 5-fold cross-validation procedure. We repeat each experiment on five

random training/test splits and we report the average classification accuracy and the standard

deviation.

With this setup any single region is represented by a 1024-dimensional histogram. In this

way, for example, using a single resolution the standard L3 SPM representation results in a

87,040-dimensional descriptor, while a Horizontal+SPP approach with l = 2 regions in each

part of the representation results in a 4096-dimensional descriptor. Natural baselines for our

Horizontal+SPP approach would be the concatenation of the Horizontal and the Vertical image

descriptors with l = 2 (4096-dimensional) and the L1 SPM (5120-dimensional) strategies.

3.4.2 Empirical analysis of the method

Before fully evaluating the proposed pooling approach against other baselines, it is useful to

perform a set of preliminary experiments to understand the effect that the salient-pooling

approach has on the final image descriptors, the role of the mass coefficients, as well as to

compare different ways to integrate the saliency-driven and the spatial representations.

Analysis of the features generated using Saliency-driven pooling

Our first set of experiments consists in analyzing the effect of the saliency-driven pooling

techniques on the final image signatures. We quantitatively compare the image descriptors

obtained with saliency-driven approaches, with those obtained by the spatial pooling base-

lines, such as the horizontal and vertical pooling schemes. Specifically, using l = 2 and λ1 = 1
2

for all the representations, we evaluate the following quantities:

1. The number of non-zero visual words in each region (salient/non-salient, top/bottom,

left/right) of each representation obtained after the pooling step.

2. The average overlap between salient regions and horizontal/vertical patches (top and

left).

The first measure is related to the visual complexity of the area being described: a very complex

(part of a) scene is expected to generate a high number of responses to many different visual

words, while less complex areas are expected to generate highly peaked histograms, with only
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Figure 3.6 – Left: average number of non-zero visual words in each part of the representation,
as obtained with different pooling techniques with l = 2. For Horizontal pooling Part 1 is the
top part of the image, for Vertical pooling Part 1 is the left part of the image, while for SPP Part 1
is the non-salient region. Right: average overlap (in % of the number of pixels) between salient
regions and horizontal/vertical patches, compared to the average overlap of the salient regions
obtained with the Itti’s and the SIFT SPP representations. The plots are obtained withλ1 = 1

2 on
the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset (top), the 15-Scenes dataset (center) and the UIUC-Sports dataset
(bottom).
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Figure 3.7 – Performance obtained by the saliency-driven pooling approaches when varying
the percentage of the image descriptors that are assigned to the non-salient region. The results
are provided for single and multiresolution, Itti’s and SIFT SPP representations, on the MIT-
Indoor-67 (left), the 15-Scenes (center) and the UIUC-Sports (right) datasets. For visualization
purposes we also plot the average performance of the four SPP descriptors.

few active visual words. The second quantity is used to evaluate how spatially biased are the

salient regions w.r.t. the top/bottom and left/right regions produced by the horizontal and the

vertical pooling strategies.

In Figure 3.6 we plot these quantities, as measured on the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset (top), the

15-Scenes dataset (center) and the UIUC-Sports dataset (bottom). As it can be noticed (and

similarly to Figure 3.5), on all the considered datasets the saliency-driven pooling approaches

produce a representation where the most complex areas of the image (as measured by the

number of non-zero visual words) are pooled together in the salient region (Part 2), while the

least complex ones end up in the non-salient set (Part 1). This contrasts with the canonical

spatial encodings, where the consistency is in the absolute position of the features. In Figure 3.6

we also see that the Itti’s and the SIFT saliency operators produce segmentations which overlap

for more than 60% of the pixels, thus resulting in quite similar image descriptions. In the same

figure we also plot the average overlap of the salient regions (obtained using both the Itti’s

and the SIFT saliency), with the horizontal/ vertical patches, showing it to be around 50% of

the pixels in most of the cases: on average, only half of the salient region overlaps with the

upper/lower, or left/right regions. This confirms that the salient pooling captures information

that is not spatially biased. Finally, in Figure 3.6 we can also notice that there is a consistency

between the relative complexity of a region and its overlap with the saliency region. For

example, on both the 15-Scenes and the MIT-Indoor-67 datasets, the average complexity of

the upper part of the image results to be slightly lower than the average complexity of the

lower part (first two plots on the top of Figure 3.6). Accordingly, also the average overlap of the

salient regions with the upper part of the image are reduced (black and red bars in the first

two plots on the bottom of Figure 3.6).
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Setting the mass threshold

In this Section we analyze the effect of varying the amount of local descriptors that are assigned

to each of the two saliency-driven regions, by varying the mass coefficient λ1. We evaluate the

effect of using λ1 = 1
2 to split the image into the most and the least salient 50% (as in Fornoni

and Caputo [2012]), compared to results obtained by varying λ1 to allow asymmetric splits of

the image into regions with a different amount of local descriptors. Specifically, making use of

the datasets, the benchmarking protocols and the experimental setup described in Section 2.1,

we perform a set of experiments varying λ1 in {0.1,0.2, . . . ,0.9}.

Figure 3.7 shows the classification accuracy achieved by the Itti’s and the SIFT saliency maps

on single and multi-resolution features, with different values of λ1. Although the average

performance of the SPP techniques does not excessively oscillate, by using asymmetric splits

it is possible to obtain better performance then by simply using a 50%/50% split. Specifically,

by assigning 60% to 70% of the image pixels to the non-salient region, the performance of all

the saliency-driven representations is consistently incremented for all the datasets. This fact

can be explained by separately analyzing the performance of the two components (the salient

and the non-salient one) of the SPP representation.

In Figure 3.8 we plot the recognition accuracy obtained when separately using the image

signature obtained by pooling single-resolution features only over the salient region, only over

the non-salient region, and when concatenating the two representations. As it may be expected,

the recognition accuracy of each region increases as the percentage of pixels assigned to it is

increased, with the salient region generally performing better for a given amount of pixels. For

example, for the Itti’s saliency on the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset, the image signature obtained by

pooling the local features over the most salient 30% of the image achieves an accuracy close to

35%, while the non-salient descriptor computed over a region with the same area achieves

an accuracy lower than 25%. Qualitatively similar results can also be observed for the SIFT

saliency and on the other datasets.

The results reported in Figure 3.8 show that salient regions capture visual structures that are

more discriminative than those contained in the non-salient ones. Due to this asymmetric

behavior of the two image regions, the best recognition performance is always obtained when

the non-salient image descriptor is computed using a larger amount of pixels than the salient

one. This explains why for all the saliency operators, at both resolutions and on all the datasets,

the best performance is always obtained with an asymmetric split assigning more than 50% of

the image descriptors to the non-salient region (Figure 3.7 and 3.8). Using this result, we set the

mass coefficient λ1 to 0.6 for all the remaining experiments. Please note that, although this is

a reasonable value for both saliency operators and on all datasets (outperforming λ1 =λ2 = 1
2

used in Fornoni and Caputo [2012]), a better performance may be obtained by tuning λ1

for each saliency operator and each task separately. In Figure 3.8 it is also possible to note

how the best performance is always obtained by combining the salient and the non-salient

image representations (except for the SIFT saliency on the Sports dataset). This confirms our
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Figure 3.8 – Performance obtained by separately using the single-resolution features pooled
over the salient and non-salient region, and when concatenating the two representations. The
mass coefficient λ1 is varied from 0.1 to 0.9 and results are reported for the MIT-Indoor-67
(top), the 15-Scenes (middle) and the UIUC-Sports (bottom) datasets.
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Figure 3.9 – Relative performance of different pooling strategies w.r.t. the Horizontal baseline
(with l = 2), using single-resolution descriptors on the MIT-Indoor-67 (left), the 15-Scenes
(center) and the UIUC-Sports (right) datasets. “Horizontal3” stands for the horizontal bands
pooling with l = 3 and λ1 =λ2 =λ3 = 1

3 .

hypothesis that for scene recognition problems, both the salient and the non-salient areas are

important for classification, and the feature extracted from both regions should be preserved

in the final image representation.

Combining Saliency-driven and Task-driven pooling

Our last preliminary study focuses on the combination of the saliency-driven and the task-

driven descriptors. According to our previous analysis, the salient-only image descriptor is

more effective than the non-salient one, while a representation of the non-salient area is

nevertheless important to obtain high recognition accuracies. With respect to this last point,

we note that when the saliency-driven representations are combined with a spatial pooling, the

visual words extracted from the non-salient areas are already captured and represented by the

spatial pooling image descriptor (though without being separately pooled). We thus consider

the question whether it is really necessary to explicitly represent these features by computing

a description of the non-salient area of the image, when the saliency-driven pooling and the

spatial pooling are combined together.

To try to answer this question we measure the relative performance of the combined pooling

strategies using the Salient-only and the SPP representation, compared to the performance of

the Horizontal baseline (with l = 2). The obtained results of are reported in Figure 3.9. While on

two out of three datasets a separate representation of the non-salient region further increases

the recognition accuracy, the improvement w.r.t. the Horizontal + Salient-only approach is

only modest. Given this result we propose to evaluate whether it would be advantageous to

replace the explicit representation of the non-salient area with a more fine grained horizontal

pooling. Specifically, we evaluate the effect of increasing the resolution at which the spatial

information is captured, by using three horizontal regions instead of two (the Horizontal3
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baseline, computed using l = 3 and λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 1
3 ), and the effect of concatenating the

Salient-only and the SPP image descriptors to this higher resolution spatial pooling. As it can be

noted, a small to medium performance improvement is obtained when increasing the spatial

resolution of the horizontal pooling, while a consistently large improvement can be obtained

by concatenating this image descriptor with a representation of the salient region (obtaining

the Horizontal3+Salient-only image descriptor). As before, a further concatenation of the

descriptor computed from the non-salient area (to obtain the Horizontal3+SPP representation)

only modestly increases the performance, on two out of three datasets.

In conclusion, this preliminary analysis shows that an alternative approach to the Horizon-

tal+SPP approach consists in using only the salient part of the SPP representation, and com-

bine it with a horizontal pooling with l = 3 bands. This does not increase the dimensionality of

the final representation, while improving the performance. The two approaches are extensively

evaluated and compared to the SPM baselines in the next Section.

3.4.3 Experimental results

In this Section we perform a detailed performance analysis of different pooling methods on all

the scene recognition datasets, using both single and multiresolution features. Specifically, we

compare the recognition accuracy obtained by the standard SPM approaches at different levels

(L0, L1, L2 and L3), the horizontal (Horizontal), the vertical (Vertical) and the horizontal + ver-

tical (Horizontal+Vertical) spatial partitions, the saliency-driven pooling (SPP, using both Itti’s

and SIFT saliency) and the concatenation of the saliency-driven image descriptors to the de-

scriptors obtained using a horizontal partition (Horizontal+SPP). As discussed in Section 3.4.2

we also consider the horizontal partition with l = 3 (Horizontal3) and its concatenation with

the salient-only pooling approach (Horizontal3+Salient-only).

Results on MIT-Indoor-67

The results of our benchmark for the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset are reported in Figure 3.10.

From the Figure we can note that there is a large difference in performance between the

horizontal and the vertical pooling strategies (+14.8% relative improvement, using single

resolution features). This is not surprising considering the spatial structure of the problem.

The SPP strategies perform better than L0 and the vertical pooling (up to +9.2% relative

improvement, using single resolution features), but still worse than the horizontal one. On

the other hand, when combined with horizontal pooling, the saliency-driven approaches

always outperform Horizontal3, Horizontal+Vertical and L1, L2, L3 baselines, with the best

results obtained by using the Horizontal3+Salient-only image representation. In this case,

the absolute performance improvement w.r.t. the best performing spatial pooling (e.g. the

L2 spatial pyramid) is around 2% using both single and multiresolution features. Indeed, the

4096-dimensional Horizontal3+Salient-only Itti’s image representation at a single resolution

performs only 0.5% worse (in absolute terms) than the best-performing spatial descriptor
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Figure 3.10 – Performances of the different pooling strategies on the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset.
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Figure 3.11 – Example of images from some of the classes in each scene group of the MIT-
Indoor-67 dataset.

using two resolutions, namely the 43,008-dimensional L2 feature. On this dataset the Itti’s

and the SIFT saliency-driven pooling schemes perform similarly, with the former slightly

outperforming the latter.

Results on indoor scene groups

Quattoni and Torralba [2009] divided the classes of the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset into five big

scene groups: Store, Home, Public place, Leisure and Working place. Each of these scene groups

contains images from 11 to 15 classes, sharing semantic and/or perceptual properties. In

Figure 3.11 we report examples of images extracted from some of the classes in each scene

group. As it can be noted, images from classes belonging to the same group tend to be visually

more similar than images from classes belonging to different groups, while a large visual

variability is still present within each group. Inspired by this observation we performed two

additional sets of experiments meant to stress the robustness and discriminative power of the

proposed approach:

Task-1 (High-level classification). In this task we measure the performance obtained when
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Figure 3.12 – Accuracy obtained when using single-resolution descriptors to classify the images
from MIT-Indoor-67 with respect to which of the five scene groups (Store, Home, Public place,
Leisure, or Working place) they belong to.

classifying the images according to which scene group they belong to. This is a five-class

problem where the algorithm has to assign an image to one of the five scene groups:

Store, Home, Public place, Leisure, or Working place. Given the very rich diversity of

the images composing each scene group, this benchmark can be used to measure

the robustness of an image representation when dealing with scene classes with a

pronouncedly high intra-class variability.

Task-2 (Fine-grained classification). In this task we measure the performance when classi-

fying images w.r.t. the sub-classes in each of the five scene groups. For this task we

thus perform a different multi-class experiment to separate the classes in each of the

five scene groups. Given the above-average visual similarity of the classes within each

scene group, this benchmark is useful to measure the discriminative ability of an image

representation when having to discriminate between tightly related classes.

Following the benchmarking protocol of the original MIT-Indoor-67 task, both for Task-1 and

Task-2 we select 80 images for training and 20 for testing for each of the sub-categories of

each scene group. The training and testing sets of a given scene group are then constructed

by joining the training/testing sets of the categories of interest. As before, each experiment is

repeated five times on five different training/testing splits and we plot the average accuracy

and the standard deviation measured on the five splits.

The results obtained by using single-resolution descriptors on Task-1 are reported in Fig-

ure 3.12. As it may be expected this is a very challenging task. Indeed, even if it is only a

five-class problem with a number of training images per class that is more than 10 times

higher than in the regular MIT-Indoor-67 task (since each scene group is composed of images

from at least 11 sub-categories), the accuracies achieved by all the pooling methods are quite

low. Once again, the horizontal pooling scheme (Horizontal) seems to be more robust than the

vertical pooling (Vertical). However, differently from the original MIT-Indoor-67 task, none of
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Figure 3.13 – Analysis of the performance of the spatial and saliency-driven pooling approaches
on the five scene groups of the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset.

the spatial pyramid approaches is able to outperform the simple horizontal partitioning. This

is probably because the large intra-class spatial variability of the scene groups strongly limits

the usefulness of rigid and fine-grained spatial partitioning schemes. On this task the SIFT

saliency consistently outperforms the one by Itti, while as for the regular MIT-Indoor-67 task,

the performance of the SPP approaches lie in between the performance of vertical pooling

and the performance of the horizontal pooling. As before, all the top recognition accuracies

are obtained by combining a horizontal pooling approach (Horizontal, or Horizontal3) with a

saliency-driven one (SPP, or Salient-only, respectively). This confirms the robustness of this

type of representations when dealing with problems with a very high intra-class variability.

In Figure 3.13 we report the performance of different algorithms when addressing Task-2,

requiring to finely classify images within each of the scene groups. For clarity of visualization

in this plot we do not report the standard deviations. As previously discussed, given the above-

average visual similarity of the classes in each scenes group, this task is useful to measure

the discriminative power of a given representation when dealing with problems with a high

inter-class similarity. We note a considerable variability in the difficulty of finely classifying

images in different scene groups, with stores being the most difficult to tell apart, and public

places being the easiest ones. Still, for all the scene groups, from the easiest to the hardest, the

best performance is consistently obtained by combining the horizontal pooling approaches

(Horizontal, or Horizontal3) with a saliency-driven pooling (SPP, or Salient-only, respectively).
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Figure 3.14 – Performances on the 15-Scenes dataset.

It is also interesting to note that on the most difficult scene group (namely the “Store” group)

the SPP-Itti’s alone outperforms all the spatial pooling approaches, from Horizontal to L3.

Moreover the same SPP-Itti’s image descriptor performs very well also on the easiest scene

group (namely the “Public place” group), where the relative performance improvement of the

combined representations (Horizontal/Horizontal3 + SPP/Salient-only) seem to be particu-

larly marked. The good performance of the saliency-driven pooling approaches on this group

may be explained by looking at the segmentation masks obtained by using Itti’s saliency on this

scene group, in Figure B.1 of Appendix B. As it can be seen, some of the groups, like “Museum”,

or “Cloister”, or “Library” contain very salient and specific visual structures (such as artworks,

columns, or bookshelves) that are easily captured by the saliency-driven pooling schemes. The

consistently good performance of the saliency-driven pooling approaches on all the scenes

group in this benchmark confirms the robustness of this type of representations when dealing

with fine-grained indoor scene recognition problems, with high inter-class similarity.

Results on other scene categorization tasks

As discussed before, our approach is well suited to address the high intra-class variabilities and

inter-class similarities of indoor scenes. In this Section we are going to verify experimentally

how well this approach generalizes to other scene recognition problems. To this end, we will

make use of the 15-Scenes dataset and the UIUC-Sports dataset, described in Section 2.1.

For the 15-Scenes dataset we followed the standard benchmarking protocol, which consists in

randomly selecting 100 training images per class and using the remaining ones for the test. For

the UIUC-Sports dataset the standard procedure consists instead in selecting 70 images per

class for the training set and 60 for the test set. As before, we repeat each experiment five times

and we report the average classification accuracy, in Figure 3.14 for the 15-Scenes dataset and

in Figure 3.15 for UIUC-Sports.
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Figure 3.15 – Performances on the UIUC-Sports dataset.

The single-resolution results on the 15-Scenes dataset are consistent with the ones obtained

on the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset, although with lower absolute performance gains. On the other

hand, on this dataset the performance advantage of the Horizontal+SPP approaches vanishes

when using multiresolution features, and the best performance is achieved by the L2 spatial

pyramid approach. On the UIUC-Sports dataset the SPP-Itti’s representation alone seems to be

particularly effective, with performance comparable to those of the higher-dimensional spatial

pyramid approaches (L1, L2 and L3). Due to the high standard deviations, the performance

gains do not seem to be statistically significant on this benchmark. Still, large performance

gains are observed when using horizontal pooling approaches (Horizontal, or Horizontal3) in

combination with the Itti’s saliency-driven representations (SPP, or Salient-only, respectively).

On this dataset, the SPP-SIFT image descriptor seems to be performing consistently worse

than the one based on Itti’s saliency. One possible explanation might be that the former

operator only takes into account the textural property of the scene, which might not be useful

for consistently separating the scene foreground (e.g., a group of people rowing), from a

highly textured natural background (e.g., vegetation, water and buildings). It should also be

noted that although this dataset is very different from the MIT-Indoor-67 and the 15-Scenes

databases, the top-performing representations always make use of a saliency-driven pooling

approach. This outcome is consistent with the results obtained on all the considered tasks

for the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset and for the single-resolution features on the 15-Scenes dataset,

confirming the advantage of our image representation w.r.t. the traditional spatial pooling

schemes.

In Table 3.1 we compare the performance of our image descriptors to those obtained by

other recently proposed approaches. Although in the very recent literature there are a few

methods that achieve higher recognition accuracies on some of the datasets, they all make

use of image descriptors that are from one to two orders of magnitude larger than the ones

proposed in this work. Indeed, if we constrain the comparison only to representations having
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Method Dim. MIT-Indoor-67 15-Scenes UIUC-Sports
Quattoni and Torralba [2009] (Gist) 384 25.05 - -
Wu and Rehg [2011] (PACT) 1,302 36.88 83.88 78.25
Kwitt et al. [2012] 1,407 (up to) 44.0 82.3 83.0
Parizi et al. [2012] 3,200 37.93 78.6 -
Juneja et al. [2013] (BoP) 16,750 46.10 - -
Yang et al. [2009] (Sparse-Coding) 21,504 - 80.4 -
Juneja et al. [2013] (LLC) 42,000 53.03 - -
Li et al. [2010] (Object-Bank) 44,604 37.6 80.9 76.3
Singh et al. [2012] 70,350 38.1 - -
Xie et al. [2014] (FV) 65,536 61.22 - -
Doersch et al. [2013] 67,000 64.03 - -
Juneja et al. [2013] (FV) 204,800 60.77 - -
Sun and Ponce [2013] 517,230 51.40 86.08 86.40
Horizontal + SPP-Itti’s 4,096 48.81 84.12 85.25
Horizontal3 + Salient-only-Itti’s 4,096 49.70 84.30 86.33
MultiR. Horizontal + SPP-Itti’s 8,192 51.34 84.12 86.75
MultiR. Horizontal3 + Salient-only-Itti’s 8,192 52.07 84.09 87.04

Table 3.1 – Performance comparison with previous approaches using a single image descriptor.
For each approach we also report the dimensionality of the representation used.

a dimensionality comparable to that of our approach (top part of the table), it is possible to

see that our proposed image descriptors obtain the best performance on all the datasets.

3.5 Discussion

In this Chapter we introduced SPP, a saliency-driven pooling technique able to capture percep-

tually coherent structures, independently from their positions in the scene. We made use of

the well-known Itti’s saliency operator and proposed a SIFT-based saliency function, operating

on the rich textural information encoded in the local descriptors. The saliency maps are used

to segment each image into the most and the least salient areas. Local image features are sub-

sequently pooled from each region, and the resulting descriptors concatenated. By combining

this image representation with a simple horizontal-bands spatial descriptor, we obtain very

compact image signatures achieving competitive performances on all the considered datasets.

Amongst the two considered saliency operators, Itti’s saliency resulted to be the most robust

for the considered scene recognition tasks. This may be due to the fact that SIFT saliency takes

into account only the textural information encoded in the SIFT features, disregarding other

channels, like color and intensity. For both Itti’s and SIFT saliency, the salient area of the image

is shown to be on average more complex than the non-salient one (as measured by the number

of non-zero visual words in each descriptor). Performance-wise the salient area resulted also

to be the most discriminative one, being particularly effective to recognize sports scenes. Still,

the best recognition performance was always obtained by combining the representations
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extracted from the two regions (salient and non-salient). When integrating the two regions,

due to their asymmetric discriminative contents, it becomes important to tune the saliency

threshold. Differently from Fornoni and Caputo [2012], we considered saliency thresholds

between 0.1 and 0.9 and showed that the scene recognition accuracy can be consistently

improved by using thresholds larger than 0.5. Thresholds lower than 0.5 never resulted in

performance improvements. Intuitively, the asymmetric discriminative power of the two

regions needs to be balanced by assigning larger portions of the image to the non-salient

region and lower-portion of the image to the salient one.

Our final image signatures are constructed by combining the representations obtained using

the proposed SPP pooling and a simple spatial pooling. The resulting image signatures are

up to one order of magnitude more compact than the ones obtained by using popular SPM

encodings [Lazebnik et al., 2006]. The proposed signatures are particularly effective on the

most difficult scene recognition problems, outperforming the best SPM encodings on two

of the three considered datasets. The robustness of the representation is also proved on the

challenging scene groups classification task (Task-1), and when solving the most difficult

fine-grained tasks (Task-2), such as categorizing stores scenes.

Compared to other approaches using representations with a similar dimensionality (top part

of Table 3.1), our image signatures obtain the best performance on all the datasets. Signifi-

cantly higher performances are obtained only by approaches using very high-dimensional

image signatures, as the ones obtained using Fischer Vector encodings (FV) [Perronnin et al.,

2010]. Please note that, while we have chosen to use the LLC encoding [Wang et al., 2010a],

the SPP pooling technique proposed in this Chapter is not bound to any specific feature

encoding technique. An interesting research direction would thus be to apply SPP to Fischer

vector encodings. While this would result in much larger descriptors, defeating our quest for

compact representations, it may also result in image signatures achieving state of the art scene

recognition performance. Another direction that would be interesting to investigate is related

to the saliency operators. For example, by combining the low-level channels used by Itti’s

saliency, with the rich textural information exploited by the SIFT saliency, we might obtain

more robust segmentations, specifically adapted to our task. Other saliency operators could

be considered as well.

With respect to the goals stated at the beginning of this thesis, the main limitation of the

method proposed in this Chapter lies in the classification step. Indeed, we made use of a

performing, but computationally expensive, exponential χ2 kernel SVM. In order to address

this problem, in the next Chapter we propose a multi-component classifier, able to achieve

results competitive with the ones obtained by kernelized SVMs, using only a fraction of the

computational resources required by the latter.
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Linear SVM algorithm

Current state of the art scene recognition algorithms either make use of computationally

expensive non-linear kernel classifiers, or require very high-dimensional non-sparse image

representations. The most prominent representative of the first category of approaches is the

kernelized Support Vector Machine (SVM), a non-linear classification algorithm that has been

extensively used to deliver state of the art performance on many problems. Unfortunately,

the practical use of the SVM classifier is constrained by its training complexity, which grows

super-linearly with the number of training samples. Moreover, its memory footprint and

testing complexity grows linearly with the number of support vectors. In order to retain

the performance of non-linear kernel classifiers, without significantly increasing the size

of the representation, a growing, promising alternative is represented by multi-component

classifiers [Felzenszwalb et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011b; Gu et al., 2012; Hoai and Zisserman,

2013]. The approaches belonging to this class are characterized by their ability to learn a set of

sub-categorical models for each class (named components of the classifier) and to select the

most suitable one(s) to classify each sample. Their training complexity may not grow super-

linearly with the number of training samples, while their testing complexity and memory

footprint do not depend on the number of training samples.

In this Chapter we propose a new multi-component classifier, based on a latent locally linear

SVM formulation. The proposed classifier makes use of a set of linear models that are locally

linearly combined using sample and class specific weights. Thanks to the latent formulation,

the mixing coefficients are modeled as latent variables. We allow soft combinations and we

also provide a closed-form solution for their estimation. This novel formulation allows to

learn the classifier components in a principled and efficient way, using a CCCP optimization

procedure.

An extensive empirical evaluation on ten standard UCI machine learning datasets, three char-

acters and digit recognition databases and one large binary dataset, show the advantages of

the proposed formulation over previously proposed multi-component algorithms. Experi-

ments on the three scene recognition datasets considered throughout this thesis [Quattoni

and Torralba, 2009; Lazebnik et al., 2006; Li and Fei-Fei, 2007] prove the proposed algorithm to
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be able to partially fill in the gap between linear classifiers and non-linear kernel classifiers,

using a fraction of the computational resources required by the latter.

4.1 Introduction

As discussed in the previous Chapters, scene recognition is a difficult problem characterized

by a combination of high-intra class variability and high inter-class similarity. Moreover, for

a range of scene recognition applications, such as automatic image annotation and robot

vision, efficiency of the recognition system is a fundamental requirement. In Chapter 3, we

proposed to tackle these problems by designing a compact bottom-up image representation,

able to discover visual structures regardless of their positions in the scene. Another important

way to address such problems lies in the design of efficient classification algorithms capable

of representing classes with a rich sub-categorical structure [Zhu et al., 2012]. Over the last

15 years, kernelized Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have become the de facto standard

to address difficult classification problems, requiring to learn complex non-linear decision

boundaries. Still, kernelized SVMs (and learning with kernels in general) do not scale well

with the number of samples. Linear SVMs, on the other hand, have a training complexity

that is linear w.r.t. the number of training samples [Joachims, 2006], and a testing complexity

that depends only on the dimensionality of the data. Furthermore, when coupled with very

high-dimensional representations, as the ones obtained using Fisher Vectors encodings [Per-

ronnin et al., 2010], Linear SVMs have been shown to provide very competitive performance.

Unfortunately, high-dimensional image representations greatly increase the training/testing

complexity and the memory footprint of the algorithm, to the point that the training data itself

may not fit into memory anymore [Chatfield et al., 2011]. On low-dimensional representations,

the performance of Linear SVMs is often disappointing.

To try to address these issues, multi-component SVM-based methods have received increasing

attention, both in the kernel learning community [Gönen and Alpaydin, 2008] and in the linear

learning community [Zhang et al., 2006; Yu et al., 2009; Felzenszwalb et al., 2010; Ladicky and

Torr, 2011; Wang et al., 2011b; Hoai and Zisserman, 2013]. A key feature of such methods is

the ability to exploit the structure of the data by learning specific models in different zones of

the input space. Performance-wise, when coupling multi-component methods with infinite

dimensional kernels, the improvement over non-local versions of the algorithms is usually

relatively small [Gönen and Alpaydin, 2008], because the boundary is already flexible enough

to separate any training set. However, when combined with linear classifiers they can lead to

large improvements, thanks to the increased flexibility of the separation surface between the

classes [Gönen and Alpaydin, 2008].

The work presented in this Chapter contributes to this research thread. Our focus is on en-

hancing linear algorithms to obtain the complex decision functions traditionally given by

kernels. We propose a new multi-component learning algorithm based on a latent SVM for-

mulation. For each sample and class, during training as well as during testing, our algorithm
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automatically selects a different weighted combination of linear models (named components

of the classifier). The sample and class specific weights are treated as latent variables of the

scoring function [Felzenszwalb et al., 2010] and are obtained by locally maximizing the confi-

dence of the class model on the sample. As opposed to previous methods, we do not require a

two-stages formulation, i.e. our approach does not require to first learn an encoding-based

representation using a reconstruction (or soft-assignment) technique and then learn a linear

SVM on this representation, nor any nearest-neighbor search. Our algorithm is trained in a

winner-take-all competitive multi class fashion: each class tries to maximize its score on each

sample by using an optimal combination of components, competing with the others in the

training process. Moreover, compared to standard latent SVM implementations, our formula-

tion allows to use soft combinations of components, where the sparsity of the combinations,

and thus the smoothness of the solution, is controlled using a p-norm constraint. The solution

of the p-norm constrained score maximization problem is shown to be efficiently computable

in closed-form, and using this analytic solution we obtain a simple prediction rule in which

the local weights do not need to be explicitly computed. We call our method Multiclass Latent

Locally Linear Support Vector Machine (ML3).

Experiments on real and synthetic data illustrate how ML3 behaves as the p-norm constraints

and the number of components are varied. We also compare its performance and speed to

previously proposed approaches, on ten UCI machine learning datasets [Frank and Asuncion,

2010] (for the binary case), three character recognition databases (MNIST [LeCun et al., 1998],

USPS [Hull, 1994] and LETTER [Frank and Asuncion, 2010]) and a large dataset with more

than 500,000 samples [Joachims, 2006]. Results consistently show the value of our method.

Finally, using the SPP representations introduced in Chapter 3, the ML3 algorithm is evaluated

on the three scene recognition datasets considered throughout this thesis.

An outline of this Chapter is as follows. In Section 4.2 we discuss how the proposed classifier re-

lates to the other multi-component and monolithic approaches, as introduced in Section 2.4.2.

In Section 4.3 we provide more details about the most important works that will serve as

building blocks for the approach presented in this Chapter. In the first part of Section 4.4 we

define locally linear functions and we introduce a simple encoding scheme specifically devised

for this class of functions. Using this encoding as a motivation, the second part of Section 4.4

introduces the ML3 algorithm, discusses its properties, and its optimization procedure. In

Section 4.5 we use ML3 to generate explicit feature maps and to provide several visualizations

of the internal functioning of the algorithm, using two synthetic datasets. In Section 4.6 we

report additional experiments on synthetic data showing the behavior of ML3 when vary-

ing the parameter p. In Section 4.7 we show the results of benchmarking ML3 against other

approaches, analyzing again the behavior of the algorithm w.r.t. its hyper-parameters. We

conclude in Section 4.8, pointing out some possible future avenues for research.
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Figure 4.1 – The scene recognition pipeline proposed in this Chapter. The component of the
pipeline related to the main contribution of this Chapter is highlighted by a thick border.

4.2 Related works

As in the previous Chapter, the works related to our approach are presented by instantiating

the scene recognition pipeline introduced in Chapter 2 for the method discussed here. A

visualization of the specific scene recognition pipeline used in this Chapter is reported in

Figure 4.1. As it can be seen, the scene recognition pipeline used in this work is very similar to

the one used in Chapter 3. However, since this Chapter focuses on locally linear classifiers, we

replace the average-pooling step with a max-pooling approach, which has been shown to be

more suitable for linear classifiers (see Section 2.3.3).

With respect to this pipeline, the main contribution of this work is related to the classification

step. As it is often the case, the classifier presented in this Chapter is related to many of the

classes of approaches described in Section 2.4.2. It is related to local classifiers, in that, similarly

to Cheng et al. [2010] and to Segata and Blanzieri [2010], the algorithm performs a (hard to

soft) clustering of the input space, assigning each sample to one (or more) components of

the model. It is related to ensemble methods, since, similarly to the adaptive mixtures of

local experts of Jacobs et al. [1991], our model learns non-linear functions as local linear

combinations of linear ones (with the definition of locality used by Jacobs et al. [1991]). It

is related to the class of manifold learning methods, since similarly to Yu et al. [2009] and

Zhang et al. [2011], the scoring function used by our algorithm can be justified from a function

approximation point of view (see Section 4.4.1). It is related to multi-hyperplane classifiers, as

similarly to adaptive multi-hyperplane machines [Aiolli and Sperduti, 2005; Wang et al., 2011b]

and existing Latent SVM implementations [Felzenszwalb et al., 2010] it assigns a given query

sample the hyperplane (or the linear combination of hyperplanes) producing the maximal

score for that sample. Our model can even be related to non-linear monolithic classifiers such

as kernelized SVMs, in that (as shown in Section 4.5) during the classification step it implicitly

projects the samples to a high-dimensional feature space where the linear separability of the

samples is increased. Finally, it can also be related to nearest-neighbor classifiers since, as it

will be discussed in Chapter 5, under certain conditions it can be regarded as a way to learn a

representative set of prototypes to be used in a modified NN algorithm.
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While being related to many classes of approaches, the method proposed in this Chapter is

also unique from many perspectives. Differently from the local classifiers and the manifold

approaches, ML3 does not use any unsupervised method (such as the Nearest Neighbor dis-

tance, or k-means clustering) to pre-assign a sample to one or more components. Indeed,

rather than using only the distribution of the sample points, the sample-to-component coef-

ficients of ML3 take also into account the supervised information provided by the labels of

the problem and are obtained by directly minimizing the classification error. With respect to

ensemble methods [Jacobs et al., 1991; Gönen and Alpaydin, 2008], the objective function of

ML3 is simpler, as it does not make use of any additional gating function (with its additional

parameters). Indeed, the only parameters of the model are the linear components, while the

sample-to-component coefficients are efficiently computed using a closed-form expression.

Moreover, no coefficients at all need to be explicitly computed during testing. Hence, as we

will show in Section 4.7, ML3 achieves state of the art performances, with efficient training

and testing procedures. Finally, as opposed to the multi-hyperplane classifiers and the latent

SVM implementations in Wang and Mori [2009] and Felzenszwalb et al. [2010], ML3 allows for

soft combinations of the linear components, resulting in smooth decision boundaries.

This Chapter is based on the work presented in Fornoni et al. [2013].

4.3 Preliminaries

This Section describes in more details the works on which the approach proposed in this

Chapter is based, namely: the Latent SVM framework [Yu and Joachims, 2009], the Constrained

Concave Convex Procedure (CCCP) [Yuille and Rangarajan, 2003; Smola et al., 2005; Sriperum-

budur and Lanckriet, 2012] and the Locally Linear SVM (LLSVM) classifier [Ladicky and Torr,

2011]. These works constitute the building blocks that will be used to construct the ML3

algorithm presented in this Chapter.

4.3.1 Latent SVM

Latent SVMs were initially motivated and introduced in the field of computer vision to solve

object detection [Felzenszwalb et al., 2008] and action recognition [Wang and Mori, 2009]

tasks. They were subsequently adapted to address general structured prediction problems in

Yu and Joachims [2009].

Suppose we are given a set of training examples (xi , yi ) ∈X ×Y , where i = {1, . . . ,n}, X ⊆Rd is

the input space and Y = {1, . . . ,c} is the output (and the decision) space. A latent SVM makes

use of decision functions of the form [Yu and Joachims, 2009]

ŷi (w ), argmax
y∈Y

sw
(
xi , y

)
,

sw
(
xi , y

)
, max

β∈B(xi )
w>φ

(
xi , y,β

)
, (4.1)
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where sw : X ×Y 7→ R provides the score of a model w ∈ Rb , for a given sample and class,

while B (xi ) defines the feasible set for the latent variable β, given the sample xi . Finally,

φ : X ×Y ×B (xi ) 7→Rb defines a feature mapping that depends on the candidate class y and

the latent variable β.

The main idea of latent SVM is to find, for each instance xi , a feature mapping φ maximizing

the confidence of the model w on the sample. For example, for object detection the model

w would likely include a set of components (specific sub-models) corresponding to different

poses (frontal, lateral, etc.), with the scoring function (4.1) being responsible for selecting the

best fitting one.

Let 1 (u) be the indicator function of the predicate u. The 0/1 classification error for a sample

(xi , yi ) can be written as 1
(
ŷi (w ) 6= yi

)
, and a piece-wise linear upperbound can be formed by

[Crammer and Singer, 2001]

1
(
ŷi (w ) 6= yi

)≤ max
y∈Y

[
1

(
y 6= yi

)+ sw
(
xi , y

)]− sw
(
xi , yi

)
(4.2a)

=
∣∣∣∣1+ max

y∈Y \{yi }
sw (xi , y)− sw (xi , yi )

∣∣∣∣
+

. (4.2b)

A multi class latent SVM objective function can then be obtained by averaging the upperbound

on the 0/1 classification error for the n training samples, and combining it with a regularizer

h : Rb 7→R, measuring the complexity of the model w :

min
w

λh (w )+ 1

n

n∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣1+ max
y∈Y \{yi }

sw (xi , y)− sw (xi , yi )

∣∣∣∣
+

, (4.3)

where λ ∈R+ sets the trade-off between regularization and training error minimization. This

objective function can also be rewritten as a constrained optimization problem:

min
w ,ξ

λh (w )+ 1

n

n∑
i=1

ξi (4.4a)

s.t.

1+ max
y∈Y \{yi }

sw (xi , y)− sw (xi , yi ) ≤ ξi , i = 1, . . . ,n (4.4b)

ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,n, (4.4c)

where the equivalence with (4.3) can be quickly verified by a case analysis on the ξi
1.

Due to the maximization, sw is strictly convex w.r.t. w so that the constraints in (4.4b) have

the form of a difference of convex functions and are thus non-convex. A general way to

optimize such problems is to use the Constrained Concave Convex Procedure (CCCP) [Yuille

and Rangarajan, 2003; Smola et al., 2005; Sriperumbudur and Lanckriet, 2012].

1. If for a given sample xi , the LHS of (4.4b) is less then zero, then the minimal ξi is equal to 0, due to the
constraints in (4.4c). If on the contrary for a given sample xi , the LHS of (4.4b) is grater then or equal to zero, the
minimal ξi is simply ξi = 1+maxy∈Y \{yi } sw (xi , y)− sw (xi , yi ).
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Algorithm 1 Constrained Concave Convex Procedure

1: Initialize t = 0 and w t with a random value
2: repeat
3: w t+1 = argminw f0 (w )− t{g0,w t } (w )
4: s.t. fi (w )− t{gi ,w t }(w ) ≤ ci ∀i = 1, . . . ,n
5: until a stopping criterion is satisfied

4.3.2 The Constrained Concave Convex (CCCP) procedure.

Suppose we need to optimize a problem of the form

min
w

f0 (w )− g0 (w ) , (4.5a)

s.t. fi (w )− gi (w ) ≤ ci ∀i = 1, . . . ,n, (4.5b)

where fi and gi are real valued convex functions on a vector space X . A possible minimiza-

tion approach is to apply the CCCP optimization procedure [Smola et al., 2005] reported in

Algorithm 1, where t{gi ,w t } is the first-order Taylor approximation of gi around w t . The main

idea of the CCCP algorithm is to iteratively minimize a convex majorization of (4.5). This is ob-

tained by replacing each gi with a linearization, so that fi − t{gi ,w t } becomes convex and, since

also each gi is convex, fi (w )− t{gi ,w t } (w ) ≥ fi (w )− gi (w ). Any feasible point in Algorithm 1

is thus also a feasible point of problem (4.5). If f0 is continuous and strictly convex, { fi }n
i=1

are continuous, while {gi }n
i=0 are continuously differentiable, the algorithm can be shown to

converge to a stationary point of (4.5) (Theorem 5 of Sriperumbudur and Lanckriet [2012]) 2.

4.3.3 Locally Linear SVMs

Locally Linear Support Vector Machines were introduced by Ladicky and Torr [2011] as a

method to learn smooth non-linear classifiers, without using kernels. The algorithm is based

on the idea that, for any smooth classifier “in a sufficiently small region the decision boundary

is approximately linear and the data is locally linearly separable” [Ladicky and Torr, 2011].

Following this intuition, the authors propose the idea of locally linear classification functions.

Informally, this can be described as a set of hypotheses that locally behave as linear operators,

computing the inner product w>x between a vector w = ω(x) and a sample x , where the

dependency of the hyper-plane w on the sample x is described by a set of real valued functions

{ω1 (·) ,ω2 (·) , . . . } (one for each dimension of x). A formal definition of a locally linear function

is provided in Section 4.4.1.

The goal of LLSVMs is to learn locally linear binary classifiers using decision functions of

the form sign
(
ω(x)>x

)
. Following Yu et al. [2009], the authors assume ω(x) to be a Lipschitz

2. As noted in Sriperumbudur and Lanckriet [2012], previous proofs of convergence of CCCP to local minima in
Yuille and Rangarajan [2003]; Smola et al. [2005] are incomplete. Hence, the best currently known result for CCCP
is just the convergence to a stationary point. As stated in Section 5 in Sriperumbudur and Lanckriet [2012], finding
conditions for the local convergence of CCCP remains an open problem, beyond the scope of this work.
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smooth function and the locally linear function ω(x)>x is therefore approximated with a local

linear combination of m linear models: ω(x)>x ≈ β(x)>W x . The mixture coefficients β(x)

are obtained in advance using an unsupervised manifold learning procedure supposed to

provide localized mixing coefficients β(x). Ladicky and Torr [2011] implement this idea by

using k-means clustering and fixing β(x) using inverse Euclidean distances, solved only for

the closest 8 cluster centers, an idea similar to [Wang et al., 2010a]. The authors state that

this simple approach results to be competitive with more principled encoding techniques [Yu

et al., 2009] based on the minimization of reconstruction and localization errors.

More formally, their formulation reads as follows. Given a set of training examples (xi , yi ) ∈
X ×Y and their corresponding coefficient vectors β (xi ), where i = {1, . . . ,n}, X ⊆ Rd is the

input space and Y = {−1,1} is a binary output space, the objective function of a locally linear

SVM is defined as

min
W

λ

2
‖W ‖2

F + 1

n

n∑
i=1

∣∣1− yiβ(xi )>W xi
∣∣+ .

This objective function strictly resembles the objective function of a Support Vector Ma-

chine, it is convex and it can be efficiently optimized using stochastic gradient descent algo-

rithms [Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2011].

4.4 The proposed approach

This Section provides a detailed description of the approach proposed in this Chapter. We first

introduce a formal definition of locally linear functions and propose a simple and efficient

Locally Linear Coding (L2C) approach, designed to approximate this class of functions. Sup-

ported by this initial analysis, we then introduce the main contribution of this Chapter: the

Multiclass Latent Locally Linear SVM (ML3 ) classification algorithm. This algorithm targets

the same class of functions considered by Locally Linear SVMs, while making use of the Latent

SVM classification framework introduced above (see in Section 4.2). As for Latent SVM, our

model is trained using the CCCP procedure discussed in Section 4.2, while each of the CCCP

subproblems is solved using stochastic gradient descent (SGD), with an adapted version of

the algorithm of Shalev-Shwartz et al. [2011].

4.4.1 Locally Linear Coding (L2C)

In this Section we describe a simple and efficient coding approach, specifically designed for

Locally Linear Support Vector Machines. The theory presented in this Section follows the

idea of Yu et al. [2009], adapting it to the class of functions used by Locally Linear SVMs. The

main idea of Yu et al. [2009] is that non-linear functions with certain smoothness properties

can be well approximated by projecting the samples into a high-dimensional space, using an

encoding scheme ensuring some degree of locality of the generated codes. A simple linear

learning in this projected space is then sufficient to accurately approximate the non-linear
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function in the input space. We develop this idea for the class of locally linear functions.

Please note that the aim of this Section is not to design a complex and competitive encoding

technique. On the contrary, the main purpose of this work is to analyze the properties of a

simple and very efficient encoding approach that is directly related to the ML3 algorithm

presented in this Chapter.

We start our discussion with the definition of locally linear functions, as proposed by Ladicky

and Torr [2011] 3. We chose to analyze this class of functions since it gives rise to approxima-

tions of the form β(x)>W x used by locally linear SVMs, such as the ML3 algorithm proposed

in this Chapter.

Def (Locally linear function) 1. A function f : X ⊆ Rd → R is said to be locally linear if for

every x ∈X it can be written as [Ladicky and Torr, 2011]:

f (x) =ω(x)>x =
d∑

i=1
ω(x)i xi (4.6)

where w : X →X is a vector-valued function that can be broken down into d separate parts

{ωi : X →R}d
i=1, each one mapping the input x to a point in the i -th dimension of X .

Simple examples of functions naturally belonging to this category are linear functions f (x) =
a>x (obtained by fixing ω (x), a) and quadratic functions f (x) = x>Ax +b>x , obtained by

using ω of the form ω (x), A>x +b.

As shown by Yu et al. [2009], an important concept to obtain well-behaving encoding schemes

is the notion of Lipschitz smoothness. We make use of the generalization of this concept to

vector valued functions.

Def (Lipschitz smoothness) 2. A vector-valued function f : X ⊆ Rd 7→ Rk is α-Lipschitz

smooth on X , with respect to a given norm ‖·‖, if for every x , x ′ ∈X , there exists an α≥ 0 s.t.∥∥ f (x)− f (x ′)
∥∥≤α∥∥x −x ′∥∥.

Intuitively, Lipschitz smooth vector-valued functions are functions that are limited in how

fast they can change. Indeed, there exists a non-negative real number α such that, for every

pair of points x and x ′, the value of the slope ‖ f (x)− f (x ′)‖
‖x−x ′‖ is not greater than α. The Lipschitz

smoothness of locally linear functions is characterized by Proposition 2 in Appendix A.

We can now state the following Lemma, motivating a simple technique to approximate any

locally linear function with a α-Lipschitz smooth ω (·).

Lemma (Linearization) 3. Let Xρ ≡ {x ∈ Rd : ‖x‖2 ≤ ρ} and ω : Xρ → Rd be a vector-valued

function with d dimensions {ω (·)i }d
i=1. Let f : Xρ 7→R be a locally linear function of the form

3. For simplicity in this work we skip the bias term b(x), used in Ladicky and Torr [2011]. This term can still be
recovered by increasing the dimensionality of X , concatenating a 1 to each instance.
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f (x) =ω(x)>x , and let V =
[

v1 v2 · · · vm

]> ∈ Rm×d be an arbitrary m ×d matrix. If ω (·)
is α-Lipschitz smooth on Xρ w.r.t. the `2-norm, then for all x ∈Xρ and β ∈Rm s.t. β≥ 0 and∥∥β∥∥

1 = 1, the following inequality holds, for some γ ≥ 0 that depends on the specific form of

ω(·): ∣∣∣∣∣ f (x)−
m∑

i=1
βiω(vi )>x

∣∣∣∣∣≤ ργ∥∥x −V >β
∥∥

2 +ρ
(
γ+α) m∑

i=1
βi ‖x −vi‖2 . (4.7)

Proof. A proof is provided by Lemma 3 in Appendix A.

The vectors vi are referred to as anchor points [Yu et al., 2009]. The LHS term of equation (4.7)

can be understood as the error obtained when using
∑m

i=1βiω(vi )>x to approximate f (x).

The first term on the RHS of equation (4.7) is the reconstruction error obtained by using V >β
to approximate x . The second term is instead called the localization error [Yu et al., 2009], as it

promotes selecting vectors vi that are close to x .

This bound motivates a simple way to approximate locally linear functions, using a linear

combination of linear ones. Indeed, suppose that we want to learn an approximation of an

unknown locally linear function f : Xρ →R, satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 3. Given a

set of anchor points v1, . . . , vm , f can be approximated by computing the inner product of the

sample x and a linear combination of a fixed set of vectors {ω(v1),ω(v2), . . . ,ω(vm)}. We can

thus create one parameter wi =ω(vi ) for each unknown but fixed vector ω(vi ), and use the

following parametric approximation of the function f :

f (x) ≈
m∑

i=1
βi w>

i x =β>W x = Tr
(
W > (

βx>))=W ·ψ(x ,β), (4.8a)

ψ(x ,β),βx>, (4.8b)

where W =
[

w1 w2 . . . wm

]>
is the matrix obtained by stacking all the m wi together,

ψ(x ,β) is the L2C code of the sample x using β, while W ·ψ(x ,β) indicates the Frobenius inner

product between the matrices W and ψ(x ,β).

Note that, although f (x) is possibly a non-linear function of x , its approximation using

Lemma 3 is a linear function of the parameter W . For this reason, Lemma 3 is called Lineariza-

tion Lemma.

Practical minimization of the bound

The quality of the approximation of f depends on how tight is the upper-bound on the

approximation error. A correct approach would be to directly minimize the RHS of eq (4.7)

w.r.t the matrix V and the vector β . This is the approach used by Yu et al. [2009]. While this

is optimal from the point of view of the minimization of the bound, it would also lead to a
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complex encoding procedure requiring to solve a LASSO problem [Yu et al., 2009]. In this

Section we discuss a very simple technique to upper-bound both the reconstruction and the

localization error, making it possible to efficiently obtain the solution for β in a closed form.

As shown by Proposition 4 in Appendix A, under the constraints β≥ 0 and
∥∥β∥∥

1 = 1, required

by Lemma 3, it is possible to upper-bound the localization term on the RHS of equation (4.7)

with

m∑
i=1

βi ‖x −vi‖2 ≤
(‖x‖2

2 +‖V ‖2
F −2β>V x

) 1
2 , (4.9)

where V =
[

v1 v2 . . . vm

]>
. Moreover, whenever

∥∥β∥∥
p ≤ 1, with p ≤ 2 (which includes

the case
∥∥β∥∥

1 = 1), also the reconstruction error on the RHS of equation (4.7) can be upper-

bounded by

∥∥x −V >β
∥∥

2 ≤
(‖x‖2

2 +‖V ‖2
F −2β>V x

) 1
2 , (4.10)

as shown by Proposition 4 in Appendix A.

Consequently, the approximation error in equation (4.7), can be further upper-bounded by:∣∣∣∣∣ f (x)−
m∑

i=1
βiω(vi )>x

∣∣∣∣∣≤ ρ (
2γ+α)(‖x‖2

2 +‖V ‖2
F −2β>V x

) 1
2 . (4.11)

It is important to note that, while the constraint
∥∥β∥∥

1 = 1 is required for the RHS of (4.9)

to be a valid upper-bound of the localization error, the relaxed constraint
∥∥β∥∥

p ≤ 1 with

p ≤ 2 is sufficient for the same quantity to be a valid upper-bound on the reconstruction

error (4.10). Indeed, as it will be shown in the following, using the constraint
∥∥β∥∥

p ≤ 1 with

p > 1 may lead to a decrease (or, in extreme cases, to a non-increase) of the reconstruction error.

Following this idea and ignoring the constants, the objective function for the minimization of

the approximation error in (4.11) can be defined as

L(β,V , x) = 1

2
‖V ‖2

F −β>V x ,

where, for what we have discussed before, the minimization w.r.t. β is performed in the

(relaxed) convex set

Ωp , {β ∈Rm :β≥ 0,
∥∥β∥∥

p ≤ 1}, (4.12)

with 1 ≤ p ≤ 2.
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Minimization w.r.t. the coefficients β

In order to minimize L(β,V , x) w.r.t. β, for any given V we need to compute

βV (x), argmin
β∈Ωp

1

2
‖V ‖2

F −β>V x = argmax
β∈Ωp

β>V x , (4.13)

where p ∈ [1,2]. The optimization problem in equation (4.13) resembles a linear program,

with p-norm ball constraints and its solution can be computed in closed form. When p > 1, a

solution is provided by the following Lemma.

Lemma (Solution forβV (x) and 1 < p <∞) 4. Let V =
[

v1 v2 · · · vm

]> ∈Rm×d andβV (x)

be defined as in equation (4.13). If 1 < p < ∞, for every x ∈ Rd s.t.
∥∥(V x)+

∥∥
q > 0, with q =

p/(p −1), the j -th element of the optimal vector βV (x) is given by

βV (x) j =


∣∣∣v>

j x
∣∣∣+∥∥(V x)+
∥∥

q


q−1

. (4.14)

Furthermore, βV (x)>V x = ∥∥(V x)+
∥∥

q .

Proof. A proof is provided in Lemma 1 in Appendix A.

For the points x ∈Rd s.t.
∥∥(V x)+

∥∥
q = 0 (i.e. points on which v>

i x ≤ 0, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}) a trivial

solution maximizing the objective function in equation (4.13) is βV (x) = 0. Using this solution,

we have once again βV (x)>V x = ∥∥(V x)+
∥∥

q = 0.

This closed form solution is valid for any p ∈ (1,∞). As it is possible to see, varying p in (1,∞)

allows to move from the case where only the anchor point v j with the highest (positive)

projection on x is assigned weight 1 (when p → 1, q →∞), to the case where all the positively

projecting anchor points are assigned the same weight (when p →∞, q → 1).

We now provide an exact solution also for the case p = 1. As said before, we do not consider

the case p < 1, as the `p -norm becomes non-convex.

Solution for p = 1. For everyβ ∈Ω1 it is possible to writeβ>V x =∑
j β j v>

j x ≤ maxk v>
k x

∑
j β j ≤

maxk v>
k x . Consequently, if

∣∣maxk v>
k x

∣∣
+ 6= 0 an optimal solution is simply given by

βV (x) =
[

0 · · · 0 1 0 · · · 0
]>

, (4.15)

where the only 1 is in the position argmaxk v>
k x . Whenever argmaxk v>

k x is not unique (i.e.

the maximum is achieved by more than one element of the vector), any convex combination of

those elements would provide the same maximal value of the objective function. In this case,
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amongst the possible solutions we again chose one with the form of (4.15). Finally, as before

if
∣∣maxk w>

k x
∣∣
+ = 0 (i.e. w>

i x ≤ 0, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}) an optimal solution is given by βV (x) = 0.

Using this solution for p = 1, the value of the objective function at the optimum can once

again be written as βV (x)>V x = ∥∥(V x)+
∥∥

q = 0, with q =∞.

Using the closed form solution for βV (x) we obtain a more compact objective function, de-

pending only on V

L(V , x) = 1

2
‖V ‖2

F −∥∥(V x)+
∥∥

q . (4.16)

By the equivalence of the norms, if p2 ≥ p1 (e.g. p1 = 1 and p2 = 1.5), implying q2 ≤ q1,

we have
∥∥(V x)+

∥∥
q2

≥ ∥∥(V x)+
∥∥

q1
. As anticipated above, this means that for any fixed V , the

(upper-bound of the) reconstruction error in (4.10) can be further minimized by setting p > 1.

Unfortunately, as noted above, with this setting the RHS of (4.11) is not a valid upper-bound

of the localization error anymore. This means that the localization error might increase.

Consequently, by tuning 1 ≤ p ≤ 2, one may achieve a trade-off between the minimization of

the localization term and the reconstruction term in equation (4.7).

Minimization w.r.t. V

Suppose we are given a set of training examples {xi }n
i=1, with xi ∈X ⊆Rd . By averaging L (V , xi )

over the n training samples and minimizing w.r.t. V , we obtain an objective function of the

form: minV
1
2 ‖V ‖2

F − 1
n

∑n
i=1

∥∥(V xi )+
∥∥

q . Alternatively, taking inspiration from the dictionary

learning literature [Mairal et al., 2009], we can also define the optimization problem:

min
V

− 1

n

n∑
i=1

∥∥(V xi )+
∥∥

q

s.t.v>
j v j ≤ 1,

where the bound on the squared norm of the columns of V guarantees that ‖V ‖2
F ≤ m, so that

L(V , x) can be upper-bounded by m −∥∥(V x)+
∥∥

q . This optimization problem has the form of a

difference of convex functions (where the convex part in the objective and the concave part in

the constraints is the function 0) and can be solved using the CCCP procedure discussed in

Section 4.3.2.

4.4.2 Multiclass Latent Locally Linear SVM (ML3)

Motivated by the L2C approach discussed before, this Section introduces our multi-component

classification algorithm, which constitutes the core contribution of this Chapter.

Suppose we are given a set of training examples (xi , yi ) ∈X ×Y , where i = {1, . . . ,n}, yi is a

class label associated to xi , X ⊆Rd is the input space and Y = {1, . . . ,c} is the output (and the
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decision) space. Suppose also that, for each class y , there exists an unknown locally linear

scoring function sy : X 7→R, satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 3 and providing a measure of

the confidence that the sample xi belongs to class y . As discussed above, sy (xi ) can be learned

using a parametric approximation of the form:

sy (xi ) ≈βV (xi )>Wy xi =Wy ·ψ
(
xi ,βV (xi )

)
,

where Wy is a matrix of parameters that can be learned in a discriminative fashion (e.g. as

in LLSVMs), while the matrix of anchor points V and the L2C codes ψ
(
xi ,βV (xi )

)
can be

obtained by minimizing L
(
β,V , xi

)
. The main limitation of this approach (and of the LLSVM

and LCC approaches adopted by Ladicky and Torr [2011] and Yu et al. [2009]) is that the matrix

V (and thus the codes ψ
(
xi ,βV (xi )

)
) has to be learned in advance, using an unsupervised

learning procedure. If we consider Wy as a multi-component model with m components

{w1y , . . . , wmy }, we can see that with this choice the components of Wy are allocated to a given

sample xi only taking into account the distribution of the instances, without considering the

labels. This is sub-optimal from a classification point of view. Similarly to Zhang et al. [2011],

instead of using only one single dictionary for all the samples, we may thus opt to construct a

set of class-specific dictionaries {V1, . . . ,Vc }, each one specialized to reduce the approximation

error for the samples in its class. Moreover, instead of having a separate procedure to learn

the matrices Wy and the dictionaries Vy , we may want to train the matrices Wy and Vy jointly.

This can be achieved by simply enforcing Vy = Wy , resulting in an approach similar to the

Discriminatively Learned Dictionaries of Mairal et al. [2008]. Although the components wi y of

Wy are sub-optimal from a function approximation point of view, they can be directly trained

to minimize the classification error. Moreover, for each sample xi , the function approximation

error can still be minimized by computing the optimal βWy (xi ) for each sample. With this

choice, the parametric approximation of the scoring function sy (xi ) can thus be written as

sy (xi ) ≈βWy (xi )>Wy xi = max
β∈Ωp

β>Wy xi

In the following we show how this function can be cast in the Latent SVM framework intro-

duced in Section 4.3.1, resulting in the ML3 learning algorithm.

The ML3 model

We now introduce the ML3 algorithm, casting the learning problem within the Latent SVM

framework discussed in Section 4.3.1. We use m-dimensional latent variablesβ, with a feasible

setΩp defined (for all the samples xi ) as in equation (4.12). Using this feasible set, we define

the feature mapping φ : X ×Y ×Ωp 7→Rmc×d as

φ
(
xi , y,β

)
,

[
0︸︷︷︸
1

. . . 0 ψ
(
xi ,β

)>︸ ︷︷ ︸
y

0 . . . 0︸︷︷︸
c

]>
∈Rm c×d ,
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where in this case 0 indicates a d ×m zero-valued matrix and ψ
(
xi ,β

)
is the L2C code of xi

using β, defined in (4.8b).

Our multi class model W is then defined as the block matrix

W ,
[

W >
1 W >

2 . . . W >
c

]> ∈Rm c×d , (4.17a)

Wy ,
[

w1y w2y · · · wmy

]> ∈Rm×d (4.17b)

where each block Wy is a class-specific model (for class y) and, according to the terminology

used in this thesis, we call the m rows of Wy the components of the model Wy .

Using this notation, we define the prediction of the ML3 algorithm as

ŷi (W ), argmax
y∈Y

sW
(
xi , y

)
, (4.18a)

sW
(
xi , y

)
, max

β∈Ωp

W ·φ(
xi , y,β

)
(4.18b)

= max
β∈Ωp

Tr
(
W >

y βx>
i

)
(4.18c)

= max
β∈Ωp

β>Wy xi (4.18d)

where sW : X ×Y 7→R is the multi class scoring function of ML3. To keep the notation light,

we may simply use ŷi as a shortcut of ŷi (W ), whenever W is clear from the context.

Note that the non-negativity constraints in Ωp prevent the coefficients β from inverting

the sign of the predictions of the components of Wy . Indeed, as showed by Lemma 4 in

Section 4.4.1, the negatively scoring components of Wy are always assigned a coefficient 0.

This means that for any class y and any value of p, the scoring function of ML3 performs

a form of component selection, suppressing the outputs of the components that provide a

negative prediction on xi . As it will be discussed in the following, this also results in the fact

that only the components that provide a positive prediction are updated using xi (if necessary).

For the ML3 algorithm we thus let p to vary in the full range p ∈ [1,∞). As shown by Lemma 4

(and as it will be empirically shown later) this allows to move from the case where only the

most positively scoring component is contributing to the prediction of each sample, to the

case where all the positively scoring components tend to contribute in the same way. This

extends the latent SVM implementations in Wang and Mori [2009]; Felzenszwalb et al. [2010],

that were limited to use only the single most confident component for a given sample.

Please note that sW
(
xi , y

)
is a convex function of W . This comes from the facts that:

1. β>Wy xi is a linear function of W for every β, so that supβ∈Ωp
β>Wy xi is a convex func-

tion of W [Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004];

2. since β>Wy xi is a continuous function of β, andΩp is non-empty and closed, we also

have supβ∈Ωp
β>Wy xi =maxβ∈Ωp β

>Wy xi .

Note also that if we define the vector-valued functionω(xi , y),βWy (xi )>Wy to indicate the lin-
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ear modelω(xi , y) induced by the optimal mixing vector βWy (xi ) (defined as in (4.13)), the pre-

diction function of the ML3 algorithm can compactly be written as ŷi = argmaxy∈Y ω(xi , y)>xi .

The prediction ŷi is thus computed using linear models ω(xi , y) that vary depending on the

location of the point xi in the feature space. Similarly to Ladicky and Torr [2011], the proposed

prediction function can be thus considered a locally linear function. However, differently from

the approach used by Ladicky and Torr [2011] (where β(xi ) is independent of the class label

and fixed in advance via manifold learning), in this work the sample and class specific mixing

vector βWy (xi ) is directly chosen to maximize the score sW (xi , y), within a multiclass latent

SVM framework. The proposed approach is thus named Multiclass Latent Locally Linear SVM

(ML3).

Following the latent SVM framework (equation (4.4)), we define the objective function of the

ML3 algorithm, as

min
W ,ξ

λ

2
‖W ‖2

F + 1

n

n∑
i=1

ξi (4.19a)

s.t. 1+ max
y∈Y \{yi }

sW (xi , y)− sW (xi , yi ) ≤ ξi , i = 1, . . . ,n (4.19b)

ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,n (4.19c)

where ‖·‖F is the Frobenius norm. The objective function (4.19) is not convex w.r.t. W because,

as noted above, −sW
(
xi , yi

)
is a concave function of Wyi , and not just a linear one. However, we

can decompose (4.19b) into the difference of two convex functions: 1+maxy∈Y \{yi } sW (xi , y)−
ξi and sW

(
xi , yi

)
. To solve our problem we can thus make use of the CCCP optimization

algorithm discussed in Section 4.3.2.

CCCP Iteration for ML3. The first step to solve the ML3 learning problem using CCCP is

to compute the linearization of sW
(
xi , yi

)
(as a function of W ) around an arbitrary point

C ∈Rmc×d

t{sW (xi ,yi ),C } = sC
(
xi , yi

)+∇sC
(
xi , yi

) · (W −C ) .

Using the fact thatΩp is closed, β>Wy xi is a convex function of W for every β, and applying

Danskin’s theorem [Bertsekas, 1999], one can see that

∇sC
(
xi , y

)> =
[

0︸︷︷︸
1

· · · 0 xiβC y (xi )>︸ ︷︷ ︸
y

0 · · · 0︸︷︷︸
c

]
,

where, as for W , C y indicates the y-th block of C , while βC y (xi ) is defined as in equation (4.13)

and obtained by using the closed form solutions provided in Section 4.4.1 (see Lemma 4). We
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can thus write

t{sW (xi ,y),C } = sC
(
xi , y

)+Tr
(
xiβC y (xi )>

(
Wy −C y

))
= sC

(
xi , y

)+βC y (xi )>Wy xi −βC y (xi )>C y xi

=βC y (xi )>Wy xi .

Finally, by replacing sW (xi , yi ) in (4.19) with t{sW (xi ,yi ),W t } and switching back to the uncon-

strained formulation of (4.19), we can now compactly write the objective function of the t +1

CCCP iteration for the ML3 algorithm as

W t+1 = argmin
W

λ

2
‖W ‖2

F + 1

n

n∑
i=1

`
(
W ,W t , xi , yi

)
, (4.20a)

`
(
W ,W t , xi , yi

)= ∣∣∣∣1+ max
y∈Y \{yi }

sW (xi , y)− t{sW (xi ,yi ),W t }

∣∣∣∣
+

. (4.20b)

Implementation. In order to efficiently optimize (4.20) we opt to make use of just one

epoch of SGD, using an algorithm similar to the one in Shalev-Shwartz et al. [2007], and some

known strategies to accelerate convergence. Although one epoch of SGD is not guaranteed to

minimize the objective function (which is needed for the convergence of CCCP), we observed

that in practice it is enough and its efficiency is especially compelling for large-scale problems.

Following Shalev-Shwartz et al. [2007], at each step of the SGD procedure we draw at random a

training sample (xi , yi ), replace the objective in (4.20) with its stochastic approximation using

only
(
xi , yi

)
:

λ

2
‖W ‖2

F +`(
W ,W t , xi , yi

)
, (4.21)

and perform a sub-gradient descent step. Applying again Danskin’s theorem [Bertsekas, 1999],

the subgradient ∇̃i ,Wy of (4.21) w.r.t. Wy can be written as

λWy +1
(
`

(
W ,W t , xi , yi

)> 0
)(

1
(
y = y̌i

)
βWy̌i

(xi )−1
(
y = yi

)
βW t

yi
(xi )

)
x>

i ,

where y̌i , argmaxy∈Y \{yi } sW
(
xi , y

)
. As it can be seen, only the components of Wy̌i and Wyi

for which the associated element of βWy̌i
(xi ) and βW t

yi
(xi ) is different from zero are updated

using xi . These components are updated with a weight provided by βWy̌i
(xi ) and βW t

yi
(xi ),

which in turn is related to their confidence on xi . Each component tends thus to be trained

only with samples for which its confidence is higher than the other components for the same

class.

A strategy to accelerate the convergence of SGD is to bound the norm of the optimal classifier

and use it to normalize the solution during training [Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2007]. Specifically,

let O∗ be the value of the objective function in (4.20) obtained with the optimal classifier W ∗.

Then O∗ ≥ λ
2 ‖W ∗‖2

F ; moreover O∗ ≤ 1 (the value of the objective function evaluated in W = 0),
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Algorithm 2 Stochastic Gradient Descent for the t +1 CCCP iteration of ML3

Input: X , y , W t , λ, s0, l ast I ter ati on
Output: W t+1, W̄

1: W t+1 ←W t

2: W̄ ← 0
3: for s = 1. . . ,n do
4: η← 1

λ(s+s0)

5: W t+1
y ←W t+1

y −η∇̃s,W t+1
y

, ∀y = 1, . . . ,c

6: W t+1 ←W t+1 min
{

1,
p

2/
p
λ

‖W t+1‖F

}
7: if l ast I ter ati on then
8: W̄ ← (s−1)W̄ +W t+1

s
9: end if

10: end for

so that we have ‖W ∗‖F ≤ p
2/λ. The norm of the optimal classifier is thus bounded, and a

projection rule of the form

W ←W min

{
1,

p
2/
p
λ

‖W ‖F

}
enforces this condition.

Secondly, Bordes et al. [2009] proposed to use an additional constant term, s0, in the learning

rate, to prevent the first updates from producing matrices W with an implausibly large norm.

As a side effect, this also allows to use W t to initialize the algorithm, when computing W t+1.

Also, as underlined in Felzenszwalb et al. [2010], a careful initialization of W 0 might be neces-

sary to avoid selecting unreasonable values for βW 0
yi

(xi ) in the first iteration. To this end, we

propose the following procedure: 1) randomly initialize β̃W 0
y

(xi ) ∈Ωp for all training samples

and classes; 2) keeping all the latent variables for all classes fixed to β̃W 0
y

(xi ), initialize W 0 with

one epoch of stochastic gradient descent; 3) fix s0 = 2n. Although still random, this procedure

forces the CCCP procedure to start from a relatively good solution, increasing the chances

to converge to a good local minimum. To speed up convergence, at the end of each CCCP

iteration we also increment s0 by 2n. Finally, in the last CCCP iteration we take the average of

all the generated solutions and use it as the final solution. The complete training algorithm for

one CCCP iteration is summarized in Algorithm 2. Its complexity is O(n d m c).

Prediction. As discussed in Section 4.4.1, for any model W and any sample x , the optimal

mixing vector βWy (xi ) can be obtained using an analytical solution. Specifically, when pre-

dicting the score sW
(
x j , y

)
for a test sample j and candidate class y , βWy (x j ) is computed

according to equation (4.14), or (4.15) (depending to the value of p). Differently from the man-

ifold learning approaches, the only parameter of the model is thus the matrix W . Moreover,

for prediction purposes the explicit computation of βWy (x j ) is unnecessary. Indeed, as shown
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by Lemma 4, plugging the analytical expression of βWy (xi ) back into sW
(
x j , y

)
we can directly

obtain the value of sW
(
x j , y

)
at the optima:

sW
(
x j , y

)= ∥∥∥(
Wy x j

)+∥∥∥
q

, (4.22)

where, again, q = p/(p −1) and a+ is the element-wise maximum between the vectors a and

0. This provides us with a very efficient prediction rule, whose complexity/sample is O(d m c).

An alternative interpretation of the ML3 algorithm. It is worth noting that although the

mixing vectors β have completely disappeared from (4.22), the prediction rule still has an

intuitive interpretation. Suppose indeed that we are given a vector of scores Wy x j , obtained by

applying a set of models Wy to a sample x j . A possible way to measure the confidence of this

set of models on x j could be to compute the norm of Wy x j , using
∥∥Wy x j

∥∥
q as a (non-linear)

scoring function. However, with this choice also the negative values in Wy x j would positively

contribute to the score of Wy on x j , resulting in a wrong estimation of the confidence. A

workaround to the problem could be to define the confidence of the set of models Wy on xi

as the norm of only the positive elements of Wy x j , simplifying also the interpretation of the

decision function and of the learned models. This corresponds exactly to the closed form

scoring function that we obtained in (4.22), confirming the importance of the non-negativity

constraints inΩp .

4.5 Explicit feature maps and visualizations

In this Section we make use of two synthetic 2D datasets (a XOR dataset and the “Banana”

[Frank and Asuncion, 2010] dataset) to provide some insights on the internal functioning

of the ML3 algorithm. We explicitly compute the optimal value of the latent variable for the

predicted class of each sample,

{ŷi ,βWŷi
(xi )} = argmax

y
β∈Ωp

β>Wy xi

and use it to output the feature map ψ
(

xi ,βWŷi
(xi )

)
. In this respect, we use ML3 as a feature

extractor and visualize, together with the decision boundary in the input space, the optimal

beta and the associated feature map for each sample. Please note that while the ML3 algorithm

computes a different βWy (xi ) - and thus a different feature map - for each class, we will plot

only ψ
(

xi ,βWŷi
(xi )

)
. This makes the feature mappings easier to visualize (as there is only a

single explicit feature representation for any given sample), while retaining the predictive

power of the full set of mappings used by the original algorithm. The reason for this lies in the

fact that for any y 6= ŷi , by construction

βWŷi
(xi )>Wy xi ≤βWy (xi )>Wy xi ≤βWŷi

(xi )>Wŷi xi ,
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Figure 4.2 – Training sequence on a synthetic XOR dataset, using two components and p = 1.
For each experiment we color encode the sample-to-component assignments (first row of
the first column), with the RGB values set according to the first three components of βWŷi

(xi ).

We also plot a 2D projection of ψ
(

xi ,βWŷi
(xi )

)
with the ground-truth label color encoded in

red and cyan (second row of the first column of each experiment). In the third row of the
first column we plot the resulting decision boundary in the original input space, with the
ground-truth label color encoded again in red and cyan. Finally, on the second column of each
experiment we plot the normalized Gramian matrices computed using the original data (first

row), using ψ
(

xi ,βWŷi
(xi )

)
(second row) and difference between the latter and the former

(third row). In the Gramian matrices the samples are ordered according to their ground-truth
labels.
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Figure 4.3 – Training sequence on the Banana dataset, using three components and p = 1. For
each experiment we color encode the sample-to-component assignments (first row of the first
column), with the RGB values set according to the first three components of βWŷi

(xi ). We also

plot a 2D projection of ψ
(

xi ,βWŷi
(xi )

)
with the ground-truth label color encoded in red and

cyan (second row of the first column of each experiment). In the third row of the first column
we plot the resulting decision boundary in the original input space, with the ground-truth
label color encoded again in red and cyan. Finally, on the second column of each experiment
we plot the normalized Gramian matrices computed using the original data (first row), using

ψ
(

xi ,βWŷi
(xi )

)
(second row) and difference between the latter and the former (third row). In

the Gramian matrices the samples are ordered according to their ground-truth labels.
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Therefore, by fixing the optimal beta for each sample xi toβWŷi
(xi ), the value ofβWŷi

(xi )>Wy xi

will be maximal for y = ŷi and the prediction of the ML3 algorithm will be preserved.

A visualization of a short learning sequence using XOR and Banana datasets, is shown in

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 (where p = 1 and m = 2 for XOR and m = 3 for Banana). In each ex-

periment, corresponding to a different CCCP iteration, we plot βWŷi
(xi ), a 2D projection of

ψ
(

xi ,βWŷi
(xi )

)
, the resulting decision boundary in the input space, the normalized Gramian

matrices obtained using the input features (KLINEAR) and using ψ
(

xi ,βWŷi
(xi )

)
(KΨ), and the

difference between the latter and the former (KDIFF).

As it can be seen, as the ML3 training progresses, the components tend to specialize to specific

parts of the space and the sample-to-component assignments cluster accordingly (with each

class-specific cluster determined by a row of Wy ). As a result, the samples in the feature space

ψ become increasingly linearly separable, while KΨ exhibits an increased intra-class sample

similarity and a reduced inter-class similarity. After two CCCP iterations on the XOR dataset,

the ML3 algorithm has learned a model with two components per class, each one covering

a well defined region of the input space. With this specialization of the linear components,

the XOR problem becomes linearly separable in the feature space ψ
(

xi ,βWŷi
(xi )

)
, and the

global decision boundary in the input space almost perfect. Similar results are obtained on the

Banana dataset, where it is also possible to note how already after the initialization procedure,

the decision boundary shows some form of non-linearity. This is due to the fact that W 0 is

trained with a set of fixed but random β̃W 0
y

(xi ) (a different one for each sample), resulting in a

non-linear mapping. Moreover, since during prediction we make use of βW 0
y

(xi ) (instead of

the randomly fixed β̃W 0
y

(xi )), the model produce also an early clustering of the input space.

As the learning progresses, each class-specific cluster moves towards more discriminative

positions. For example, for the red class of the Banana dataset, the three components learned

by ML3 roughly correspond to each of the three clusters that can be spotted by a visual

inspection of the sample distribution for this class. On this dataset it is also possible to note,

especially in Figure 4.4, how as the training progresses, the Gramian matrices KΨ computed

using ψ
(

xi ,βWŷi
(xi )

)
tend to become block diagonal, in agreement with the ground-truth

labels.

4.6 Hyper-parameters setting

In this Section we provide a brief discussion of the role of the parameter p in the ML3 algorithm.

For a complete discussion of the role of this parameter from a function approximation point

of view please refer to Section 4.4.1.

When p = 1, for each class y the optimal βWy (xi ) assigns all the available weight to the single

most confident positively scoring component (see (4.15)). This enforces a hard-clustering of

the input space into well separated regions covered by a single component. The boundary

between clusters is sharp and the classification boundary non-smooth. Similarly, when p →∞
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Figure 4.4 – Effect of varying the parameter p in the set {1,2,1000}, using m = 5 on Ba-
nana dataset. As in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, for each experiment we color encode the sample-
to-component assignments, we plot a 2D projection of ψ(xi ,βWŷi

(xi )), the resulting decision
boundary and the normalized Gramian matrices computed using the original data, using
ψ(xi ,βWŷi

(xi )) and difference between the latter and the former.
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p

Figure 4.5 – Performance on USPS, when varying both p and the number of components m.

all the weights tend to 1, except for those predicting negatively, which receive a sharp 0 (see

(4.14)). This again results in hard boundaries between clusters, with sharply defined intersect-

ing areas and a non-smooth decision boundary. Finally, when p = 2, each component is given

a weight proportional to its confidence, resulting in smooth transitions between components,

and smooth decision boundaries. A visualization of this effect on the Banana dataset can

be seen in Figure 4.4, where as before we plot the sample-to-component assignments, the

classification results, the feature mappings ψ
(

xi ,βWŷi
(xi )

)
and the resulting kernel matrices,

for p ∈ {1,1.1,2,1000}.

Although p = 2 is a reasonable candidate to produce smooth decision boundaries, a lower

value of p will tend to emphasize the locality of the components. Indeed, as discussed in

Section 4.4.1 the L2C codes obtained with values of p in [1, 2] achieve a compromise between

minimization of the localization error and minimization of the reconstruction error. This may

be important, for example, whenever the number of components is very low and it is thus

necessary to obtain components that are well localized in space. Moreover, also in case of

a very high number of components, the locality-induced sparsity of βWy (xi ) might help to

reduce the noise due to predictions of components with low-confidence. In Figure 4.5 we plot

the testing performances of the ML3 algorithm when p varies between 1 and 10, on the USPS

character recognition task (see Section 4.7), while also varying the number of components.

As we can see, setting p = 1.5 results in the best performance, especially when m is large.

Moreover, as it is possible to see, with values of p in (1, 2] the performance of ML3 does not

severely degrade when the number of components is increased. For these reasons, we use

p = 1.5 as our default value.

4.7 Experiments

We assess our approach by running experiments on ten standard UCI machine learning

datasets [Frank and Asuncion, 2010], three character recognition datasets [Hull, 1994; Frank

and Asuncion, 2010; LeCun et al., 1998] and one large binary dataset [Joachims, 2006]. This set
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of datasets largely overlaps with the ones used in [Gönen and Alpaydin, 2008; Yu and Zhang,

2010; Ladicky and Torr, 2011; Yu et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2011], with a similar scale in terms of

number of samples and classes. Furthermore, we evaluate the performance of our approach

on the scene recognition datasets used in this thesis: the MIT-Indoor-67, the 15-Scenes and

the UIUC-Sports datasets.

We compare our algorithm against state of the art manifold learning techniques, such as

Locally Linear SVM (LLSVM) [Ladicky and Torr, 2011], General OCC (G-OCC) and Class-specific

OCC (C-OCC) [Zhang et al., 2011]. Moreover, we compare against Adaptive Multi-hyperplane

Machines (AMM) [Wang et al., 2011b] and against explicit feature map approximation of

the Gaussian kernel using random features (R-Feat) [Rahimi and Recht, 2007]. Finally, we

compare against standard learning algorithms, such as: linear SVM with a one vs all multiclass

extension (Linear), multiclass linear SVM (MC-Linear) [Crammer and Singer, 2001] and SVM

with Gaussian kernel (Gaussian). For completeness of results we also perform experiments

using the L2C coding approach described in Section 4.4.1 (i.e. fixing the mixing coefficients

using the L2C codes) and by using the dictionaries produced by the L2C codes to initialize the

models of the ML3 algorithm (indicated as ML3+I).

In all our benchmarks the best regularization parameter for each algorithm is selected by

performing 5-fold cross-validation on each training split. All the multi-component classifiers

are compared using the same number of components, except where explicitly mentioned.

Although for best performance the value of p should be tuned for each considered task,

for the ML3 algorithm and the L2C coding we use the default value p = 1.5 (discussed in

Section 4.6)for all the following experiments, except when we explicitly analyze how the

performance varies w.r.t. p. For the experiments with the L2C encodings we use the same

multiclass implementation of ML3 , but we fix the mixing coefficients in advance by performing

the dictionary learning procedure described in Section 4.4.1. As for the other algorithms, ML3

is developed using a mixed Maltab/C++ implementation, with the main algorithm being

implemented in a mex file 4. For LLSVM we use the same manifold learning settings as in

Ladicky and Torr [2011] (i.e. encoding based on inverse Euclidean distances to the 8 nearest

cluster centers), with an implementation privately provided by the authors. For G-OCC and

C-OCC we use the implementations available on the website of the authors. As underlined

in Zhang et al. [2011], the manifold learning step of OCC consists of learning a set of basis.

This limits the maximum number of components used by OCC to be equal to the rank of

the data matrix. We will specifically remark the cases in which this limitation results in a

different number of components with respect to ML3, or other baselines. For AMM we use

the implementation freely available on the web, with the component pruning threshold and

iterations set to c = 10 and k = 10,000, as recommended by the authors [Wang et al., 2011b]

(for a brief description of the AMM algorithm, please refer to Section 2.4.2). Please note that

due to the component pruning technique used by AMM we do not have explicit control on

the actual number of components used by AMM. For this algorithm we can only limit the

4. The software for the ML3 algorithm is freely available at https://github.com/idiap/ML3.
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Table 4.1 – Average test error rate and ranking on the UCI benchmark datasets.

ML3+I Gauss ML3 R-Feat G-OCC C-OCC LLSVM L2C AMM L-MKL Linear
Banana 11.24 10.76 11.25 12.18 34.56 35.51 12.63 13.48 16.11 11.69 47.53
German 23.35 23.59 23.65 24.55 24.13 25.57 27.75 25.15 35.39 27.19 24.61
Heart 16.56 16.89 18.00 18.44 26.78 24.56 15.78 17.56 16.56 18.67 16.78
Ionosphere 12.31 10.09 11.88 9.66 10.85 11.79 14.02 16.58 12.22 14.70 14.87
Liver 33.04 33.30 32.17 32.70 29.57 31.91 35.13 33.13 34.35 33.04 33.13
PIMA 22.11 23.28 22.50 23.48 24.80 26.88 23.01 23.44 22.97 25.16 22.50
Ringnorm 7.48 1.56 7.59 1.82 19.07 18.72 3.02 8.87 11.73 13.03 23.30
Sonar 29.29 30.57 29.86 29.14 29.86 28.29 31.29 32.00 32.43 32.86 32.86
Spambase 11.45 8.42 11.23 10.24 18.95 15.21 23.21 11.02 26.92 9.39 11.84
WDBC 9.83 9.87 10.86 11.93 11.46 11.20 12.58 12.40 11.33 13.56 12.92
Avg. Rank 3.20 3.50 4.10 4.50 6.60 6.70 7.00 7.10 7.40 7.80 8.10

maximum number of components used (i.e. not to exceed the number of components used by

the other algorithms). To train the linear SVM we use LIBLINEAR [Fan et al., 2008], while for

the Gaussian SVM we use LIBSVM [Chang and Lin, 2011], with the scaling parameter of the

kernel set using the inverse of the average pairwise distance of a subset of the training data.

For R-Feat we use our implementation, with the same scaling parameter as for the Gaussian

SVM. For this algorithm, the dimensionality of the approximation is set to to m×d (where d is

the dimensionality of the input features for a given dataset), so that the number of parameters

in the model is approximatively the same as the number of parameters used by the other

multi-component algorithms.

4.7.1 Benchmark datasets.

The first benchmark of this Chapter consists of a set of ten two-class datasets from the UCI

collection [Frank and Asuncion, 2010]. For this benchmark we also compare against Localized

Multiple Kernel Learning (L-MKL) [Gönen and Alpaydin, 2008], using the MATLAB implemen-

tation available on the website of the authors and m linear kernels. For the Banana dataset

we use 400 samples for training and the remaining for testing. For all the other datasets two

thirds of the samples are used as a training set, while the remaining third is used as a test

set. As explained before, each training set is divided in five folds that are used to select the

regularization parameter. Each experiment was repeated ten times on ten different training /

testing splits 5 and the average test error rate is reported in Table 4.1. For these experiments the

number of components was fixed to m = 10 and, in order to learn a bias for each components

for L2C, ML3 and OCC, we concatenated 1 to each instance vector. For the other algorithms

(Linear, MC-Linear, AMM, LLSVM and L-MKL) we use the bias support directly provided

by the default implementation. Please note that the dimensionality of Banana, Liver, PIMA

and WDBC is lower than 10, resulting in a reduced number of components (2, 6, 8 and 9,

respectively) for the OCC encodings.

5. For L-MKL we had to reduce the number of splilts and CV-folds, as it resulted to be unable to complete the
benchmark in a reasonable time. For similar reasons the algorithm was not tested on larger datasets.
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Table 4.2 – Average training times (in seconds) on the UCI benchmark datasets.

ML3+I Gauss ML3 R-Feat G-OCC C-OCC LLSVM L2C AMM L-MKL Linear
Banana 0.082 0.025 0.089 0.009 0.011 0.013 0.006 0.063 0.082 55.16 0.000
German 0.205 0.049 0.173 0.055 0.076 0.152 0.043 0.144 0.204 29.76 0.003
Heart 0.059 0.003 0.057 0.004 0.013 0.027 0.010 0.043 0.054 0.535 0.000
Ionosphere 0.067 0.004 0.062 0.008 0.030 0.063 0.013 0.062 0.076 1.059 0.001
Liver 0.071 0.015 0.060 0.004 0.009 0.015 0.007 0.044 0.056 4.839 0.000
PIMA 0.136 0.011 0.138 0.008 0.025 0.041 0.018 0.091 0.140 5.968 0.000
Ringnorm 1.118 0.694 1.077 0.622 0.452 0.840 0.203 0.886 1.439 4349 0.005
Sonar 0.060 0.003 0.056 0.030 0.032 0.068 0.007 0.060 0.052 2.374 0.000
Spambase 1.094 3.151 0.941 0.621 0.687 1.226 0.173 0.868 1.307 475.1 0.015
WDBC 0.093 0.009 0.102 0.010 0.021 0.035 0.014 0.085 0.113 3.591 0.000

Total 2.985 3.963 2.754 1.371 1.355 2.481 0.494 2.346 3.524 4928 0.026

Table 4.3 – Average testing times (in seconds) on the UCI benchmark datasets.

ML3+I Gauss ML3 R-Feat G-OCC C-OCC LLSVM L2C AMM L-MKL Linear
Banana 0.007 0.025 0.006 0.005 0.002 0.001 0.004 0.011 0.002 0.319 0.001
German 0.001 0.014 0.001 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.018 0.000
Heart 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.006 0.000
Ionosphere 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.012 0.000
Liver 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.012 0.000
PIMA 0.001 0.005 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.015 0.000
Ringnorm 0.004 0.110 0.004 0.019 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.007 0.002 0.537 0.001
Sonar 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.006 0.000
Spambase 0.004 0.323 0.004 0.037 0.006 0.006 0.004 0.005 0.003 0.297 0.001
WDBC 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.009 0.000

Total 0.019 0.485 0.018 0.070 0.014 0.016 0.020 0.028 0.010 1.233 0.004

In Table 4.1 we report the performance of all the considered algorithms on all the UCI bench-

mark datasets, ordering the algorithms (form left to right) according to their average ranking

in the benchmark. Please note that in order to make these results easily comparable with those

reported in other papers, the performance measure used for these experiments is the error

rate, and not the accuracy, as in the other Chapters of this thesis.

As expected, all the multi-component methods outperform (in terms of average ranking) the

single-component linear SVM, with Localized MKL and Adaptive Multi-hyperplane Machines

being the weakest multi-component performers. For the AMM model, the reason for this low

performance could lie in the fact that this algorithm is optimized for very large scale data and

the weight pruning technique can result in reduced performances. Amongst the encoding

based methods (G-OCC, C-OCC, LLSVM and L2C), the most robust performer seems to be G-

OCC, while LLSVM and L2C do not seem to perform particularly good. The best performers on

this benchmark consistently result to be the ML3 algorithm, the Gaussian SVM and, partially,

also the Random Features. As it can be seen, if the dictionaries obtained by L2C are used to

initialize the ML3 models (the ML3+I baseline), the performance of the ML3 algorithm on this

benchmark increases even above that of the Gaussian kernel.
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p=1 p=1.2 p=1.4 p=1.6 p=1.8 p=2
Banana 13.97 13.21 11.74 19.49 14.65 23.69
German 25.51 23.83 24.46 24.73 24.79 25.36
Heart 22.11 18.89 17.78 17.11 18.00 17.22
Ionosphere 16.15 15.47 16.41 16.15 15.21 15.73
Liver 36.26 34.61 33.65 32.87 33.39 34.00
PIMA 25.82 24.45 23.71 23.48 23.63 23.12
Ringnorm 11.89 12.27 9.91 8.18 7.01 6.38
Sonar 33.14 29.43 33.29 35.57 35.57 38.86
Spambase 14.86 11.72 11.14 11.20 11.17 11.17
WDBC 11.76 12.40 12.83 12.53 13.05 12.45
Avg. Rank 4.50 3.40 3.20 3.20 3.40 3.30
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Figure 4.6 – Performance of the L2C coding on the UCI benchmark datasets. Left: average test
error rate and ranking, varying p between 1 and 2. Right: average ranking, varying p between
1 and 2.

In Table 4.2 we report the average training times of all the considered methods, as obtained

by averaging the times measured on the ten random splits, on a single thread of an Intel(R)

Core(TM) i7-2600K, with 16GB of RAM. The training times for the multi-component classifiers

(AMM, LLSVM, OCC, L2C and ML3) are measured using 100 training epochs (or CCCP itera-

tions). When comparing the training and testing times of different methods please consider

that the L-MKL classifier is implemented in MATLAB, while all the other methods have a C++

implementation (at least for the classifier). The training times for the Gaussian SVM and for

R-Feat include the time required to estimate the kernel parameter (by computing the average

pairwise distance on a subset of the training data).

As it can be seen, the fastest classifier is the Linear SVM, which can be trained on all the dataset

in less than 1
10 of a second. The multi-component method with the lowest training time results

to be the LLSVM classifier (which can be trained on all the datasets in less than half a second),

while other competitive approaches result to be C-OCC and R-Feat. On these small datasets

the training times for the Gaussian SVM are typically lower than those measured for ML3, or

C-OCC. However the total time required to train the Gaussian SVM on the full benchmark

results to be higher than the one measured for the ML3 algorithm. This is due to the fact that

on the largest datasets of the benchmark (i.e. Ringnorm and Spambase) the training times of

the ML3 algorithm become close to (or lower than) the training times of the Gaussian SVM.

In Table 4.3 we also report the testing times for all the algorithms. As it can be seen, the

fastest algorithm is once again linear SVM. The multi-component algorithms perform all very

close to each other (except for L-MKL), with the fastest approach being AMM. As it can be

seen, the testing times of the ML3 algorithm and of the other multi-component classifiers

are consistently lower then those of the Gaussian SVM. Indeed, the total time required to test

the ML3 algorithm results to be more than one order of magnitude lower than the total time

required to test the Gaussian SVM.
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Table 4.4 – Error rate and associated training and testing time (in seconds) of different al-
gorithms. The results taken from other papers are reported with the citation. The results
for multi-component approaches (LLSVM, OCC, L2C, AMM, ML3, ML3+I) are obtained by
training the algorithms for 30 epochs (or CCCP iterations) with p = 1.5 and m = 80 for USPS,
m = 16 for LETTER, m = 90 for MNIST, m = 54 for COVTYPE.

USPS LETTER MNIST COVTYPE
Gaussian 4.88% 2.55s 1.88s 3.15% 3.20s 2.81s 1.78% 327s 284s 9.30% > 105s 1576s
R-Feat 4.53% 46.7s 1.75s 5.45% 7.02s 0.06s - - - - - -
SGD-QN 9.57% 0.30s - 41.77% 0.20s - 12.00% 1.50s - - - -
[Bordes et al., 2009]

Linear 8.52% 1.50s 0.02s 29.93% 0.74s 0.01s 8.21% 64.0s 0.38s 23.25% 2.16s 0.04s
MC-Linear 7.77% 0.97s 0.02s 21.48% 112s 0.01s 7.01% 8.19s 0.38s 22.63% 250s 0.04s
LCC - - - - - - 1.90% - - - - -
[Yu et al., 2009]

Imp. LCC 4.38% - - 4.12% - - 2.28% - - - - -
[Yu and Zhang, 2010]

LLSVM 6.78% 5.21s 0.11s 17.25% 1.99s 0.02s 3.81% 120s 1.65s 17.36% 9.34s 0.32s
G-OCC 5.03% 48.1s 1.00s 7.90% 3.99s 0.08s 1.65% 1365s 16.9s 18.58% 178s 0.89s
C-OCC 4.19% 93.6s 1.03s 7.93% 8.19s 0.09s 1.72% 2641s 17.4s 20.14% 349s 0.94s
L2C 7.87% 26.5s 0.38s 8.65% 3.54s 0.15s 2.46% 774s 9.45s 22.63% 253s 0.73s
AMM 6.28% 4.38s 0.03s 11.15% 3.71s 0.01s 3.63% 94.7s 0.49s 19.2% 101s 0.13s
ML3+I 4.98% 32.0s 0.19s 3.30% 13.0s 0.10s 1.59% 822s 2.76s 18.48% 304s 0.53s
ML3 5.43% 29.5s 0.20s 3.15% 13.2s 0.11s 1.59% 745s 2.78s 14.84% 225s 0.44s

As an additional experiment on this benchmark, we also evaluated the performance of L2C

coding, when varying p between 1 and 2. In Figure 4.6 we report the performance of each

configuration on all the UCI datasets. In the same Figure we plot the average ranking of each

configuration as well. As it can be seen, the best performance is obtained in most of the cases

with 1 < p < 2.

4.7.2 Character recognition.

The USPS [Hull, 1994] dataset consists of 7,291 training and 2,007 testing 16×16 gray-scale

images of US postcodes, where each label corresponds to a digit between 0 and 9. LETTER

[Frank and Asuncion, 2010] is a dataset composed of 16,000 training and 4,000 testing images

of the 26 capital letters in the English alphabet; each image being compactly represented by

a 16-dimensional vector. MNIST [LeCun et al., 1998] is a dataset comprising 70,000 28×28

gray-scale images of hand-written digits, from 0 to 9. This dataset has one official training split

with 60,000 samples and an associated test set with 10,000 samples. As a preprocessing step for

the last two databases we center the data. Finally, COVTYPE [Joachims, 2006] is class 1 in the

Covertype dataset 2 of Blackard, Jock & Dean, and it consists of 522,911 fifty-four-dimensional

training samples and 58,101 test samples. Although it is not a character recognition dataset,

we included it here as an example of a large (in terms of number of samples) problem.
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Following Zhang et al. [2011] we set m = 90 for MNIST, m = 80 for USPS and m = 16 for

LETTER. For COVTYPE we set m = 54, which is the maximum allowed by OCC. The number of

CCCP iterations (or SGD epochs, for LLSVM and OCC) is set to 30 and, as before, for L2C, ML3

and OCC we concatenate a 1 to each instance vector. The experimental results obtained with

this settings are summarized in Table 4.4. Please note that in order to make these results easily

comparable with those reported in other papers, the performance measure used for these

experiments is the error rate, and not the accuracy, as in the other Chapters of this thesis.

We divide the Table in four parts, corresponding to: Gaussian methods, Linear SVM approaches,

manifold learning approaches, and multi-component approaches that modify the sample-

to-component assignments during the discriminative training. For this benchmark, we also

report the results achieved by Yu et al. [2009] and Yu and Zhang [2010] using other manifold

learning techniques (LCC and Imp. LCC) and we report the performance obtained by Bordes

et al. [2009] using a stochastic quasi-Newton method (SGD-QN) for linear SVM.

As before, the L2C coding seems to perform similarly to the simple encoding scheme used

by LLSVM (using the inverse Euclidean distances w.r.t. the 8 nearest neighbors), with more

complicated coding approaches (as G-OCC C-OCC) outperforming them on the majority of

the datasets. For LETTER, MNIST and COVTYPE, the ML3 algorithm obtains the state of the

art for the class of multi-component SVMs algorithms, with performances close to the ones

achieved by the Gaussian SVM 6. Moreover, on COVTYPE the training and testing times of ML3

result to be several order of magnitude lower than the ones obtained by Gaussian-SVM. For

USPS, the results are on par with the majority of the multi-component algorithms and with the

Gaussian-SVM, with Improved LCC and C-OCC obtaining better results. It is worth noting that

although L2C and ML3 utilize the same coding technique (i.e. the same method to produce the

mixing coefficients, given a dictionary), there is a large performance gap between them. This

confirms the importance of jointly training the components and the mixing coefficients, rather

than fixing the coefficients in advance. Finally, we also note that on this benchmark using L2C

to initialize the models of ML3 does not seem to significantly increase the performance.

The timings reported in Table 4.4 are measured by averaging the measurements of five different

runs, on a single thread of an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2600K, with 16GB of RAM. Amongst the

locally linear SVMs algorithms, the one with the lowest training and testing times results to be

once again LLSVM. This is likely due to the fact that the encoding used by this algorithm makes

use of only the eight closest anchor points, forcing all the other coefficients to be zero and thus

saving many computations. On the other hand, even though ML3 computes class-specific

weights for each sample, while solving the original multiclass problem, its training times are

often on par or lower then those of G-OCC. The only major exception happens on the LETTER

dataset, which is the one with the highest number of classes. Still, on this dataset the training

times of ML3 are much lower than those obtained by MC-Linear, with an error-rate that is also

almost one order of magnitude lower. The training times of ML3 result to be also comparable

6. The performance of R-Feat on MNIST and COVTYPE could not be measured, as with the considered settings
the expanded features did not fit into the memory (16 GB) of the benchmarking machine.
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or lower than the ones measured using C-OCC. This could be due to the fact that in OCC the

manifold is trained using SVD, whose complexity is O
(
min{n d 2,d n2}

)
. Finally, we also note

that in all the experiments the testing times of ML3 result to be from one to four orders of

magnitude lower than those of Gaussian-SVM.

In Figure 4.7 we plot the testing error and the objective function (for the ML3 algorithm) as

a function of the number of CCCP iterations, fixing m to 100. Note that, since LETTER and

COVTYPE datasets consist of 16 and 54-dimensional instances, the maximum number of

orthogonal coordinates are, respectively, 16 and 54. The OCC plots for these datasets are thus

obtained with m = 16 and m = 54. As it can be seen, while the testing error of the ML3 algorithm

reduces relatively fast on all the character recognition datasets, the algorithm exhibits a slow

convergence on the COVTYPE dataset.

In Figure 4.8 we analyze the behavior of the ML3 algorithm and of the other locally linear SVM

algorithms when varying the number of components m between 10 and 100, while keeping

the other parameters as in Table 4.4. As outlined before, the maximum number of components

for the OCC algorithms remains limited to 16 for LETTER and 54 for COVTYPE. As it can be

noted, with m in the range [10, 100] all the algorithms tend to behave in a similar manner: the

performance improves when the number of components is increased, while some signs of

overfitting may appear when the number of components is chosen to be too high. We also

notice that the performance tend to vary smoothly as m is changed, without any significant

oscillation.

In Figure 4.9 we analyze the performance of ML3 when varying the parameter p in the set

{1,2,3,5,10,1000}, together with the best performing p in the set {1.1,1.2,1.3,1.4,1.5, 1.6,1.7,1.8,1.9}.

For each dataset the number of components m is kept fixed to the value used to produce

Table 4.4. While, as previously discussed, the ML3 algorithm seem to be only mildly sensitive to

the choice of the number of components m, the choice of p seem to have a more crucial role.

For example, the best performance is never achieved using p = 1. In other words, using only

the single most confident component - as in the standard latent SVM implementation and in

AMM - is easily outperformed by using a linear combination of them. As observed for L2C on

the UCI datasets, there is a well marked minima between p = 1 and p = 2 on three datasets

out of four. On these three datasets we also note a small performance difference between the

best performing p (e.g. p = 1.2 for USPS) and the results obtained using the default value for p

(i.e. the results in Table 4.4, obtained with p = 1.5). While this supports our default value for p,

the experiments on COVTYPE also show that this might not always be a good choice and, to

get even better performance, a cross-validation procedure might be desirable.

Finally, in Figure 4.10 we plot the testing error rate w.r.t. the amount of training time necessary

to achieve a given performance. Each point is obtained with a different number of components

m or, for R-Feat, with a different number of random features. The performance of AMM was not

assessed in this benchmark, as the number of components for this algorithm is automatically

determined. As before, for each point we perform a separate a five-fold cross-validation
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Figure 4.7 – Results varying the number of iterations on the USPS, LETTER, MNIST and
COVTYPE datasets. Top: error rates on using m = 100. The curves related to OCC for LETTER
and COVTYPE are obtained with m = 16 and m = 54, due to the limitations of the encoding.
Bottom: value of the objective function of ML3 with m = 100.
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Figure 4.8 – Error rates varying the number of components m on the USPS, LETTER, MNIST
and COVTYPE datasets.
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Figure 4.9 – Error rates varying the parameter p of the ML3 algorithm on the USPS, LETTER,
MNIST and COVTYPE datasets.
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Figure 4.10 – Error rate versus training time on the USPS, LETTER, MNIST and COVTYPE
datasets.

procedure and we measure the training time using five different runs. On two datasets out of

four, ML3 has a better trade-off between performance and time w.r.t. the other algorithms.

On USPS dataset, all the methods seem to show similar behaviors in a small range of perfor-

mance and time, with R-Feat obtaining the best trade-off. On the COVTYPE dataset, LLSVM

seems to be the best performer on the left part of the plot (when a very limited amount of time

is available). However, as for the other datasets, it also exhibits an early performance satura-

tion, so that with larger amount of training time available, ML3 achieves the best trade-off. On

the MNIST dataset, ML3 and R-Feat result to be the most effective algorithms. Please note that

the performance of R-Feat is limited by the amount of memory available to the machine (due

to the explicit feature expansion), while the ML3 algorithm can increase the complexity of the

model without affecting the dimensionality of the features (and thus the memory footprint).

ML3 is thus able to achieve a better absolute performance on this dataset. Finally, on LETTER

dataset, LLSVM and C-OCC seem to achieve the most competitive performance on the left part

of the plot (whenever a very little amount of time is available). Unfortunately, they also suffer

from an early saturation of the performance (for C-OCC the maximum amount of components

is m = 16 on this dataset), so that when as few as 6 seconds are available for training, ML3

guarantees the best trade-off.
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4.7.3 Scene Recognition

As a final benchmark for ML3 , we perform evaluation on the three scene recognition datasets

considered throughout this thesis, namely: the MIT-Indoor-67 [Quattoni and Torralba, 2009],

the 15-Scenes [Lazebnik et al., 2006] and the UIUC-Sports [Li and Fei-Fei, 2007] datasets. For

a complete description of these datasets and their benchmarking procedures please refer to

Section 2.1.

As discussed in Section 1.3 and Section 2.1, these are difficult real-world classification prob-

lems, with high degrees of intra-class variability and inter-class similarity. This is particularly

true for the MIT-Indoor-67 and the UIUC-Sports datasets. Indeed, as pointed out also in Chap-

ter 3, in indoor scenes the location of meaningful regions and objects within each category

changes drastically from image to image. Moreover, the close-up distance between the camera

and the subject increases the severity of the view-point changes. Similarly, sport events may

take place in different environments and involve a wide variety of subjects and poses. The

MIT-Indoor-67 and the UIUC-Sports datasets are thus perfect test-beds for multi-component

classification algorithms. For a complete description of these datasets and their benchmarking

procedures please refer to Section 2.1.

For this last benchmark we make use of the features and kernels discussed in Chapter 3.

Similarly to Chapter 3, all the SVM experiments (except for the multiclass linear SVM) are

run using LIBSVM in a one-vs-all configuration, and using pre-computed kernel matrices.

This enables us to quickly perform experiments and to compare with the exponential χ2

kernel [Fowlkes et al., 2004] used in Chapter 3 (which is not otherwise supported by LIBSVM).

On the other hand, it also prevents a fair comparison of the running times of the algorithms.

In order to partially provide such a comparison, for the linear and the Gaussian kernel we

re-run some of the experiments using, respectively, LIBLINEAR and LIBSVM, without pre-

computing the kernel matrices. Similarly to before, the scaling parameter for the Gaussian

and the exponential χ2-kernel is tuned using the inverse average pairwise distances of the

training samples. We run each experiment five times on five random training / testing splits

and we report the average performance.

Please note that in order to make these results easily comparable with those reported in the

other Chapters, the performance measure employed for these experiments is not the error rate

(as for the other benchmarks in this Chapter). On the contrary, similarly to Chapter 3 and 5 we

use the multiclass accuracy, computed as the mean of the diagonal of the confusion matrix.

We perform two sets of experiments, the first one comparing the performance of several

multi-component algorithms on the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset, and the second one comparing

the performance of ML3 to the ones obtained by SVM using linear, Gaussian and exponential

χ2 kernels on all the scene recognition datasets.
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Figure 4.11 – Average test error rate on the ISR dataset, varying the number of components m.

Multi-component algorithms for Indoor Scene recognition

In the first experiment we focus on the most difficult scene recognition dataset, the MIT-Indoor-

67 dataset, reporting the performance of the most competitive multi-component algorithms

(namely ML3, C-OCC and G-OCC), together with the performance of the Gaussian kernel and

of the linear SVM algorithms (multi-class and one-vs-all). We make use of multiresolution

Horizontal features (see Section 3.3.2) and, as anticipated at the beginning of the Chapter, we

replace average pooling with max-pooling (since latter has been shown to be a more suitable

for linear classifiers [Yang et al., 2009]). This results in a compact, but highly discriminative

4096-dimensional descriptor, specifically designed to work with linear classifiers.

In Figure 4.11 we plot the test error rate of the multi-component algorithms w.r.t. the number

of components used, comparing their performance to that of linear SVM (multiclass and

one versus all) and of Gaussian SVM. As it is possible to see, on this dataset both ML3 and

G-OCC are able to achieve and outperform the Gaussian SVM, with the former generally

outperforming the latter. We note that already with two components ML3 performs largely

better than a linear SVM, and that with as few as four components it is already able to match

the performances of the Gaussian SVM. The best performance seems to be obtained with m = 8

components, while above this value the algorithm does not seem able to further improve the

results. Finally, we also note that on this last dataset, the performances of C-OCC seem quite

unsatisfactory. A reason for this could be found in the limited amount of samples (80) available

to separately train each class-specific manifold, on the high-dimensional data (d = 4096).
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Figure 4.12 – Average accuracy on MIT-Indoor-67 (left), 15-Scenes (center) and UIUC-Sports
(right), with m = 8 components.

Using ML3 with SPP representation

A second set of experiments is performed on all the scene recognition datasets, using the

Horizontal and Horizontal + SPP image representation proposed in the previous Chapter (see

Section 3.3), both in single and multiresolution (MultiR.). For these experiments we compare

the performance of ML3 with the results obtained using SVM with linear, Gaussian and

exponential χ2 kernels. As before, for all the experiments except for the ones using exponential

χ2 kernel we replace average pooling with max-pooling, as the latter has been shown to

perform better with linear algorithms [Yang et al., 2009].

In Figure 4.12 we report the performance of the four considered algorithms on all the three

considered datasets. As before, each experiment is repeated five times and the regularization

parameter is tuned using a 5-fold cross-validation procedure. Following the results reported

in Figure 4.11, the number of components for the ML3 algorithm is set to m = 8 for all the

datasets. In Table 4.5 we also report the training and testing times, together with the size of the

learned model for the ML3 algorithm, the Linear SVM (as measured using LIBLINEAR) and

the Gaussian kernel SVM trained and tested (without pre-computing the kernel matrix) on the

multiresolution Horizontal + SPP image signatures. We do not report the same quantity for

the exponential χ2 kernel, as it is not supported by LIBSVM.

As it can be seen, on all the datasets and features (except for multiresolution Horizontal +

SPP on the UIUC-Sports dataset) the best performing classification algorithm results to be

SVM with exponential χ2 kernel, the worst performing one results to be Linear SVM, with ML3

and Gaussian SVM in the middle. While there is a significant gap between the performances

obtained by ML3 algorithm and the exponential χ2 kernel SVM, the ML3 algorithm achieves

scene recognition performance very close to the one obtained by the Gaussian SVM. Moreover,

as it can be seen in Table 4.5, also for the scene recognition datasets, the training an testing

times required by ML3 are orders of magnitude lower than the ones necessary to train and
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Table 4.5 – Training times, testing times and size of the model for Linear SVM, ML3 and
Gaussian kernel SVM, as measured using multiresolution Horizontal + SPP image signatures.

MIT-Indoor-67 15-Scenes UIUC-Sports
Method training testing size training testing size training testing size
Linear 221s 0.65s 4.19MB 7.60s 0.52s 0.94MB 2.58s 0.09s 0.5MB
ML3 977s 3.54s 33.5MB 37.8s 1.66s 7.5MB 8.12s 0.13s 4MB
Gaussian 9,714s 4,639s 4,774MB 229s 841s 339MB 40.6s 57.9s 166MB

test Gaussian SVM. Finally, the ML3 model is composed of c ∗m hyperplanes, with m fixed

in advance (in this case m = 8). On the contrary, the model of the Gaussian SVM includes

a variable-length set of support-vectors, which for the considered datasets is typically in

the order of hundreds per class. This results in a model, that for the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset

occupies 4.77GB of memory, against the 33.5MB required by the ML3 model.

For completeness of results, in Table 4.6 we compare the performance obtained by the ML3

algorithm with the performance obtained by other multi-component approaches that have

been applied to scene recognition problems (for a discussion about these methods please

refer to Section 2.4.3). For each method we report the accuracy obtained on the three scene

recognition datasets, the number of components used by each algorithm and the number of

times the multi-component model has to be evaluated to classify each image.

We divide the table in two parts. On the top part we report the performance of the best-

performing NBNN-based approaches [Boiman et al., 2008]. As discussed in Section 2.4.2,

these algorithms can be viewed as multi-component methods making use of a very large set of

components (normally one component for each local feature in each training image) that need

to be evaluated on each patch of a query image. On the bottom we report the performance

of multi-component approaches that are instead applied to the full image, or to large image

patches (e.g. as obtained by using a spatial pyramid division).

We sort the approaches w.r.t. the number of evaluations of the multi-component model

required to classify one image and w.r.t. the number of components in each model. For

the NBNN methods the number of evaluations required is only an estimate, as obtained by

considering the density of the sampling of the patches and the average size of the images in

the datasets. For the method of Pandey and Lazebnik [2011], which adopts a specific sliding

window approach with multiple parts involved, it was not possible to determine this number.

As it is possible to see, our approach provides competitive performances on all the datasets.

Compared to other multi-component methods making use of a number of components with

the same order of magnitude as for our algorithm, we obtain state of the art performances.

W.r.t. NBNN methods, the strongest competitor seems to be the algorithm of Çakir et al.

[2011], which outperforms our approach on the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset, and obtains a similar

performance on 15-Scenes. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that: a) as reported by the authors,

the accuracies for Çakir et al. [2011] reported in Table 4.6 require a manual tuning of their
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Method # eval. m MIT-Indoor-67 15-Scenes UIUC-Sports
Vitaladevuni et al. [2013] > 103 > 105 48.84 79.0 84.67
Çakir et al. [2011] > 103 800 47.01 82.08 -
Pandey and Lazebnik [2011] - 2 30.4 - -
Parizi et al. [2012] 16 16 37.93 78.6 -
ML3, MultiR. Horiz. + SPP-Itti’s 1 8 45.81 81.67 85.46

Table 4.6 – Performance comparison with previous studies applying multi-component ap-
proaches to scene recognition problems. For each approach we also report the number of
components m and the number of times the multi-component model has to be evaluated to
produce the final image classification.

model parameters; b) without this manual tuning, their best performance degrades to 45.22%

for the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset and 81.04% for the 15-Scenes datasets (accuracies that are

similar to the ones obtained by ML3 ). Moreover, all the NBNN algorithms make use of a

number of components that is orders of magnitude higher than in our case, while requiring

the multi-component model to be evaluated on each image patch. Instead, ML3 needs to be

evaluated just once on the final image signature.

4.8 Discussion

In this Chapter we aimed at addressing the high intra-class variability and the high inter-class

similarity of scene categories, by proposing a new classification algorithm. In order to cope

with the computational efficiency requirements of many scene recognition applications, with-

out resorting to simple linear classifiers, we focused on multi-component algorithms. This

class of algorithms allows to automatically discover and represent sub-categorical structures

(e.g. sub-categories corresponding to different view-points, or different compositions of the

images), without the need of providing sub-categorical annotations. Multi-component al-

gorithms are thus able to learn non-linear decision boundaries, by automatically assigning

each sample to one or more components, representing a different sub-category. Following

this approach we proposed a new multi class algorithm (ML3) based on a Latent and Locally

Linear SVM formulation. Differently from previous works, ML3 has the advantage of neither

requiring a two-stages formulation (i.e. manifold and classifier learning), nor a complex ob-

jective function, using additional gating functions. Moreover, differently from current Latent

SVM implementations, ML3 makes use of a hyper-parameter p allowing to modulate how the

different components contribute to the prediction of each sample. This in turn allows to finely

tune the level of smoothness of the decision function. Using this formulation, we showed the

sample-to-component assignments to be computable using an exact closed form solution.

Moreover, by plugging the closed form solution back into the scoring function, we obtained

a prediction rule where the sample-to-component coefficients do not need to be explicitly

computed. We analyzed this scoring function from an encoding point of view and showed

it to be meaningful for the approximation of smooth locally linear functions. In this context

the parameter p was also shown to be useful to tune the trade-off between localization and
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reconstruction error minimization. Finally, we also discussed the implicit feature-map used

by ML3 during the prediction phase, and empirically showed how in this space the intra-class

similarity of the samples is increased, while the inter-class similarity is reduced.

From an experimental point of view, the ML3 algorithm was first analyzed and validated by an

in-depth evaluation on typical machine learning benchmarks, such as datasets from the UCI

collection [Frank and Asuncion, 2010] and character recognition datasets [Hull, 1994; Frank

and Asuncion, 2010; LeCun et al., 1998]. On these datasets the algorithm was shown to be

only relatively sensitive to the choice of the number of components m, while the parameter p

proved to play a more important role. In all the considered benchmarks, the best performance

was never achieved using p = 1 (assigning each sample only to one component), while the

majority of the experiments supported our default value p = 1.5. We also found a few problems

in which the performance of the algorithm was improved by setting p to larger values. For

optimal performance it is thus advisable to cross-validate this hyper-parameter.

Compared to state of the art multi-component classification algorithms, ML3 was shown to

provide a very competitive trade-off between prediction performance and training time, being

also able to achieve performances close to the ones provided by Gaussian SVM.

In the last part of this Chapter we evaluated ML3 on the three scene recognition datasets used

throughout this thesis. We made use of the SPP representations introduced in Chapter 3, both

at single and at multiple resolutions, and we compared ML3 against SVM with linear, Gaussian

and exponential χ2 kernel (as used in Chapter 3). On the majority of the considered scene

recognition datasets and features, ML3 was shown to provide recognition performances on

par with the ones achieved by Gaussian SVM. Moreover, the training and testing times, and the

memory footprint of ML3 were shown to be orders of magnitude lower than the ones required

by Gaussian SVM. On the other hand, neither the Gaussian SVM, nor the ML3 algorithm were

able to provide the same level of performance of the χ2 SVM. The ML3 algorithm could thus

be used only to partially fill the gap between linear SVM and the best performing kernel SVM.

This could be due also to the fact that for BoW representations, χ2 is a more suitable distance

than the Euclidean one. With respect to multi-component approaches specifically designed

for image classification tasks, ML3 seemed also to be outperformed by (computationally

expensive) NBNN approaches [Boiman et al., 2008], operating on a patch level. Still, when

compared to previously proposed multi-component algorithms applied to the full images (and

specifically designed for image classification problems), our approach provided significantly

higher accuracies.

In the next Chapter we discuss how to make use of the ML3 algorithm to reduce the very high

testing complexity of the patch-based multi-component NBNN classifier, while also increasing

its predictive performance. Future research directions that could be worth investigating are

the design of compact image signatures optimized for the ML3 classifier, and the design of

incremental procedures to efficiently minimize the objective function of ML3. It could also be

interesting to evaluate the effectiveness of ML3 for selecting image-specific saliency thresholds,

maximizing the confidence of the classifier on each image.
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5 Patch-based classification of Visual
Scenes

Two crucial features of a good scene recognition algorithm are its ability to generalize and its

robustness w.r.t. high degrees of intra-class variability. Such features are amongst the distinc-

tive characteristics of the Naive Bayes Nearest Neighbor (NBNN) algorithm [Boiman et al.,

2008], an image classification framework that since its introduction in 2008 has been gaining

momentum in the visual recognition community. In this Chapter we show how with a straight-

forward modification of the original NBNN scoring function it is possible to use the Multiclass

Latent Locally Linear SVM (ML3) algorithm introduced in Chapter 4 to discriminatively learn

a set of prototypical local features for each class. The resulting classification algorithm, that

we call Naive Bayes Non-linear Learning (NBNL) preserves the generality and robustness

properties of the original approach, while greatly reducing its memory requirements during

testing, and significantly improving its performance. To the best of our knowledge this is the

first work to exploit the structure of the local features through the use of a multi-component

discriminative learning method. Experiments over the three scene recognition datasets consid-

ered throughout this thesis [Quattoni and Torralba, 2009; Lazebnik et al., 2006; Li and Fei-Fei,

2007] show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, which outperforms several existing

NBNN-based methods and is competitive with standard Bag-of-Words plus SVM approaches.

5.1 Introduction

The dominating trend over the last decade in visual recognition has been the use of Bag of

Words representations (BoW) [Csurka et al., 2004], combined with state of the art machine

learning classifiers, ranging from max-margin algorithms [Lazebnik et al., 2006] to Bayesian

frameworks [Fei-Fei and Perona, 2005]. This general approach is crucially based on the assump-

tions that: 1) it is possible to determine the class of an image by computing image-to-image

distances; 2) the representations based on vector quantization, or other forms of encoding are

sufficient to describe the images. Since the seminal work of Boiman et al. [2008], these two

assumptions have been challenged with the introduction of the Naive Bayes Nearest Neighbor

(NBNN) algorithm [Boiman et al., 2008]. The NBNN classifier drops the vector quantization

and the image-to-image distance computation in favor of an image-to-class approach. Hence,
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classes are directly represented by unordered sets of local features extracted from the training

images, and a query image is classified by directly comparing its local features with those

contained in each class-specific set of local features. This results in a classification method that

is competitive, performance-wise, with more established learning methods using simple BoW

representations, while at the same time promising a high degree of robustness and generality

when applied to categorization problems. This last feature of NBNN, and of NBNN-based

methods is very appealing for scene recognition problems. The community of researchers

working on NBNN-based algorithms has acknowledged the potential of these methods for this

specific application, by using more and more often several of the existing public databases for

scene classification, as benchmarks to evaluate their approaches [Behmo et al., 2010; Wang

et al., 2011a; Çakir et al., 2011; Vitaladevuni et al., 2013].

The original NBNN algorithm does not perform any learning during training, as it simply stores

all the available local features for all classes. While this makes the method attractively simple, it

also leads to potential memory problems and scalability issues during testing. In this Chapter

we propose a method for tackling these issues, while also improving the recognition perfor-

mance of the algorithm. We build on the ML3 algorithm introduced in Chapter 4, and we show

how with a moderate modification of the decision function used by NBNN it is possible to use

this algorithm to learn an extremely compact set of prototypical local features for each class.

This new representation results in a greatly reduced memory footprint and computation time

during testing, while also significantly increasing the predictive performance w.r.t. the original

NBNN algorithm. We call the resulting algorithm Naive Bayes Non-linear Learning (NBNL).

To assess our method, we perform experiments on the three scene recognition datasets used

throughout this thesis (MIT-Indoor-67 [Quattoni and Torralba, 2009], 15-Scenes [Lazebnik

et al., 2006] and UIUC-Sports [Li and Fei-Fei, 2007]), comparing it with previously proposed

NBNN-based algorithms and with a BoW+SVM approach augmented by a form of Spatially

Local Coding [McCann and Lowe, 2012a]. Experiments show that NBNL significantly outper-

forms NBNN on all the datasets, while also achieving competitive or better performance than

the BoW+SVM baseline and previously proposed NBNN-based algorithms. Finally, by applying

the Horizontal + SPP approach proposed in Chapter 3 to the NBNL algorithm proposed in this

Chapter, the scene recognition performance can be further increased.

The rest of the Chapter is organized as follows: in Section 5.2 we relate the present work to the

most relevant previous works discussed in Section 2.4.2, instantiating also this work in the

scene recognition pipeline introduced in Chapter 2. In Section 5.3 we introduce our approach,

by directly deriving it from the NBNN algorithm. In Section 5.4 we report the experimental

results, while in Section 5.5 we provide a final discussion.

5.2 Related works

As in the previous Chapters we present the works related to our approach by instantiating the

scene recognition pipeline introduced in Chapter 2 for the specific approach discussed here.

In Figure 5.1 we report a visualization of the scene recognition pipeline used in this Chapter. As
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Figure 5.1 – The scene recognition pipeline proposed in this Chapter. The component of the
pipeline related to the main contribution of this Chapter is highlighted by a thick border.

it is possible to see, the proposed pipeline is related to the ones used in the previous Chapters:

we use the same visual primitives (namely, small densely sampled SIFT patches) and a similar

spatial and perceptual analysis of the image. Moreover, similarly to Chapter 4, we make use

of a multi-component classification algorithm. The idea of applying a spatial partitioning

scheme to the NBNN algorithm was first discussed by Wang et al. [2011a], who proposed

to restrict the Nearest Neighbor search performed by NBNN only to features extracted from

the same area of each considered local feature. Similarly to Wang et al. [2011a], we perform

experiments by using only the prototypes learned from features extracted from the same

area of each considered local feature. However, differently from Wang et al. [2011a], we follow

Chapter 3 and consider both spatial and saliency driven image partitions.

The main differences w.r.t. the approaches discussed in the previous Chapters lie in the

representation of the extracted features, in the type of image signature used, and in the

specific classifier used. In particular, similarly to most of the NBNN methods [Boiman et al.,

2008] discussed in Section 2.4.2, we make use of low-level descriptors of the patches, without

any additional mid-level encoding. Moreover, as for all the NBNN algorithms, each image is

represented by a collection of SIFT features, while the multi-component model is applied to

each single feature. For a full review of the literature of NBNN-based methods please refer to

Section 2.4.2.

As outlined in 2.4.2, the main limitation of the NBNN algorithm lies in the high computational

complexity and high memory requirements of the testing procedure. NBNN methods, indeed,

require to repeatedly perform a Nearest Neighbor search for each local feature in the query

image, w.r.t. a training set that may consist of hundreds of thousands of local features for

each class. Some of the methods discussed in Section 2.4.2 can be used to alleviate this

problem [Çakir et al., 2011; McCann and Lowe, 2012b; Vitaladevuni et al., 2013; Escalante

et al., 2014]. For example, Escalante et al. [2014] propose to use Prototype Generation (PG)

techniques to obtain a set of representative prototypes for each class. Some of the considered

PG algorithms are shown to produce a reduced set of prototypes, without hurting (or, in few

cases, even slightly improving) performance. Still, on a simple 4 classes object recognition

problem, the best performing methods require several days of training and produce a number

of prototypes in the order of thousands per class. By using a class-specific k-means procedure,
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Çakir et al. [2011] are able to obtain a more compact set of prototypes. Differently from

these works, our algorithm learns the prototypes in a supervised and discriminative fashion.

Moreover, similarly to Timofte et al. [2012], for each local feature our prediction function

uses more than just the single Nearest Neighbor in each class (both during training and

testing). The combination of these two modifications allows us to obtain an extremely compact

and discriminative set of prototypes for each class, significantly outperforming the NBNN

algorithm on all the considered datasets.

This Chapter is based on the work published in Fornoni and Caputo [2014].

5.3 The NBNL approach

While many of the NBNN methods presented in Sections 2.4.2 and 5.2 result in a performance

increase w.r.t. the original NBNN algorithm, often also with reduced time and space complexi-

ties, only the method of [Çakir et al., 2011] produces a relatively compact representation of the

training data. In this Chapter we show how with a straightforward modification of the NBNN

scoring function it is possible to make use of ML3 algorithm discussed in Chapter 4 to directly

learn an extremely compact and discriminative set of prototypical local feature for each class.

By effectively exploiting the structure of the training patches, the proposed method greatly

reduces the memory necessary to represent the training set, while also significantly increasing

the classification accuracy and the testing speed.

5.3.1 The NBNN algorithm

In the NBNN algorithm [Boiman et al., 2008], the class of an image is estimated by a Maximum

A-Posteriori (MAP) approach. Let Xi =
[

x1i x2i . . . xr i

]
∈Rd×r be a query image contain-

ing a set of r local features x j i ∈Rd and Y , {1, . . . ,c} be a set of classes. If we assume that the

class priors are uniform and that the local features are conditionally independent given the

class (Naive-Bayes assumption), the MAP estimate of the class of image Xi can be written as

ŷi = argmin
y∈Y

−
r∑

j=1
log p(x j i |y). (5.1)

p(x j i |y) can be estimated using a kernel density estimator

p̂(x j i |y) = 1

ny hd

ny∑
l=1

k
( x j i −xl

h

)
, (5.2)

where k is a kernel function [Epanechnikov, 1969], xl is the l-th local feature from class y ,

ny is the total number of training local features extracted from images of class y and h is the

bandwidth parameter.

The RHS of equation (5.2) may be difficult to compute, as the number of local features ny in
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each class may be very large. Nonetheless, as shown by Boiman et al. [2008], it can be reliably

approximated by computing the value of the kernel only for the single Nearest Neighbor

N Ny (x j i ) of x j i in class y . Using this approximation and choosing the kernel function to be

the Gaussian: k(x) = (2π)−
d
2 exp

(−‖x‖2
)
, the NBNN decision rule becomes

ŷi = argmin
y∈Y

−
r∑

j=1
log p̂(x j i |y) (5.3a)

= argmin
y∈Y

−
r∑

j=1
log

(
1

ny hd

ny∑
l=1

k
( x j i −xl

h

))
(5.3b)

≈ argmin
y∈Y

−
r∑

j=1
log

(
k

(
x j i −N Ny (x j i )

h

))
(5.3c)

= argmin
y∈Y

r∑
j=1

‖x j i −N Ny (x j i )‖2. (5.3d)

The resulting classification algorithm is very simple and can provide image recognition perfor-

mances close to those obtained using BoW models [Boiman et al., 2008].

As anticipated before, one main disadvantage of this algorithm is that it requires to store all the

local features of the training set, while its expected prediction complexity grows either linearly,

or logarithmically (if the exact NN search is replaced with an approximated one [Arya and Fu,

2003]) w.r.t. the number of local features in the training set. In the next Section we discuss

a modification of the NBNN decision rule, allowing to use the ML3 algorithm (discussed in

Chapter 4) to learn a compact set of prototypical local features for each class.

5.3.2 The NBNL decision rule

Let ny be the number of local features in the training set of class y . In order to reduce the

memory requirements and the search space of the NBNN classifier it would be desirable to

preselect a set of m ¿ ny representative prototypes for each class y . Though a difficult task at

first glance, the goal is achievable by making use of ML3 algorithm introduced in Chapter 4.

Let us call Wy the matrix
[

w1y w2y . . . wmy

]> ∈Rm×d containing the set of prototypical

local features from class y . Let us also assume that all the local features and prototypes are

normalized to one (e.g. SIFT features are normalized by design). For a given testing image Xi ,

the NBNN prediction rule can be decomposed as

ŷi = argmax
y∈Y

s(Xi , y) (5.4a)

s(Xi , y) =
r∑

j=1
f (x j i , y), (5.4b)

f (x j i , y) =−‖x j i −N NWy (x j i )‖2, (5.4c)
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where, once again, N NWy (x j i ) indicates the nearest neighbor of x j i in Wy . Using this notation

we can rewrite f (x j i , y) as

f (x j i , y) =− min
k={1,...,m}

‖x j i −wk y‖2

=− min
k={1,...,m}

‖x j i‖2 +‖wk y‖2 −2w>
k y x j i

= max
k={1,...,m}

2
(

w>
k y x j i −1

)
, (5.5)

where for the last equality we have used the assumption that all the features and prototypes are

normalized to 1 (with this assumption it is also possible to see that 0 ≤ ‖x j i − wk y‖2 ≤ 4, ∀i , j ,k, y).

Using the normalization assumption and removing the constants, the NBNN prediction rule

can thus be equivalently written as

ŷi = argmax
y∈Y

r∑
j=1

max
k={1,...,m}

w>
k y x j i . (5.6)

As suggested also by Timofte et al. [2012], and especially since we assume to be using a matrix

Wy with a highly reduced set of prototypical features, it would be advisable to use more than

just the single closest prototype, when computing the score for a given local feature. Taking

inspiration from the scoring functions introduced in Chapter 4, we thus propose to search for a

linear combination of all the prototypes in Wy , maximizing the alignment of the combination

with the considered local feature x j i . This idea can be formalized by the following objective

function

f (x j i , y) = max
β≥0,‖β‖p≤1

β>Wy x j i , (5.7)

where β is an m-dimensional vector of coefficients that weights how the different prototypes

in the matrix Wy are combined to compute f (x j i , y). As discussed in Section 4.4.2, the first con-

straint in (5.7) avoids that the vector β inverts the similarities between x j i and the prototypes

wk y , while without the second constraint the maximization problem would be unbounded.

As discussed in Section 4.6, the parameter p allows to control the locality of the combination

(with p = 1 producing the most local combination) and the smoothness of the classifier (with

p = 2 producing the smoothest decision boundaries). As it can be seen, for each sample, (5.7)

finds a local linear combination of the class-prototypes maximizing the alignment of the

combination with the sample.

An important property of (5.7) is that it has an analytical solution for β (see Section 4.4.1),

making it possible to efficiently compute f (x j i , y) for any given x j i and class y . For ex-

ample, it is easy to show that when p = 1, an optimal solution of (5.7) is of the form β =[
0 . . . 0 1 0 . . . 0

]
, where the only 1 is in the k-th position providing the maximum

positive value for w>
k y x j i (for a proof please refer to Section 4.4.1). Except for a constant factor,

this is equivalent to solve (5.5) with the additional requirement that, instead of searching

amongst all the m prototypes of class y , we restrict the search to the closest ones (such that
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‖x j i −wk y‖2 ≤ 2). If we instead allow p to vary in (1,2], multiple wk y could take part in the

linear combination. For example, as shown by Lemma 4 in Section 4.4.1, with p = 2 the weight

assigned to each prototype would be directly proportional to its alignment to x j i . Plugging (5.7)

into (5.4) the NBNL decision rule is finally defined as

ŷi = argmax
y∈Y

s(Xi , y) (5.8a)

s(Xi , y) =
r∑

j=1
f (x j i , y) (5.8b)

f (x j i , y) = max
β≥0,‖β‖p≤1

β>Wy x j i . (5.8c)

As explained above, the non-negativity constraints of this formulation introduce some locality

in the computation of the nearest neighbor of x j i . It is to note, however, that in real scene

recognition applications using NBNN there will likely be at least one SIFT feature in the

pool Wy that projects positively on x j i . In those cases and when p = 1, the formulations in

equations (5.4) and (5.8) would thus produce identical results.

5.3.3 Learning the NBNL prototypes

As anticipated before, in order to be able to efficiently represent the training set and efficiently

predict the class of a query image, we need to learn the matrix Wy for each class. This can

be achieved by making use of the ML3 algorithm discussed in Chapter 4, which is a multi

component locally linear classifier, based on a latent SVM formulation [Yu and Joachims, 2009].

As discussed in Chapter 4, the ML3 algorithm allows to learn smooth non-linear classifiers

as local linear combinations of linear ones. For a query instance, the linear components of

each class are locally linearly combined according to their confidence on the sample. A main

characteristic of this approach is that it allows to efficiently train and test powerful non-linear

classifiers, without the computational complexity and memory requirements of kernels, or

the computational burden and architectural complexity of multi-layer architectures.

Given a block-matrix W defined as W ,
[

W >
1 W >

2 . . . W >
c

]> ∈ Rmc×d and containing

one block for each class y ∈ {1, . . . ,c}, the prediction of the ML3 algorithm is defined (see

equation 4.18) as:

ŷi (W ), argmax
y∈Y

sW
(
xi , y

)
(5.9)

sW
(
xi , y

)
, max

β≥0,‖β‖p≤1
β>Wy xi . (5.10)

Suppose we are given a set of training examples (xi , yi ) ∈X ×Y , where i = {1, . . . ,n}, X ⊆Rd

is the input space and Y = {1, . . . ,c} is the output (and the decision) space. The objective
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function of ML3 is defined as

min
W ,ξ

λ

2
‖W ‖2

F + 1

n

n∑
i=1

ξi (5.11a)

s.t. 1+ max
y∈Y \{yi }

sW (xi , y)− sW (xi , yi ) ≤ ξi , i = 1, . . . ,n (5.11b)

ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,n (5.11c)

where ‖W ‖F is the Frobenius norm of W . For more technical details about this objective func-

tion and the optimization procedure, please refer to Section 4.4.2. As discussed in Chapter 4,

the resulting algorithm provides a powerful non-linear classifier that can be both efficiently

trained and tested.

As it can be seen, equation (5.10) has exactly the same form of (5.7), meaning that we can

directly make use of the scores provided by the ML3 algorithm into the NBNN-like decision

function (5.8). More importantly, we can also make use of the ML3 algorithm to learn the

matrices Wy .

Given a set of local features extracted from all the training images of each class, the task

assigned to the ML3 algorithm is thus to learn how to predict the class of any single local

feature, by discriminatively training the matrices Wy . Though this is a very hard task, it does

not need to be solved exactly, as during the prediction phase the Naive Bayes classifier on top

of the ML3 algorithm can correct the mistakes made by the latter.

Since we still make use of the Naive Bayes assumption while have replaced the Nearest-

Neighbor distance with the score provided by a non-linear learning algorithm, we call our

approach Naive Bayes Non-linear Learning (NBNL). The proposed algorithm adopts the

promising image-to-class distance paradigm and combines it with a discriminative training

phase to produce a compact representation of the training data. This results in a remarkable

reduction of the memory requirements during prediction and a significative improvement in

the classification accuracy, as it is demonstrated in the next Section.

5.4 Experiments

In this Section we report the results obtained by NBNL, comparing it against BoW with χ2

or intersection kernel and 512 visual words, NBNN [Boiman et al., 2008], NBNN applied to

PCA-SIFT [Vitaladevuni et al., 2013], as well as the results reported in the NBNN literature.

We also perform a comparison against a simple One-vs-All linear SVM trained on the local

features. We do not attempt to use a kernel-SVM to classify the patches, as it would not scale

to the millions of samples that we are dealing with.

We perform experiments on the three scene recognition datasets considered throughout this

thesis, namely: the MIT-Indoor-67 [Quattoni and Torralba, 2009], the 15-Scenes [Lazebnik

et al., 2006] and the UIUC-Sports [Li and Fei-Fei, 2007] datasets. For a complete description
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of these datasets and their benchmarking procedures please refer to Section 2.1. For all our

experiments (and for all the algorithms implemented in our benchmark) we use a common

feature extraction procedure. We initially rescale all the images so that their smallest dimension

is equal to 200px (keeping the original aspect ratio), in order to enforce scale consistency.

We favor SIFT features over other ones (e.g. NIMBLE Kanan and Cottrell [2010], as suggested

by Timofte et al. [2012]) to fairly compare with the wide majority of NBNN and BoW methods.

We thus use VLFeat [Vedaldi and Fulkerson, 2008] to densely extract SIFT features every 8px,

using four different patch sizes: 16, 24, 36 and 54 pixels. As in [Boiman et al., 2008; Rematas

et al., 2012; Timofte et al., 2012; Tuytelaars et al., 2011; Vitaladevuni et al., 2013], to each

local feature we concatenate the coordinates of its relative position in the image. We finally

normalize each local feature to 1. Using these features in a standard BoW model results in

an approach close to the recently introduced Spatially Local Coding [McCann and Lowe,

2012a], in which the patches in the dictionary include also an expected location. We thus

name our Bag-of-Words baseline SLC-BoW to underline its difference w.r.t. the vanilla BoW

model, lacking any spatial information.

We perform three sets of experiments. In the first one we make use of a reduced feature set and

analyze the performance of the NBNL algorithm while varying the number of prototypes, the

parameter p and the number of local features in the training set. We then perform a second

set of experiments by using the full feature set on a fixed configuration of the NBNL algorithm.

Finally, we perform experiments applying the perceptual and spatial pooling approaches

introduced in Chapter 3 to the NBNL algorithm.

5.4.1 Single-scale experiments

In our first set of experiments we analyze the performance of our method when using single-

resolution SIFT features with a patch size of 16px. With this configuration the total number of

training local features is around 500,000 for the UIUC-Sports dataset and approximatively the

double for the 15-Scenes dataset. In this scenario the amount of information provided by the

features is relatively limited (compared to the full multi-scale setup) and a good classifier is

fundamental to achieve reasonable performance. In Figure 5.2 (left) we use the 15-Scenes and

the UIUC-Sports datasets to compare our approach with a simple Naive Bayes Linear Learning

(NBLL) algorithm, in which we replace ML3 with a One-Vs-All linear SVM. Each experiment

is repeated five times, on five different random splits, while the regularization parameter is

tuned using 5-fold cross-validation. We vary the number of prototypes (components) learned

by ML3 between m = 5 and m = 200, and we plot the average accuracy together with the

standard deviation. As it can be noted, the non-linearity introduced by the ML3 classifier

results in a remarkable improvement w.r.t. the linear classifier. On the UIUC-Sports dataset

the absolute improvement is about +39%, and it is even higher on the 15-Scenes dataset.

Intuitively, learning only a single prototype per class is not sufficient to accurately represent the

complexity of the local features and the discrimination between different classes is not possible.

On the other hand, by learning a set of m prototypes per class and predicting with a sample-
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Figure 5.2 – Left: performance of the NBNL algorithm varying the number of prototypes, w.r.t.
the NBLL baseline (using a One-Vs-All linear SVM). Right: performances of our method and
several other baselines with an asymmetric sampling strategy (sub-sampling the patches only
from the training images). All the results are obtained using single-scale SIFT features. Results
on the top are obtained on the 15-Scenes dataset. Results on the bottom are obtained on the
UIUC-Sports dataset.
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specific linear combination of them, each NBNL class model can represent a wide range

of local features, resulting in greatly improved performances. With as few as 25 prototypes

our method already achieves competitive results on both datasets, while 100 prototypes are

sufficient to obtain a performance level very close to the maximal one.

In Figure 5.2 (right) we evaluate the robustness of our approach against several other methods,

when applying an asymmetric sampling strategy, as advocated by Timofte et al. [2012]. We

randomly sub-sample the training local features by keeping only a given percentage of features

per image and we run experiments with each setting. We plot the results of our method with

p ∈ { 1 , 2 }, together with the results of SLC-BoW, NBNN and NBNN + PCA. Following the

observations presented in Figure 5.2 (left), we fix the number of NBNL prototypes to m = 100.

As before, each experiment is repeated five times and the regularization parameter is tuned

using cross-validation. The average accuracy is then plotted, together with the standard

deviation. As it is possible to see, amongst the considered methods the proposed NBNL

approach results to be the most robust w.r.t. sub-sampling the training patches. By using

as little as 2% of the training samples NBNL can already reach the performance level of the

NBNN algorithm using the full training data, while superior performance can be achieved

using only 10% of the training data. Moreover, with just 20% of the training data, our method

is already able to reach a level of performance close to the maximal one. When all the training

features are preserved, the performance of NBNL with p = 2 is similar or better to that of the

SLC-BoW and the NBNN + PCA baselines, significantly outperforming both NBNN and NBNL

with p = 1. We also note that, while with p = 1 the NBNL algorithm performs similarly to the

original NBNN, setting p = 2 (and thus allowing for multiple prototypes to take part in the

prediction) significantly improves the results. Finally, using p = 1.5 we observed an advantage

over p = 2 only whenever the number of prototypes per class is very low. We thus opt for p = 2,

as it slightly speeds up the training procedure.

For visualization purposes, in Figure 5.3 we also plot the top-scoring patches selected by

the original NBNN algorithm and the proposed NBNL approach on example images of the

UIUC-Sports and the 15-Scenes datasets. As it can be noted, NBNL favors patches lying in

the most discriminative areas, correcting some of the mistakes made by the vanilla NBNN

algorithm. For example, water is a more discriminative cue than paddles, as they are easily

confused with field delimitation rods and mallets used in croquet games. We also note that on

the UIUC-Sports dataset our algorithm has learned a spatial bias towards the patches lying on

the top of the scene (rich of contextual data).

5.4.2 Multi-scale experiments

For our second set of experiments we benchmark our algorithm on all the three scene recog-

nition datasets, against all the considered baselines, using all the training features with the

full multi-scale setup. Using this configuration the total number of training SIFT features

amounts to about 1,950,000 for the UIUC-Sports dataset, 3,690,000 for 15-Scenes and more
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Figure 5.3 – Visualization of the classification results on images of the UIUC-Sports (top)
and the 15-Scenes (bottom) datasets. Each image is titled with its ground-truth label, while
in green, blue and red are visualized the top-scoring SIFT patches for the three top-scoring
classes (from lowest to highest) of each image.
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Table 5.1 – Results of NBNL using multi-scale SIFT features, compared to NBNN baselines on
the same feature set, NBNN results reported in the literature (with citation) and two SLC-BoW
algorithms on the same feature set (top).

Method MIT-Indoor-67 15-Scenes UIUC-Sports
SLC-BoW (Intersection, K=512) 37.54±2.24 79.99±0.55 84.58±2.61
SLC-BoW (χ2, K=512) 40.92±0.89 81.31±0.39 86.54±2.27
NBNN [Wang et al., 2011a] - 72.8±0.7 67.60±1.1
NBNN + NIMBLE [Timofte et al., 2012] - 74.2±1.0 -
NBNN [Tuytelaars et al., 2011] - 75±3 -
NBNN [Vitaladevuni et al., 2013] - - 81.48
NB-INN + NIMBLE [Timofte et al., 2012] - 78.2±1.0 -
NNbMF [Çakir et al., 2011] 42.46 78.99 -
NBNN + PCA (32-d) [Vitaladevuni et al., 2013] 48.84 79.0 84.67
NBNN-kernel [Tuytelaars et al., 2011] - 79±2 -
Pooled NBNN + NIMBLE [Rematas et al., 2012] - 79.7±1.5 -
NB-INN + G-KDES + PCA [Timofte et al., 2012] - 79.8±1 -
NBNN + LI2C [Wang et al., 2011a] - 80.07±0.4 82.07±1.2
NBNN 38.67±1.58 77.25±0.74 80.08±1.94
NBNN + PCA (32-d) 45.76±2.33 80.53±0.56 85.50±1.73
NBNL 42.15±1.60 82.30±0.99 85.54±2.81

than 16,000,000 for MIT-Indoor-67. Training a multi-class classifier on such a large number

of samples can be a challenge. For the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset we thus opt to train the NBNL

algorithm in single-precision and using a One-vs-One approach, which decomposes the prob-

lem into a number of very small binary problems, allowing for massive parallelization. For the

other two datasets the original multi-class training procedure is used. Following the results

presented in section 5.4.1 all the NBNL experiments are performed using p = 2 and m = 100.

Each experiment is repeated five times, while the regularization parameter is tuned using

5-fold cross-validation. In Table 5.1 we report the average accuracy and the standard deviation

of the algorithms implemented in our benchmark, together with the results reported in the

NBNN-related literature. For this benchmark we focus on results that do not make use of

spatial pyramid, or other types of spatial coding that could be combined with the methods

(NBNN, BoW and NBNL) used in our benchmark. As it has been shown in Chapter 3 and

repeatedly reported by other authors [Wang et al., 2010b; Çakir et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011a],

any enhanced spatial analysis can further improve the performance of scene classification al-

gorithms. An empirical confirmation of this fact for the NBNL algorithm (obtained by applying

the SPP pooling approach described in Chapter 3) is reported in the next Section.

As it can be seen, even when using a rich multi-scale representation our approach outperforms

all the other NBNN-based algorithms on two out of three datasets, while being also competitive

with the SLC-BoW baselines. Despite its simplicity, the NBNN + PCA approach seems to be

a very good performer on the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset, though the difference is less marked

using our feature set. We note also that in Vitaladevuni et al. [2013] the performance of the

original NBNN is not reported for the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset, making it difficult to properly
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evaluate the impact of the raw features on their final results. It is important to underline that

our approach also produces an extremely compact representation of the original training set.

For example, for the UIUC-Sports dataset (with the multi-scale setup) we have measured a

memory footprint of less than 830 kilobytes for our model, while the original training data

requires around 1.9 gigabytes to be stored in double precision, or about 475 megabytes in

a PCA compressed format. This amounts to a three orders of magnitude compression w.r.t.

the original feature set and more than two orders of magnitude w.r.t. the PCA-compressed

representation. The reason for this compression lies in the fact that our representation contains

8×100 = 800 prototypes in total (100 prototypes per class), instead of the almost two millions

in the original set. This is achieved at the cost of a training procedure that for this dataset

takes 3 hours on average (on a single thread of an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2600K with 16GB of

RAM). Despite this relatively expensive training procedure, another advantage of our approach

w.r.t. the original NBNN algorithm lies in a highly reduced testing time. For example, with

the multi-scale setup the average time necessary to evaluate our algorithm on all the testing

images of the Sports dataset is of 51 seconds, while the NBNN algorithm implemented using a

fast approximated nearest neighbor approach [Muja and Lowe, 2009] requires more than 20

minutes on average. This corresponds to a reduction of more than one order of magnitude in

the testing time as well. Similar results are obtained on the 15-Scenes dataset as well, where

the testing time is reduced from more than 3 hours required by NBNN to less than 7 minutes

for NBNL.

5.4.3 Experiments with Horizontal and Saliency-driven Perceptual Pooling

This last experimental Section is dedicated to the application of the Horizontal + SPP pooling

strategy introduced in Chapter 3, to the NBNL method proposed in this Chapter. Specifically,

following Chapter 3, we make use of a combination of the Horizontal and SPP-Itti’s pooling

approaches (for technical details about these methods please refer to Section 3.3).

In order to apply these pooling techniques to the NBNL algorithm, and similarly to Wang et al.

[2011a], we use ML3 to obtain a specialized set of prototypical features for each considered

region: upper, lower, salient and non-salient. This is simply achieved by training ML3 only with

the local features extracted from each image region. For a given query image, the feature-to-

class distances are then computed by comparing each local feature only with the prototypes

specifically trained for the regions it belongs to (salient vs. non-salient and upper vs. lower).

We repeat the process using both the SPP and the Horizontal partitioning scheme, and we

integrate the two approaches by simply averaging the image-to-class distances obtained in

this way.

In Figure 5.4 we report the results obtained using this technique on the UIUC-Sports dataset

and on the 15-Scenes dataset, using both single scale and multi-scale setups. As it is possible

to see, similarly to what discussed in Chapter 3 (and to what reported by Wang et al. [2011a]),

by forcing the NBNL algorithm to evaluate the local features taking into account also their
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Figure 5.4 – Scene recognition performance obtained by applying the SPP approach described
in Chapter 3 to the NBNL algorithm. Results marked with the keyword multi are obtained
using a multi-scale setup. The other results are obtained using the single scale setup.

Table 5.2 – Comparison of the results of NBNL + Horizontal + SPP to other NBNN approaches
using spatial information.

Method 15-Scenes UIUC-Sports
NNbMF γ∗m [Çakir et al., 2011] 82.08 -
NBNN + LI2C + Weight + SPP [Wang et al., 2011a] 83.7±0.49 84.3±1.52
NBNL multi-scale SPP-Itti’s 82.21±0.55 86.17±2.49
NBNL multi-scale Horizontal + SPP-Itti’s 83.13±0.62 87.00±2.10

quantized spatial location (upper vs. lower) and saliency (salient vs. non-salient) in the image

leads to a further performance improvement. This is especially evident using the single-scale

setup, where the performance gaps are larger and the best performance is always obtained

by combining the spatial and the saliency driven pooling. On the other hand, and similarly

to what found in Chapter 3, with the full multi-scale setup the performance gains of the

SPP representation dwindle. As it can be noted on the 15-Scenes dataset, with this setup

combining SPP with horizontal pooling does not seem to further improve the performance

w.r.t. horizontal pooling itself.

In Table 5.2 we compare our multi-scale results to the ones reported by other authors using

NBNN based methods and performing an additional spatial analysis. For these two datasets,

these methods represent the most competitive approaches in the NBNN literature. As it is

possible to see, our approach obtains comparable results on the 15-Scenes dataset, and better

results on the UIUC-Sports dataset.
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5.5 Discussion

In this Chapter we aimed at addressing the high intra-class variability of scene categories by

using a suitable image representation and classification algorithm. To this end, we considered

the NBNN algorithm, an image classification approach designed to address problems with

high intra-class variability [Boiman et al., 2008]. Being a Nearest-Neighbor based algorithm, the

main limitations of NBNN lie in the high computational complexity and memory requirements

of the testing phase.

In this Chapter we proposed a method to improve both the performance and testing efficiency

of the NBNN algorithm. Specifically, we showed that when the local features are normalized

and the NN search is localized, the feature-to-class distances used by NBNN can be computed

using the scoring function of the ML3 algorithm introduced in Chapter 4. We thus proposed to

make use of ML3 to learn a set of prototypical local features for each class. In its most general

formulation, the proposed algorithm computes the feature-to-class distances using sample

and class specific linear combinations of the learned prototypes. The optimal combination

coefficients are in turn computed using the closed form solution introduced in Chapter 4.

The proposed algorithm, named NBNL, was evaluated on the three scene recognition datasets

used throughout this thesis. By effectively harnessing the training data in a discriminative

framework, the NBNL algorithm is shown to provide two main advantages: 1) the memory

footprint and computation time during prediction are reduced by more than one order of

magnitude; 2) the recognition performance is significantly increased. In facts, on all the con-

sidered datasets the NBNL algorithm significantly outperforms the original NBNN algorithm,

achieving performance o par with that of a BoW model using χ2 kernel and a form of SLC spa-

tial encoding [McCann and Lowe, 2012a]. In addition, by using the Horizontal + SPP pooling

technique introduced in Chapter 3 to obtain multiple sets of prototypical patches special-

ized to different image regions (e.g. salient and non-salient), the performance of the NBNL

algorithm is shown to be further increased.

The main limitation of the approach in its current form is that it presents a computationally

intensive training procedure, due to the relatively slow convergence of the CCCP optimization

used by the ML3 algorithm. Future works should focus on this issue. For example, Felzen-

szwalb et al. [2010] describe a data-mining algorithm for latent SVM, able to select hard

examples and discard easy ones. It would be interesting to evaluate the effects of applying this

method to the NBNL algorithm. Another interesting direction would be to explore ways to

train ML3 in a fully stochastic incremental way. Finally, it might be also worth investigating the

performance of other efficient multi-component methods, such as Adaptive Multi-hyperplane

Machines [Wang et al., 2011b], or Locally Linear SVMs [Ladicky and Torr, 2011].
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6 Conclusion

The goal of this thesis was the development of methods for automatically and efficiently

annotating an image with the scene category that best describes it as a whole. The research

problem was motivated by potential applications, such as automatic organization of digital

collections of images and vision-based spatial reasoning for mobile robots. We followed the

established image classification pipeline consisting of a representation step, followed by a

classification step. In order to address the high intra-class variability and inter-class similarity

characteristic of visual scene categories, while preserving classification efficiency required

by the potential applications, we made the following design choices: 1) use of low-to-mid

level image representations, not employing unreliable and computationally expensive object

detectors; 2) multi-component categorical models, allowing to represent complex categories

by means of simple and specialized sub-categorical components; 3) supervised discriminative

learning algorithms, directly trained to minimize the number of classification errors. Following

these design choices we made three main contributions, related to the representation and

classification steps of the pipeline. The problems addressed and the contributions made in

each part of this thesis are summarized in the next Section.

6.1 Achievements

Saliency-driven image representation

In Chapter 3 we focused on the representation step of the scene recognition pipeline. We tack-

led the problem of the high visual variability of scene categories, considering also the efficiency

requirements of potential scene recognition applications. To this end, we proposed a compact

image representation based on a saliency-driven pooling approach, named SPP. We made

use of the established Itti’s saliency [Itti et al., 1998] and proposed a saliency function directly

operating on the low-level local features to be pooled. The considered saliency functions were

used to segment the image into a salient and a non-salient region, and to separately pool the

features from the two regions. The proposed pooling scheme was shown to generate pooling

regions with different average levels of visual complexity (high for the salient regions and
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low for the non-salient ones), thus capturing perceptually coherent structures independently

of their positions in the scene. By combining SPP with a simple horizontal-bands pooling

approach we obtained well-performing image signatures, up to one order of magnitude more

compact than the ones obtained using standard spatial pyramid schemes. The proposed image

representations were shown to be particularly effective on the most difficult scene recognition

problems, while being comparable to spatial pyramid representations on the other problems.

Efficient multi-component scene recognition

In Chapter 4 we addressed the problem of designing an efficient classification algorithm

capable of discriminating between classes with rich sub-categorical structures. To this end,

we proposed to employ a set of sub-categorical linear components for each class and to use

sample and class specific linear combinations of components to perform the prediction. We

formulated the algorithm as a Locally Linear SVM problem [Ladicky and Torr, 2011] and

casted it in a discriminative and latent SVM framework [Yu and Joachims, 2009]. Within this

framework, the optimal sample-to-component assignments were shown to be computable

using an efficient analytical solution, with a tunable level of sparsity. The resulting multi-class,

multi-component algorithm was named Multiclass Latent Locally Linear SVM (ML3). We

analyzed the scoring function used by ML3 from an encoding point of view, and discussed

its behavior for the approximation of locally linear functions. We also discussed the implicit

feature map used by this scoring function and empirically showed it to increase the intra-class

similarity, while reducing the inter-class similarity. On typical machine learning benchmarks

the algorithm was shown to provide a very competitive trade-off between prediction perfor-

mance and training time, while also ensuring high efficiency of the prediction phase. On scene

recognition problems, the proposed algorithm was evaluated on a modified version of the

Horizontal + SPP representations introduced in Chapter 3. On these image representations,

the ML3 algorithm was shown to provide scene recognition performance on par with that

of a Gaussian kernel SVM [Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2010], using only a fraction of the

computational resources required by the latter.

Patch-based multi-component scene recognition

In Chapter 5 we focused on multi-component algorithms able to assign different parts of

the image (e.g. image patches) to different sets of components. The classification algorithm

proposed in this Chapter, named NBNL, was built upon the ML3 algorithm proposed in

Chapter 4 and NBNN [Boiman et al., 2008], a patch-based Nearest-Neighbor classification

algorithm designed to address problems with high levels of intra-class variability. We analyzed

the link between the Nearest-Neighbor patch-to-class distance used by NBNN and the scoring

function used by ML3. Exploiting this link, we replaced the Nearest-Neighbor based patch-to-

class distance, with the patch-to-class distance obtained using the efficient scoring function of

ML3. Differently from NBNN, which is limited to use only the single nearest patch in each class,

the NBNL patch-to-class distance is computed w.r.t. a sample-specific linear combination of
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prototypical patches. The patch prototypes were discriminatively learned by applying ML3 to

the set of (SIFT) patches extracted from the training images. Differently from the approach

proposed in Chapter 4, the NBNL algorithm proposed in Chapter 5 used different linear

combinations of components (patch prototypes) for each of the patches extracted from a given

query image. With respect to the original NBNN algorithm, the proposed algorithm was shown

to provide two main advantages: 1) the memory footprint and computational complexity

of the testing phase were reduced by several orders of magnitude; 2) the scene recognition

performance was increased to the level provided by BoW + χ2 kernel SVM approaches. Even

higher performance levels were obtained by applying the Horizontal + SPP pooling technique

introduced in Chapter 3 to the NBNL algorithm proposed in this Chapter.

6.2 Discussion, limitations and future work

The methods proposed in this thesis achieve competitive performance, with compact repre-

sentations and relatively efficient classification procedures. Amongst the scene recognition

methods proposed, the most effective resulted to be the one proposed in Chapter 3, making

use of a χ2 kernel SVM on the multiresolution Horizontal + SPP image signatures. For small

datasets, similar levels of performance were achieved also by applying a combination of the

SPP and the Horizontal pooling techniques to the NBNL algorithm proposed in Chapter 5.

Thanks to the patch-level modeling, this algorithm obtained also the most compact models.

The best trade-off between performance and efficiency was achieved by directly applying the

ML3 algorithm to a modified version of the Horizontal + SPP image signatures, as proposed in

Chapter 4.

In the following we discuss the most important limitations of the above discussed algorithms.

For each of the considered shortcomings we also provide some potential research directions

to tackle the problem and improve the considered approach.

Bottom-up saliency, with fixed segmentation threshold

The SPP technique presented in Chapter 3, and used throughout the thesis, is based on

a segmentation of the image into the most and the least salient areas, using a bottom-up

saliency operator and a mass threshold fixed to a constant for all the images. The threshold

used in this thesis was justified by an extensive discussion and empirical evaluation. Still, it is

important to remember that saliency is a relative property of each image and, consequently,

an image-specific threshold should be used. Moreover, the discrimination between salient and

non-salient areas should be done by taking into account also the scene recognition task to be

addressed. These two goals could be jointly achieved by modeling the saliency threshold as an

additional latent variable of the ML3 algorithm. In this way, the classification algorithm would

directly be able to select an image and class specific segmentation threshold, maximizing the

confidence of each class-model.
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Batch optimization

The objective function of the ML3 algorithm is minimized using a Constrained Concave

Convex Procedure (CCCP) [Yuille and Rangarajan, 2003; Smola et al., 2005; Sriperumbudur

and Lanckriet, 2012]. Although each iteration of the algorithm is efficiently optimized using

SGD, the full optimization procedure is carried on in a batch fashion, requiring multiple passes

over the full training set. This prevents a direct application of the algorithm to very large scale

problems, where more than a single pass over the data would be prohibitive. This limitation

was already encountered in this thesis when we had to apply the ML3 algorithm to the 16+

millions patches extracted from the images of the 67 categories of the MIT-Indoor-67 dataset.

A very important research direction would thus be to investigate how to optimize the objective

function of ML3 in a fully stochastic fashion. A possible way to achieve this could be to make

use of the recently introduced stochastic majorization-minimization algorithm [Mairal, 2013],

which allows to stochastically minimize non-convex functions in the form of difference of

convex functions, such as the one of ML3 . In order to accelerate convergence in the fully

stochastic regime we could also consider replacing the non-differentiable multi-class hinge

loss used by ML3 , with its smooth log-exponential counterpart [Amit et al., 2007].

Large and redundant sets of training patches

The NBNL algorithm presented in Chapter 5 directly operates on densely sampled SIFT fea-

tures, extracted at multiple scales from each image. This results in a very large amount of

training patches that needs to be processed. Moreover, given the local nature of the extracted

patches, a large part of them may be redundant. The extremely high compression levels

obtained by the NBNL algorithm are indeed strong indications in this direction. Beside im-

proving the convergence speed of ML3 (as discussed above), another direction that could be

considered is that of finding ways to explicitly mine hard samples. Felzenszwalb et al. [2010],

for example, proposed a data-mining procedure for this purpose, adapted it to Latent SVMs

and applied it to select difficult negative image patches for object detection tasks. We could

apply a similar technique to select a set of difficult SIFT patches, during the training process

of NBNL. Another alternative could be to avoid the usage of densely sampled SIFT features,

in favor of features extracted from sparsely sampled patches. NIMBLE features [Kanan and

Cottrell, 2010], for example, are extracted only from large salient areas of the image and in

a fixed number (e.g. 100). Moreover, they have already been proved to be very effective for

NBNN classification algorithms [Timofte et al., 2012].
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A Mathematical proofs

Lemma (Solution forβV (x) and 1 < p <∞) 1. Let V =
[

v1 v2 · · · vm

]> ∈Rm×d andβV (x)

be defined as in equation (4.13). If 1 < p < ∞, for every x ∈ Rd s.t.
∥∥(V x)+

∥∥
q > 0, with q =

p/(p −1), the j -th element of the optimal vector βV (x) is given by

βV (x) j =


∣∣∣v>

j x
∣∣∣+∥∥(V x)+
∥∥

q


q−1

.

Furthermore, βV (x)>V x = ∥∥(V x)+
∥∥

q .

Proof. Decompose the objective function β>V x into two sums: one corresponding to the

positive elements of the vector V x , and the other corresponding to the remaining elements.

As β is constrained to be non-negative, it follows that all the (β)i associated with non-positive

v>
i x need to be zero. For the remainingβi , the problem is equivalent to find anα on the p-unit

ball such that α>d is maximized for a vector d , whose elements are the positive entries of the

vector V x . The solution of this problem is the point on the surface of the p-unit ball such that

its tangent plane has a normal vector parallel to d . For the case p > 1, define

F (α) =
(∑

i
α

p
i

) 1
p

−1 = 0, (A.1)

as the equation of the points on the surface of the p-unit ball. The j -th coordinate of the

normal to the tangent plane of this surface is defined as ∇α j F (α) = (∑
i α

p
i

) 1−p
p α

p−1
j . In order

for ∇αF (α) to be parallel to d we have to enforce ∇α j F (α) = θd j with θ > 0, which gives:

α j =
 θd j(∑

i α
p
i

) 1−p
p

 1
p−1

. (A.2)
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By plugging (A.2) into (A.1) we obtain θ =
(∑

i α
p
i

) 1−p
p

‖d‖q
, which in turn provides the solution

α j =
(

d j

‖d‖q

)q−1
. Since ‖d‖q = ∥∥(V x)+

∥∥
q , the final solution can thus be written as

βV (x) j =


∣∣∣v>

j x
∣∣∣+∥∥(V x)+
∥∥

q


q−1

. (A.3)

By plugging this solution back into the objective function, we can also write

βV (x)>V x =
m∑

j=1




∣∣∣v>
j x

∣∣∣+∥∥(V x)+
∥∥

q


q−1

v>
j x


= 1∥∥(V x)+

∥∥q−1
q

m∑
j=1

∣∣∣v>
j x

∣∣∣q

+

=
∥∥(V x)+

∥∥q
q∥∥(V x)+

∥∥q−1
q

= ∥∥(V x)+
∥∥

q

For the case p = 1, the tangent plane is fixed, hence the solution reduces to extreme values

of the p-unit ball, and can also be obtained by taking the limit for p → 1 of the solution in

Lemma 4.

Proposition 2. Let Xρ be defined as Xρ ≡ {x ∈ Rd : ‖x‖2 ≤ ρ}, let ω : Xρ → Rd be a vector-

valued function with d dimensions {ω (·)i }d
i=1 and let f : Xρ 7→R be a locally linear function of

the form f (x) =ω (x)> x . If ω (·) is α-Lipschitz smooth on Xρ w.r.t. the `2-norm and there exist

a scalar τ≥ 0 s.t. ‖ω (x)‖2 ≤ τ for every x ∈Xρ , then f (·) is (αρ+τ)-Lipschitz smooth on Xρ .

Proof. Let x and x ′ be two vectors in Xρ . We can write:∣∣ f (x)− f (x ′)
∣∣= ∣∣ω(x)>x −ω(x ′)>x ′∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣∣
(

d∑
i=1

ω(x)i xi −
d∑

i=1
ω(x ′)i xi

)
−

(
d∑

i=1
ω(x ′)i x ′

i −
d∑

i=1
ω(x ′)i xi

)∣∣∣∣∣
≤

∣∣∣ω (x)> x −ω(
x ′)> x

∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣∣ d∑
i=1

ω(x ′)i
(
x ′

i −xi
)∣∣∣∣∣

≤
∣∣∣(ω (x)−ω(

x ′))> x
∣∣∣+ d∑

i=1

∣∣ω(x ′)i
∣∣ ∣∣x ′

i −xi
∣∣

≤ ∥∥ω (x)−ω(
x ′)∥∥‖x‖+∥∥ω(x ′)

∥∥
2

∥∥x ′−x
∥∥

2

≤αρ∥∥x −x ′∥∥
2 +τ

∥∥x ′−x
∥∥

2

= (
αρ+τ)∥∥x −x ′∥∥

2 ,
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where the third inequality is an application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and for the

last inequality we have used the assumptions that ω (·) is α-Lipschitz and ‖ω (x)‖2 ≤ τ, while

‖x‖2 ≤ ρ.

Proposition 2 tells us that if the function ω(x) is Lipschitz smooth and has bounded norm,

then also the function f (x) =ω(x)>x is Lipschitz smooth. As an example, by using Proposi-

tion 2 it is easy to show that with ω(x) = Ax +b, the locally linear function f (x) =ω(x)>x is(
2ρ ‖A‖F +‖b‖2

)
-Lipshitz smooth in Xρ . Please note that forα-Lipschitz smooth functions on

Xρ the condition ‖ω (x)‖2 ≤ τ is a loose one. Indeed, if there exists a vector z ∈Xρ s.t.ω (z) = 0,

then: ‖ω (x)‖2 = ‖ω (x)−ω (z)‖2 ≤ α‖x − z‖2 ≤ α (‖x‖2 +‖z‖2) ≤ 2αρ. This last condition, in

turn, can be granted for a properly transposed version ofω (x) (e.g. by considering the function

ω(x)−miny∈Xρ
ω(y)).

Lemma (Linearization) 3. Let Xρ ≡ {x ∈ Rd : ‖x‖2 ≤ ρ} and ω : Xρ → Rd be a vector-valued

function with d dimensions {ω (·)i }d
i=1. Let f : Xρ 7→R be a locally linear function of the form

f (x) =ω(x)>x , and let V =
[

v1 v2 · · · vm

]> ∈ Rm×d be an arbitrary m ×d matrix. If ω (·)
is α-Lipschitz smooth on Xρ w.r.t. the `2-norm, then for all x ∈Xρ and β ∈Rm s.t. β≥ 0 and∥∥β∥∥

1 = 1, the following inequality holds, for some γ ≥ 0 that depends on the specific form of

ω(·): ∣∣∣∣∣ f (x)−
m∑

i=1
βiω(vi )>x

∣∣∣∣∣≤ ργ∥∥x −V >β
∥∥

2 +ρ
(
γ+α) m∑

i=1
βi ‖x −vi‖2 . (A.4)

Proof. Let us express ω(·) as ω(·) = ω1(·)+ω2(·), where ω1 : Xρ 7→ Rd is a linear map and

ω2 : Xρ 7→Rd is a remainder s.t. ω(·) satisfies the hypothesis of this lemma (namely, that ω (·)
is α-Lipschitz smooth on Xρ).

Please note that it is always possible to express ω (·) in this form, as the constant function

ω1(·) = 0 is a valid linear map. Please note also that, sinceω1(x) is linear,ω1(x)>x is a quadratic

function of x . Therefore, by assuming ω (·) to have this form we are assuming that f (x) may

be composed of a smooth quadratic part, and a reminder which can be anything, as long as

ω1(·)+ω2(·) is α-Lipschitz smooth.

First we show that since ω1(·)+ω2(·) is assumed to be α-Lipschitz smooth and ω1 linear, also

on ω2 is Lipschitz smooth. Specifically, since ω1(x) is a linear map, ω1(x) is γ-Lipschitz for

some γ≥ 0. Consequently, using ω2(x) =ω(x)−ω1(x), for any x and x ′ in Xρ we have:∥∥ω2(x)−ω2(x ′)
∥∥= ∥∥(

ω(x)−ω(x ′)
)+ (

ω1(x ′)−ω1(x)
)∥∥

≤ ∥∥ω(x)−ω(x ′)
∥∥+∥∥ω1(x ′)−ω1(x)

∥∥
≤α∥∥x −x ′∥∥+γ∥∥x ′−x

∥∥
= (

α+γ)∥∥x −x ′∥∥ .

Please note that in case ω1(·) = 0, we have γ= 0, so that ω(·) =ω2(·) is once again α-Lipschitz.
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Using this representation of ω (·), we can write:∣∣∣∣∣ f (x)−
∑

i
βiω(vi )>x

∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣ω1 (x)> x −∑

i
βiω1(vi )>x +ω2 (x)> x −∑

i
βiω2(vi )>x

∣∣∣∣∣
≤

∣∣∣∣∣ω1 (x)> x −∑
i
βiω1(vi )>x

∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣ω2 (x)> x −∑

i
βiω2(vi )>x

∣∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣∣
(
ω1 (x)−

∑
i
βiω1(vi )

)>
x

∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣
(∑

i
βiω2 (x)−

∑
i
βiω2(vi )

)>
x

∣∣∣∣∣
≤

∣∣∣∣∣
(
ω1 (x)−ω1

(∑
i
βi vi

))>
x

∣∣∣∣∣+∑
i
βi

∣∣(ω2 (x)−ω2(vi ))> x
∣∣

≤
∥∥∥∥∥ω1 (x)2 −ω1

(∑
i
βi vi

)∥∥∥∥∥
2

‖x‖2 +
∑

i
βi ‖ω2 (x)−ω2(vi )‖2 ‖x‖2

≤ ργ
∥∥∥∥∥x −∑

i
βi vi

∥∥∥∥∥
2

+ρ (
γ+α) ∑

i
βi ‖x −vi‖2

= ργ∥∥x −V >β
∥∥

2 +ρ
(
γ+α)∑

i
βi ‖x −vi‖2 ,

where we have used the fact that, by the linearity of ω1 we have
∑

i βiω1(vi ) = ω1
(∑

i βi vi
)
,

and in the last two inequalities we applied the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the facts that

ω1 is γ-Lipschitz and ω2 is
(
γ+α)

-Lipschitz.

Proposition 4. Let V =
[

v1 v2 · · · vm

]> ∈ Rm×d be an arbitrary matrix in Rm×d , x be an

arbitrary vector in Rd and β ∈ Rm be a vector such that β ≥ 0. If
∥∥β∥∥

p ≤ 1, with p > 0, the

following inequality holds:

m∑
i=1

βi ‖x −vi‖2 ≤
(∥∥β∥∥

1

(∥∥β∥∥
1 ‖x‖2

2 +‖V ‖2
F −2β>V x

)) 1
2

Moreover, if p ≤ 2, the following inequality holds as well:

∥∥x −V >β
∥∥

2 ≤
(‖x‖2

2 +‖V ‖2
F −2β>V x

) 1
2

Proof. For the first inequality we proceed as follow. For any vector β≥ 0 with an unknown but

fixed `1-norm
∥∥β∥∥

1 we can apply Jensen’s inequality to get

(
m∑

i=1

βi∥∥β∥∥
1

‖x −vi‖2

)2

≤
m∑

i=1

βi∥∥β∥∥
1

‖x −vi‖2
2(

m∑
i=1

βi ‖x −vi‖2

)2

≤ ∥∥β∥∥
1

m∑
i=1

βi ‖x −vi‖2
2
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Moreover, since β≥ 0 and
∥∥β∥∥

p ≤ 1, we also have
∑m

i=1βi ‖vi‖2 ≤∑m
i=1 ‖vi‖2 = ‖V ‖2

F , so that

m∑
i=1

βi ‖x −vi‖2
2 =

∥∥β∥∥
1 ‖x‖2

2 +
m∑

i=1
βi ‖vi‖2 −2

m∑
i=1

βi v>
i x

≤ ∥∥β∥∥
1 ‖x‖2

2 +‖V ‖2
F −2β>V x ,

which gives the desired result.

The second inequality is due to the fact that by Cauchy-Schwarz and the equivalence of norms:

∥∥V >β
∥∥2

2 =
d∑

j=1

∣∣∣∣∣ m∑
i=1

βi vi j

∣∣∣∣∣
2

≤
d∑

j=1

m∑
i=1

β2
i

m∑
k=1

v2
k j =

∥∥β∥∥2
2 ‖V ‖2

F ≤ ∥∥β∥∥2
p ‖V ‖2

F ≤ ‖V ‖2
F .

It is therefore immediate to write∥∥x −V >β
∥∥2

2 = ‖x‖2
2 +

∥∥V >β
∥∥2

2 −2β>V x ≤ ‖x‖2
2 +‖V ‖2

F −2β>V x .
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B Visualizations

We report here some visualizations of saliency maps on the MIT67-indoor scene recognition

dataset.

Airport Inside Church Inside Cloister Elevator

Inside Bus Inside Subway Library Locker Room

Museum Pool Inside Prison Cell Subway

Train Station Waiting Room

Figure B.1 – Visualizations of the segmentation masks obtained using Itti Saliency on images
from the 14 categories of the “Public Spaces” macrogroup.
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